
 

AAF 01/06 and ISAE 3402 Internal Controls report on Marlborough Fund 
Managers Ltd as at 30 September 2019  

Ernst & Young LLP (EY) has been requested by Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd (the ‘Client’) to provide 
you with a copy of the report we prepared, on their instructions, on internal controls (the ‘Report’). 

The Report was prepared solely for the use of the Client and addressed issues specific to them. 
Accordingly, we may not have addressed issues of relevance to you and the Company (together the 
‘Recipients’). Further, the Report was concluded on the date stated on the report, and we have not 
undertaken any further work since that time. Material events may therefore have occurred which will not 
be reflected in the Report.  

Whilst we are prepared to provide a copy of the Report to the Recipients, it is only on the basis that the 
Recipients acknowledge and agree that: 

1. No EY Person accepts any responsibility nor shall have any liability in contract, tort or otherwise to 
any Recipient or any other third party in relation to the contents of the Report; 

2. Any use a Recipient makes of the Report is entirely at its own risk;  

3. Subject to the provisions of clause 4 below no Recipient shall disclose all or any part of the Report 
to any other person, by any means, or refer to EY or any EY Person in connection with the Report;  

4. All Reports/Tax papers to the extent they relate to tax matters, including tax advice, tax opinions, tax 
returns, or the tax treatment or tax structure of any transaction (Tax Advice) are provided solely for 
the information and internal use of the Client and may not be relied upon by anyone else (other than 
tax authorities who may rely on the information provided to them) for any purpose without EY’s prior 
written consent. Notwithstanding any confidentiality obligations or other restrictions on disclosure 
contained in this agreement, a Recipient (and in the case of the Company its officers, directors, 
employees, agents and advisors) may disclose to any person or entity, without limitation, Tax Advice 
subject to first obtaining the written consent of the Client before making such disclosure. The 
Recipient shall also inform the other third party that it cannot rely on the Tax Advice for any purpose 
without EY’s prior written consent; 

5. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law and professional regulations the Company shall 
indemnify the EY Persons against all claims by third parties and resulting liabilities, losses, 
damages, costs and expenses (including reasonable external and internal legal costs) arising out of 
a third party’s use of or reliance on the Report disclosed to it by or through a Recipient or at a 
Recipient’s request; and 

6. EY Persons shall be entitled to enforce these terms and conditions in accordance with the 
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.  

This agreement and any dispute or claim (including non-contractual disputes or claims) arising out of or 
in connection with it or its subject matter or formation shall be governed by and construed in accordance 
with the law of England and Wales. 

Each party irrevocably agrees that the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to 
settle any dispute or claim (including non-contractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection 
with this agreement or its subject matter or formation. 
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For the purposes of this agreement ‘EY Persons’ shall mean Ernst & Young LLP, any other member of 
the global network of EY firms and any of their respective subcontractors, members, shareholders, 
directors, officers, partners, principals or employees (including but not limited to employees of  
Ernst & Young Services Limited). ‘EY Person’ shall be construed accordingly. 

If you wish to access the Report you should confirm your acceptance of and agreement to the terms of 
this agreement by entering your name, employer and job title where indicated below and clicking on the 
‘I AGREE’ button below.  

By clicking on the ‘I AGREE’ button you signify that you and the Company agree to be bound by 
these terms and conditions. You confirm that you are authorised to enter into this agreement on 
behalf of the Company and that once you click on the ‘I AGREE’ button below this agreement is 
legally binding on, and enforceable against, the Company. Such acceptance and agreement shall 
be deemed to be as effective as a written signature provided manually by you, for and on behalf 
of you and the Company, and shall be deemed to satisfy any requirements of any applicable law 
to create a legally enforceable contract, notwithstanding that the agreement is written and 
accepted electronically. 

 

I AGREE 

(Double-click icon attachment above to view 
report) 

I DO NOT AGREE 

(Close document and do not view report) 
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1. Independent Service Auditors Assurance Report   
 


 
 


Reporting accountants’ assurance report on internal controls of service 
organisation 
 


To the Directors of Marlborough Fund Managers Limited   
 


Use of report 
 
This report is made solely for the use of the Directors, as a body, of Marlborough Fund 


Managers Limited (“MFM”) and solely for the purpose of reporting on the internal controls of 


MFM in accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated 3 June 2019 and attached 


as appendix nine.  


 


Our work has been undertaken so that we might report to the Directors those matters that we 


have agreed to state to them in this report and for no other purpose. Our report must not be 


recited or referred to in whole or in part in any other document nor made available, copied or 


recited to any other party, in any circumstances, without our express prior written permission. 


 


Subject as follows, we are prepared to extend our assumption of responsibility to those 


customers who first accept in writing (in a form provided to us and confirmed by us to be 


acceptable to us) the relevant terms of the engagement letter agreed previously with MFM as 


if the customer had signed that letter when originally issued, and including the provisions 


limiting liability contained in that letter. This extension will not apply to a customer where we 


inform that customer, whether before or after the customer accepts the relevant terms of the 


engagement letter, that they do not meet our client acceptance criteria.  
 


To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone 


other than the Directors as a body and of MFM for our work, for this report or for the 


conclusions we have formed. 
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Scope 
 


We have been engaged to report on MFM’s description of its service organisation activities 


as at 30 September 2019 (the description), and on the suitability of the design of controls to 


achieve the related control objectives stated in the description. 


 


An assurance engagement to report on the description and design of controls at a service 


organisation involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the disclosures in the 


service organisation's description of its system, and the design of controls. The procedures 


selected depend on the reporting accountant’s judgment, including the assessment that the 


description is not fairly presented, and that controls are not suitably designed. An assurance 


engagement of this type also includes evaluating the overall presentation of the description, 


the suitability of the control objectives stated therein, and the suitability of the criteria specified 


by the service organisation and described at pages 36 to 75. 


 


We did not perform any procedures regarding the operating effectiveness of controls included 


in the description and, accordingly, do not express an opinion thereon. 


 


We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 


for our opinion. 
 


Service organisation’s responsibilities 


 
MFM is responsible for: preparing the description and the accompanying statement set out on 


pages 8 to 9, including the completeness, accuracy, and method of presentation of the 


description and the statement; providing the services covered by the description; specifying 


the criteria including the control objectives and stating them in the description; identifying the 


risks that threaten the achievement of the control objectives; and designing, implementing and 


effectively operating controls to achieve the related control objectives stated in the description. 


 


The control objectives stated in the description include the internal control objectives 


developed for service organisations as set out in the ICAEW Technical Release AAF 01/06. 
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Our independence and quality control 
 
We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of the ICAEW Code 


of Ethics, which includes the requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants 


issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, which is founded on 


fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care, 


confidentiality and professional behaviour. 


 


The firm applies International Standard on Quality Control 1 and accordingly maintains a 


comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures 


regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal 


and Regulatory requirements. 
 


Reporting accountants’ responsibilities 
 


Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the fairness of the presentation of the description 


and on the suitability of the design of the controls to achieve the related control objectives 


stated in that description. We conducted our engagement in accordance with International 


Standard on Assurance Engagements 3402, and ICAEW Technical Release AAF 01/06. That 


standard and guidance require that we plan and perform our procedures to obtain reasonable 


assurance about whether, in all material respects, the description is fairly presented and the 


controls were suitably designed to achieve the related control objectives stated in the 


description as at 30 September 2019. 


 


Our work involved performing procedures to obtain evidence about the presentation of the 


description of the service organisation activities and the design of those controls. Our 


procedures included assessing the risks that the description is not fairly presented and that 


the controls were not suitably designed to achieve the related control objectives stated in the 


description. An assurance engagement of this type also includes evaluating the overall 


presentation of the description and the suitability of the control objectives stated therein, and 


the suitability of the criteria specified by the service organisation and described at pages 36 


to 75. 
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Inherent limitations 
 
MFM’s description is prepared to meet the common needs of a broad range of customers and 


their auditors and may not, therefore, include every aspect of the service organisation 


activities that each individual customer may consider important in its own particular 


environment. Also, because of their nature, controls at a service organisation may not prevent 


or detect and correct all errors or omissions in processing or reporting transactions or 


identification of the function performed by the service organisation or system. 


 


Our opinion is based on historical information and the projection to future periods of any 


evaluation of the fairness of the presentation of the description, or opinions about the suitability 


of the design of the controls would be inappropriate. 
 


Opinion 
 
In our opinion, in all material respects, based on the criteria including specified control 


objectives described in the Management Statement on pages 8 to 9: 


 


a) the description on pages 36 to 75 fairly presents the service organisation activities that 


were designed and implemented as at 30 September 2019; and 


b) the controls related to the control objectives stated in the description on pages 36 to 75 


were suitably designed to provide reasonable assurance that the specified control 


objectives would be achieved if the described controls operated effectively as at 30 


September 2019. 
 


 


 


Ernst & Young LLP 


London  


10 March 2020 
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2. Management Statement  
As Directors, we are responsible for the identification of control objectives relating to 


customers’ assets and related transactions in the provision of financial services and the 


design, implementation and operation of the control procedures of Marlborough Fund 


Managers Ltd (MFM) to provide reasonable assurance that the control objectives are 


achieved.   


 


In carrying out those responsibilities, we have regard not only to the interests of our customers 


but also to those of the owners of the business and the general effectiveness and efficiency 


of the relevant operations.   


 


We have evaluated the effectiveness of MFM’s control procedures having regard to the 


Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) Technical Release Audit 


and Assurance Faculty (AAF) 01/06 and the International Standard on Assurance 


Engagement (ISAE) 3402 and the criteria for financial services set out therein, with the 


exception of those control objectives excluded as described in Section 4.  


 


The accompanying description has been prepared for customers who have used the system 


and their auditors who have a sufficient understanding to consider the description, along with 


other information including information about controls operated by customers themselves, 


when obtaining an understanding of customers’ information systems relevant to financial 


reporting.  


 


MFM confirms that: 


 


(a) The accompanying description fairly presents the system which was designed and 


implemented as at 30 September 2019. The criteria used in making this statement were 


that the accompanying description: 


 


(i) Presents how the system was designed and implemented, including: 


 The types of services provided, including the classes of transactions processed; 


 The procedures, within both information technology and manual systems, by 


which those transactions were initiated, recorded, processed, corrected as 


necessary, and transferred to the reports prepared for customers; 


 The related accounting records, supporting information and specific accounts 


that were used to initiate, record, process and report transactions; this includes 
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the correction of incorrect information and how information is transferred to the 


reports prepared for customers; 


 How the system dealt with significant events and conditions, other than 


transactions; 


 The process used to prepare reports for customers; 


 Relevant control objectives and controls designed to achieve those objectives; 


 Controls that we assumed, in the design of the system, would be implemented 


by user entities, and which, if necessary, to achieve control objectives stated in 


the accompanying description, are identified in the description along with the 


specific control objectives that cannot be achieved by ourselves alone; and 


 Other aspects of our control environment, risk assessment process, information 


system (including the related business processes) and communication, control 


activities and monitoring controls that were relevant to processing and reporting 


customers' transactions. 


 


(ii) Does not omit or distort information relevant to the scope of the system being 


described, while acknowledging that the description is prepared to meet the common 


needs of a broad range of customers and their auditors and may not, therefore, include 


every aspect of the system that each individual customer may consider important in its 


own particular environment. 


 


(b) The controls related to the control objectives stated in the accompanying description were 


suitably designed as at 30 September 2019. The criteria used in making this statement 


were that: 


 


(i) The risks that threatened achievement of the control objectives stated in the description 


were identified, and 


(ii) The identified controls would, if operated as described, provide reasonable assurance 


that those risks did not prevent the stated control objectives from being achieved. 


 


 
 Joint Managing Director 


On behalf of: Marlborough Fund Managers Limited. 


9th March 2020  
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3. Business Activities and Control Environment  
3.1. Purpose of Report 
This Service Organisation Controls (SOC1) Report is intended to provide MFM clients and the 


independent auditors of those clients with information about the internal controls of MFM. This 


report is a type 1 report and, as such, is a design of controls report which evaluates and 


reports on the design of controls put into operation as at a point in time.  


 


3.2. Scope 
The scope of this SOC1 report applies to the following Functions, only: 


1. Transfer Agency  


2. Fund Accounting 


3. Information Technology, including Systems Development and InvestOne (IO) 


 


The control objectives and related controls of the organisations to which MFM has outsourced 


functions are outside the scope of this report.  


 


The report has been prepared taking into consideration guidance described in the Institute of 


Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), Audit and Assurance Faculty (AAF) 


01/06 technical release published in 2012 and the International Standard on Assurance 


Engagement (ISAE) 3402, entitled “Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organisation” 


issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.   


 


This report covers the design of control as at 30 September 2019 and encompasses MFM, 


located in Bolton, UK. 


 
3.3. Organisational Structure 
The Marlborough Group employs a total of 179 employees across all locations – Bolton, 


London, Lichfield, Peterborough and Dublin. The Marlborough Group Organogram (Figure 1) 


and supporting incorporation details (Figure 2) are referenced below. Whilst we acknowledge 


that the scope of this report extends no further than MFM, for the sake of completeness, we 


have provided a high-level summary detailing the service each entity provides.   
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Figure 1 – The Marlborough Group Organogram 


 


Company Name  Date of 


Registration 


Jurisdiction  


UFC Fund Management PLC 29/05/1997 England & Wales  


Marlborough Group Holdings Limited 22/03/2016 England & Wales 


Marlborough Investment Management Limited  16/09/1985 England & Wales 


Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd 03/10/1986 England & Wales 


Investment Fund Services Limited 16/02/2007 England & Wales 


UFC Fund Management International Holdings Limited  09/11/2017 Ireland  


Marlborough International Management Limited  08/03/1994 Guernsey  


IFSL International Limited  07/12/2017 Ireland  


Marlborough Investment Management International 


Limited  


12/11/1984 Ireland  


 


Figure 2 – incorporation details  
 


UFC Fund Management PLC - UFC Fund Management PLC is The Holding Company for 


the whole Group.  


 


Marlborough Group Holdings Limited - Marlborough Group Holdings Limited is a 


consolidation Group for a number of regulated and unregulated businesses involved in 


financial services and associated technology and professional services. The Company itself 
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provides management services to other members of The Group. The Group trades under the 


brand ‘The Marlborough Group’.  


 
Marlborough Investment Management Limited - Marlborough Investment 


Management Limited (MIM) offers discretionary management services to Independent 


Financial Advisers (IFA) clients, high net worth individuals and to charities, pension funds and 


trusts.  


 
Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd - Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd (MFM) is a UK-


Authorised Fund Manager operating Undertakings for the Collective Investment in 


Transferable Securities (UCITS) and Alternative Investment Funds (AIFS). Marlborough Fund 


Managers Limited has a range of 19 Marlborough branded funds covering UK and 


international equities, fixed interest and fund of funds. MFM also has a small number (five) of 


funds where it is the Authorised Fund Manager.  


 


As at 30 September 2019, Assets under Management (AUM) for MFM was £5.8bn. 
 
Investment Fund Services Limited – Investment Fund Services Limited (IFSL) is a UK-


based Authorised Fund Manager which offers a full range of fund services, including fund 


administration and pricing, transfer agency and compliance & risk oversight. 


 


Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) – For both MFM and IFSL, the ACD's responsibilities 


include managing the company's investments, buying and selling own shares on demand, 


and ensuring accurate pricing of shares at net asset value. An ACD must be authorised by 


the FCA. 


 


As at 30 September 2019, Assets under Management (AUM) for IFSL was £3.9bn. 


 
UFC Fund Management International Holdings Limited - UFC Fund Management 


International Holdings Limited is The Holding Company of the Ireland-based businesses, 


namely IFSL International Limited and Marlborough Investment Management International 


Limited.  


 
Marlborough International Management Limited - Marlborough International 


Management Limited (MINT) is a fund management company based in Guernsey. MINT 
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provides offshore access to a range of single-strategy and risk-graded fund of funds within a 


Protected Cell Company. 
 


IFSL International Limited - IFSL International Limited is an Ireland-based ‘Super ManCo’, 


which is a fund management company with dual authorisation as a UCITS Management 


Company and an Alternative Investment Fund Manager.   


 
Marlborough Investment Management International Limited - Marlborough 


Investment Management International Limited is an Ireland-based investment Company 


which manages the MFM Techinvest Technology and MFM Techinvest Special Situations 


funds.  


 
3.4. Culture, Mission and Strategy  
 
3.4.1. Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd 
The MFM mission is to lead the way in active management as a trusted firm with superior fund 


knowledge, service quality, product understanding and added value for investors. 


 
MFM’s strategy is to increase shareholder value by offering actively managed funds which 


provide real added value for retail and institutional investors. Service quality and product 


knowledge must be superior to our competitors, provided by a personable, knowledgeable 


and approachable team of people. Fees and charges should be transparent and fair. MFM 


should offer funds where active management can add value and meet investor risk appetite 


and expectations. Our strategy is to:  


 


I. Focus on non-complex and well-established investment strategies,  


II. Widen distribution of existing products into new and existing markets, and 


III. Offer new products where investor need is matched with talented managers capable 


of delivering added value.  


 
MFM aims to establish a culture of:  


 


I. Investor focus, placing the investor at the heart of our organisation,  


II. Promoting positive relationships with all clients, investors and partners, 


III. Encouraging individual achievement for ourselves and each other to develop 


outstanding employees and teams,  


IV. Strong collaboration and co-operation between all teams and individuals, 
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V. Valuing excellence, celebrating achievement and striving to achieve outstanding 


service quality, and  


VI. Openness, innovation and respect for each other’s opinions and decisions.  


 


3.5. Support Divisions and Areas  
 


3.5.1. Compliance  
The Compliance Function is responsible for overseeing the business in meeting its Regulatory 


obligations. The main responsibilities include:  


 


• To provide independent assurance to The Board and management that the business is 


operating in a compliant manner, through regular and ad-hoc reporting and other 


Management Information, 


• To deliver an agreed compliance monitoring programme, taking a risk-based approach to 


the Group’s key risks including Data Protection. Some key risks, such as CASS 


compliance, are reviewed yearly and others on an ad-hoc basis. Reports highlight failures 


in controls, recommendations for improvement and remedial action agreed with business 


areas, 


• To provide advice and assistance to The Board, management and staff to help them meet 


their compliance responsibilities, 


• Provide analysis and early warning of Regulatory change which may impact the business, 


• Oversee the implementation of Company policies covering financial crime prevention for 


money laundering / terrorist financing, anti-bribery and corruption, market abuse, and 


fraud,  


• To promote a strong compliant culture and behaviour within the business, through roll-out 


of Regulatory policies, training and general awareness activities, 


• Independently monitoring the embedding of the Risk Management Framework (RMF) and 


report on progress to the Risk Committee and The Board of Directors (“The Board”), and 
• Form an independent view of MFM’s management of risk, based on BAU audit work and 


issue assurance report. 
 


3.5.2. Risk  
The main responsibilities for the Risk Function include:  


 


• To help the business to identify and monitor its risks, 
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• To assist the business in finding ways to minimise, monitor and control the probability and 


/ or impact of threats materialising, 


• To provide reassurance to The Board and management on the suitability and 


effectiveness of its controls through regular and ad-hoc reporting and other MI, 


• To establish and maintain the RMF, 


• To help raise awareness of the benefits of an effective RMF throughout the business and 


educate employees on the company`s RMF, 


• To identify good and bad practice - providing feedback on failures in controls, 


recommendations for improvement and, where appropriate, remedial action, and 


• To oversee the day-to-day functions of Risk Management and provide appropriate 


information to the Risk Committee, Senior Management and The Board. 


 


3.5.3. Legal  
The main responsibilities of the Legal Function include:  


 


• To act as central point of contact for all legal matters affecting the Group, 


• To advise Senior Managers and The Board on legal matters as required, 


• To act as a central point for the production and negotiation of all relevant legal 


documentation with clients, investors and suppliers, 


• To instruct and liaise with preferred external legal suppliers as necessary, and 


• To ensure legal compliance and limit risk exposure. 


 


3.5.4. Human Resources (incl. Facilities Management) 
The main responsibilities of the HR Function include:  


 


• To assist in the processing of employee data, including the production of MI, by utilising 


the Human Resources Information System, 


• To update and maintain the HR Information System to suit business needs, 


• To assist the business to manage, support people and their performance,   


• To bring the people element to the forefront of the business strategy, to assist the 


management team in making the right decisions,   


• Managing external relationships in relation to recruitment, e.g. recruitment agencies, 


advertising platforms, background checking platforms, 


• To assist the business to undertake background checks for all potential employees, record 


the information and co-ordinate timely rechecks, 
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• To ensure all employees receive an induction and on-boarding period to equip them with 


the knowledge, standards and expectations required, 


• To assist the business to design, issue and record training interventions,  


• Co-ordinate and control external training and qualifications, and 


• Certification under Senior Managers and Certification Regime (SMCR). 


 
The main responsibilities of the Facilities Management Function include:  


• Ensure that the building is well maintained, negotiating contracts and contacts who can 


supply / attend as necessary so that the business complies with Health & Safety 


regulations, 


• To assist the business to protect the employees and building against fire via staff training, 


regular drills and training and supporting fire wardens, and  


• To ensure the business has adequately trained emergency first aid staff and complete 


regular rechecks. 


 


3.6. Control Environment  
The control environment is the foundation on which an effective system of internal control is 


built and operated.  


 


3.6.1. Risk Management  
MFM’s controls are only a portion of the overall internal control environment. MFM has a 


formal structure for identifying, reporting, monitoring and managing its risks. This comprises, 


at its highest level, of Risk Appetite statements which are set and approved by The Board and 


are supported by granular Risk Appetite measures across MFM’s principal risk categories. 


This is underpinned by a RMF which details Risk Architecture, Risk Strategy and Risk 


Protocols (RASP). 


 


3.6.2. Risk Management Framework  
MFM has an established RMF which is defined within the Risk Management Framework 


Policy, which details the principles by which MFM defines the Risk Taxonomy, identifies 


processes, ownership, responsibilities and the oversight and guardianship required to support 


effective implementation of Risk Management across MFM.  


 


3.6.3. Risk Management Architecture  
MFM’s Risk Architecture defines its lines of communication for reporting on Risk Management 


issues and events. The RMF details roles and responsibilities including the requirement of 
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The Board to understand MFM’s most significant risks. The Risk Architecture also articulates 


governance routines to ensure appropriate oversight and management of risks.    


 


3.6.4. Risk Management Strategy  
The Board has primary responsibility for identifying the material business risks facing MFM 


and does so through setting Risk Appetites to define the type and amount of risk MFM is 


prepared to accept in pursuit of its strategic objectives.  


 


3.6.5. Risk Appetite  
It is The Board’s view that MFM is, overall, risk averse. Each risk under the Risk Taxonomy, 


however, has been aligned to a broad Risk Appetite Statement; supported by quantitative and 


qualitative measures to further articulate MFM’s appetite to individual risks. These measures 


provide tolerance limits / thresholds and standards, which have been agreed and signed off 


by The Board and define the boundaries within which MFM is prepared to accept certain risks 


in pursuit of its objectives.  


 


Risk Appetite is reviewed annually as per the RMF Policy.  


 


3.6.6. Risk Management Protocols 
MFM defines its Risk Management protocols as any document that describes the range of 


activities undertaken in the name of Risk Management. MFM sets out its Risk Management 


protocols in a series of risk procedures and guidelines to provide direction to The Board, 


Senior Management and staff and include:  


 


• Risk Register – to document the Risk Management process for identified risks and 


facilitate ownership and management of each risk. The Risk Register serves to document 


control activities that are currently undertaken and records any / all additional actions 


proposed to improve the control of a particular risk, and 


• Risk Policies – MFM has a suite of Policies assigned to each risk under its Risk Taxonomy. 


Each Policy defines MFM’s principles, rules and guidelines to achieve its strategy in 


relation to the risk. Each Risk Policy must be reviewed on an annual basis, unless an 


intermediate review is required on an exceptional basis such as a Regulatory development 


or significant strategic or organisational change. As a result of a Policy review, all material 


changes must be escalated to the Risk Committee for approval. 
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MFM’s Board is responsible for the approval and oversight of all components of the RMF. It 


does so through its Risk Committee.  


 


3.6.7. Governance and Key Committees  
Figure 3 below shows the hierarchy of Committees at MFM related to Risk Management and 


internal control. Terms of Reference (ToR) of the various Committees have been established 


to define membership and responsibilities.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 3 – MFM Committees  


 


3.6.8. The Board  
The Board are responsible for directing the business policy and the overall day-to-day 


management of the operations. The Board also reviews business development and 


management decisions and is responsible for control oversight and Risk Management. The 


Board maintains minutes of regularly scheduled meetings.  


 


The main responsibilities of The Board include:  


 


• To effectively direct and provide leadership for the business so that it may operate and 


grow in a sustainable and profitable manner by providing products and services which are 


centred around the needs of existing and potential customers, 


Board


Risk        
Committee


Investment  
Committee


Pricing  
Committee 


Treasury 
Committee 


Governance
Committee
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• To establish robust governance practices so that the Organisation acts within the 


principles and regulations of the FCA and other relevant Regulatory bodies, 


• To plan and communicate the Organisation`s operational and growth strategy to Senior 


employees and leaders within the business, and 


• To set organisation-wide objectives, vision and mission so that each Business Function 


and employee may have clarity on the direction of the business and their own progression. 


 


3.6.9. Risk Committee  
The Risk Committee provides assistance to The Board by overseeing the RMF for MFM 


including, but not limited to; identifying new risks, monitoring existing risks and ensuring 


policies and procedures are in place to suitably manage those risks. The Committee also 


provides assurance to The Board that funds are managed in accordance with their investment 


objectives, policies and risk limits (the risk profile).  


 


The Risk Committee is chaired by the Compliance and Risk Director and it operates under 


the ToR approved by The Board. The following agenda items are supported with Management 


Information on a monthly basis for Risk Committee review:   


 


I. Risk Appetite and Risk Profile,  


II. Risk Management Framework,  


III. Regulatory Requirements,  


IV. Risk reporting from Sub-Committees,  


V. Fund Risk Management (including liquidity and investment), and  


VI. Business Strategy.  


 


Risk Committee membership is comprised of Senior Management only. The Committee 


appointed members attend meetings due to their principal role or due to their specific expertise 


in relation to key risks facing MFM as follows:  
 
Member Purpose/Risk Expertise 
Compliance and Risk 


Director  


Financial Crime Risk, Outsourcing Risk, Regulatory Risk, Risk 


Management Framework  


Joint Managing 


Director    


Concentration Risk, Conduct Risk, Market Risk, Product Risk 


Joint Managing 


Director    


Cyber Risk, Business Continuity Risk, Information and Data Risk, 


Operational Risk 
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Finance  


Director  


Counterparty Risk, Credit Risk, Currency Risk, Financial Reporting 


Risk, Insurance Risk, Legal Risk, Liquidity Risk, People Risk, 


Physical Assets (Inc. Health and Safety) Risk 


 
3.6.10. Governance Committee 
The Governance Committee provides assistance to The Board by recommending a set of 


governance principles and assuring regular review of the principles on the basis of ongoing 


development and best practice in both corporate and product governance.  


 


Subject to the powers and duties of The Board, the Governance Committee has delegated 


authority for the discharge of certain functions, activities and decision-making powers. The 


core responsibilities of the Committee include, but are not restricted to the following:  


 


• To approve acquisitions or new fund launches, ensuring they are consistent with The 


Board’s strategy and Risk Appetite, 


• To approve new relationships with third-party suppliers which constitute “outsourcing 


arrangements” under SYSC 8, 


• To approve changes to funds, ensuring they are appropriate given the current objectives 


and policies, the nature of the investors in the scheme and the manner in which the 


scheme has been sold, 


• To ensure there are suitable processes in place to demonstrate that the distribution 


channels used for the funds is consistent with the target market, 


• The apportionment of significant responsibility among The Board members in such a way 


that enables coherence with the personal aptitudes of each member and allows constant 


and adequate monitoring of the performance in compliance with the requirements 


established by SYSC 2.1, 


• The assessment of the needs of The Board and the revision and monitoring of training 


and continuous professional development policy for Directors and Senior Management, 


• Approving the appointment of new control functions and ensuring they are registered with 


the FCA as appropriate, 


• To ensure that functions are suitably independent to avoid any unnecessary conflicts of 


interest, as appropriate for the nature, scale and complexity of the business, 


• To ensure there are suitable processes in place to identify and record conflicts of interest, 


• To review conflicts of interest and ensure they are being suitably mitigated or managed,  


• To ensure that all employees are aware of the standards of conduct expected from them 


and that they adhere to those standards, and 
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• The development and approval of the Company's policies and procedures in relation to 


governance including, but not limited to; Corporate Governance, Product Governance, 


conflicts of interest and conduct. 


The Committee meets each calendar month. Ad-hoc meetings may be called at the discretion 


of any Member of the Committee or by The Board.  


 


3.6.11. Investment Committee  
The Investment Committee provide oversight on behalf of The Board in relation to investment 


management and trade execution (for internally managed funds). The Committee has 


delegated authority for the discharge of certain functions and activities including: 


 


• To review the performance of funds for which MFM acts as Authorised Fund Manager, 


including a review of performance against the peer group, 


• To approve new brokers for use by the internal Investment and Dealing Teams in 


accordance with the Order Execution Policy, 


• To review the performance of those brokers approved for use by the internal Investment 


and Dealing Teams, 


• To approve the use of entities as Over The Counter (OTC) counterparties and deposit 


takers to be used by funds for which MFM acts as Authorised Fund Manager and ensure 


they remain suitable for use by the funds, 


• To review and approve or decline the use of unregulated collective investment schemes, 


and other “higher risk” products either as directed by The Board or the Risk Committee or, 


otherwise, as this Committee may determine from time to time,  


• To review portfolio turnover and ensure it is appropriate given the investment objectives 


and policies of the funds, 


• Where directed by the Risk Committee, to advise on appropriate investment risk limits for 


the funds, 


• To advise on the use of new instrument types and strategies by the funds when requested 


by the Risk Committee, 


• To review and approve Policies in relation to investment management including, but not 


limited to; order execution, voting, the use of dealing commission and broker approval and 


review, and 


• To undertake, at the request of The Board, such other activities as may be necessary or 


desirable. 
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3.6.12. Pricing Committee  
The Committee meets every month. Ad-hoc meetings may be called at the discretion of any 


Member of the Committee or by The Board. The core responsibilities of the Committee include 


but are not restricted to the following:  


 


• To ensure that there are appropriate Policies in place to ensure the prices of units / shares 


in the funds are calculated fairly, accurately, regularly and in accordance with each 


scheme’s current prospectus document and the UK Regulators sourcebook(s), and 


• To ensure there are suitable Policies in place to monitor and control the application of 


dilution levy / adjustments in respect of unit / share dealing activity and in conjunction with 


the Policy as defined in each scheme’s current prospectus document. 


• Ensuring there are suitable pricing Policies in place, including formal review and sign-off 


of various Policies including, but not limited to, the Pricing Policy, Fair Value Pricing Policy 


and the Dilution Policy, 


• Ensuring there is a documented, consistent and robust methodology in place for valuing 


underlying assets held within the funds in accordance with the current scheme prospectus, 


trust deed or instrument incorporating the schemes,  


• Determining the valuation methodology of any new instruments where an existing 


methodology is not appropriate, 


• Ensuring there is appropriate oversight in place in relation to any delegated Fund 


Accounting functions,  


• Approval, oversight and review of the effectiveness of an independent pricing provider for 


OTC derivatives and structured products, 


• Ensuring appropriate anti-dilution Polices are in place and that these are effectively 


implemented as necessary and managed, 


• Identifying situations where the standard pricing methodology set out in the Pricing Policy 


is not appropriate and determining an alternative process, 


• Agreeing and determining the Policy in respect of Fair Value Pricing (FVP), including at 


individual security levels, market or sector level or at fund level as appropriate, 


• Review and approve any new instances of FVP, 


• Review exceptions that are identified by the monthly FVP reviews carried out by the Fund 


Pricing Team, and 


• Escalation to The Board of any matter(s) which, in the Committees view: 


o Fall outside of the Operational Risk Appetite (as defined in the current Operational 


Risk Policy (and as approved by The Board)), and  
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o May potentially give rise to large operational losses (as defined in the current 


Operational Risk Policy (and as approved by The Board)). 


 


3.6.13. Treasury Committee  
The objective of the Committee is to set operational Treasury Policies within the overall Policy 


framework established by The Board and, where required, approve Treasury transactions and 


counterparties. Responsibilities of the Treasury Committee include:  
 


• Monitoring Counterparty Risk. This applies to all banking counterparties as well as 


counterparties for derivatives, brokerage, outsourced service providers (including 


investment Managers and custodians) and any likely debtors (including Sponsors). Such 


monitoring will include 6 monthly reviews of banks and 12 monthly reviews of other 


counterparties and where appropriate more frequent ad-hoc reviews, 


• To document the results of such monitoring in a clear and auditable manner, 


• To document the Counterparty Risk of banks used to hold client money in accordance 


with CASS rules and guidance, 


• The Treasury Committee shall endeavour to maximise the return on cash for Funds, within 


a reasonable risk tolerance. As part of this duty the Treasury Committee shall review 


interest rates available and achieved against Counterparty Risk, 


• Monitor banking charges for operational banking, and ensure that the Settlements and 


Finance Departments make the most cost-efficient use of banking facilities available to 


them,  


• Monitor Business Continuity for MFM with reference to access to operational banking, 


• To approve the use of counterparties including banking, derivatives, brokerage and any 


likely debtors, 


• To appoint and terminate Banks and Insurance Brokers,  


• To enter into, on behalf of MFM any short term (overnight) borrowing required, 


• To approve the giving of guarantees, indemnities or ‘comfort letters’, 


• To make and move banking deposits in accordance with the duties of the Committee, and 


• Review and approve changes to banking mandates and sign-off limits. 
 


3.7. Applications  
The tables below detail the core systems relevant to control objectives within this report. 


 
Applications Hosted by MFM  
 
This application is within scope for the SOC1 testing. 
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Application  Description  


Quantum  Quantum is our in-house proprietary application for front-to-back Transfer 


Agency activities. The application supports all key Transfer Agency 


Operational Functions including Dealing, Registration, Distributions and 


Settlements (including CASS requirements) 


 


Applications Hosted and Managed by Third Parties  
 
While this application is within scope for the SOC1 testing, MFM is only responsible for 


authentication and application level user account administration.  


Application  Description  


InvestOne  FIS InvestOne Enterprise is owned by FIS (an external third-party). This 


application is used by the Fund Administration Teams to calculate the 


valuations of the various funds that the business administers. FIS Pricing 


Services, who provide price and exchange rate scrubbing, validated dividend 


and corporate actions information, upload the prices, dividends and exchange 


rates of all of the assets held in our ‘asset universe’. Expenses, taxation, 


amortisation, corporate actions, dividend streaming and share class allocation 


rates are also calculated and processed automatically or in some instances via 


manual OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) journals posted in to the system 


- a journal upload method where a spreadsheet containing journals is manually 


completed and then sent into InvestOne via an OLE sheet that can be read by 


the system. 


 


New funds and their holdings are created on the system by utilising the front-


end interfaces and OLE functionality which update within the system 


immediately.  


 


The InvestOne application automatically processes a broad range of corporate 


actions. Vendor feeds containing domestic and international corporate action 


information for dividend announcements and other corporate action 


announcements are received by the InvestOne application to provide the user 


with corporate action event information. 


 


This application is also used in the production of the report and accounts for 


funds via the automatic updating of various cashbooks and asset ledgers 
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throughout the Fund pricing process. This information is used to extract Trial 


Balances from the InvestOne application, which are utilised in the production 


of the funds accounts. 


 


This is a critical system as all of our fund pricing depends on the data within 


the database. 


 


The InvestOne application is supported by system software components 


running on Oracle Solaris, IBM AIX, Red Hat Linux, and Microsoft Windows 


and utilizes both Oracle and Sybase databases. 


 
Other Applications and Tools  
 
The following applications and tools are used in the processes of MFM’s business, as 


applicable, but are not within the scope of the SOC1 testing as they are not deemed critical 


to support the business processes and related controls noted in this report. 


 


 
Application  Description  


Document 
Management 
System 
(DMS) 


Operates in conjunction with image technology by converting investor 


transactions into electronic image documents and automatically distributing 


the documents to the designated business area for processing. DMS stores 


images and maintains transaction history information, which expediates 


transaction research and retrieval.  


SharePoint 
Breach 
Register  


Incident reporting system from which data can be analysed enabling 


management information to be produced and reported.  
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4. Control Objectives Summary 
 


In preparing this report, the control objectives set out in Appendix 1 of the AAF 01/06 guidance 


have been considered. Of these, the control objectives relevant to Transfer Agency, Fund 


Accounting and Information Technology activities within the scope of this report have been 


included and exceptions highlighted.  


 


4.1. Fund Accounting   
 


Accepting clients  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Funds are set up and administered in accordance with 


scheme prospectus and applicable regulations  


Included  FA1 


Complete and authorised client agreements are 


operative prior to initiating accounting activity  


Not included as Fund 


Accounting is 


performed in-house, 


therefore, MFM (as 


Authorised Corporate 


Director (ACD)) are 


the client 


- 


Client take-ons are monitored, documented and 


accurately reported to clients  


Not included as Fund 


Accounting is 


performed in-house, 


therefore, MFM (as 


ACD) are the client 


- 


 


Authorising and processing transactions  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Investment and related cash transactions are 


completely and accurately recorded in a timely 


manner 


Included  FA2 


Corporate actions are processed and recorded 


accurately and on a timely basis 
Included  FA3 
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Maintaining Financial and other records  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Investment income and related tax are accurately 


calculated and recorded on a timely basis 


Included  FA4 


Investments are valued using current prices obtained 


from independent external pricing sources or 


determined according to approved pricing policies 


and procedures for fair values 


Included   FA5 


Cash and investment positions are completely and 


accurately recorded and reconciled to third-party data 


Included  


 


FA6 


Expenses are accurately calculated and recorded in 


accordance with the requirements of the prospectus 


and on a timely basis 


Included FA7 


Distribution rates are accurately calculated and 


authorised and distribution amounts are recorded in a 


timely manner 


Included FA8 


Issues, cancellations and conversions of shares / 


units are recorded completely and accurately, and 


positions are regularly reconciled 


Included FA9 


Fund pricing is accurate and timely Included FA10 


 


Monitoring Compliance  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Pricing and distribution rate errors are rectified in a 


timely manner 


Included FA11 


Outsourced activities are properly managed and 


monitored and conflicts of interest identified to clients 


Included  FA14 


 


Reporting 
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Net asset value is accurately calculated and 


published in a timely manner 


Included  FA12 


Annual and interim reports and accounts are 


prepared having regard to disclosure requirements 


Included  FA13 
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and submitted in accordance with timescales 


determined by applicable law and regulations 


 


 


4.2. Transfer Agency  
 


Accepting investors  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Accounts are set up and administered in accordance 


with Terms and Conditions, SIDs and Prospectuses 


and applicable regulations  


Included  TA1 


Adherence to ISA subscription limits is checked and 


recording of investor information required by 


legislation is accurate   


Included  TA2 


 


New account applications are complete and 


authorised prior to initiating any account activity   


Included  TA3 


Investor take-ons are monitored, documented and 


appropriately notified to investors  


Included  TA4 


 


Authorising and processing transactions  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Documents received are checked, sorted and 


distributed for processing in a timely manner  


Included  TA5 


Investor transactions and adjustments are 


authorised, processed accurately, completely and in 


a timely manner  


Included  TA6 


Cash receipts are processed accurately and banked 


promptly  


Included   TA7 


Payments (including cheques) issued are accurately 


generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch  


Included  TA8 


Fund distributions to investors are accurately 


calculated and authorised and distributed in a timely 


manner  


Included  TA9 
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Maintaining Financial and other records  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Transfer agent records accurately reflect units or 


shareholdings (including updates to register and 


investor details) 


Included  TA10 


Share / unit activity is recorded completely, accurately 


and positions are regularly reconciled  


Included   TA11 


 


Safeguarding Assets  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Lost and stolen certificates are recorded in a timely 


manner   


Not included as we do 


not have CASS 6 


permissions and do 


not issue bearer 


certificates  


- 


 


Monitoring Compliance  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Transaction errors are rectified promptly and 


investors treated fairly   


Included  TA12 


 


Reporting to investors   
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Investor reporting is complete and accurate and 


processed within required timescales 


Included  TA13 


Payments (including cheques) issued are accurately 


generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch 


Included  TA14  
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4.3. Information Technology 
  


Restricting access to systems and data  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Physical access to computer networks, equipment, 


storage media and program documentation is 


restricted to authorised individuals 


Included  IT 1 


Logical access to computer systems, programs, 


master data, transaction data and parameters, 


including access by Administrators to applications, 


databases, systems and networks is restricted to 


authorised individuals via information security tools 


and techniques 


Included  IT 2 


SYS 1 


IO 1 


Segregation of incompatible duties is defined, 


implemented and enforced by logical security controls 


in accordance with job roles 


Included  IT 3 


SYS 2 


IO 2 


 


 


Providing integrity and resilience to the information processing environment, 
commensurate with the value of the information held, information processing 
performed and external threats 
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


IT processing is authorised and scheduled 


appropriately, and exceptions are identified and 


resolved in a timely manner 


Included  IT 4 


Data transmissions between the service organisation 


and its counterparties are complete, accurate, timely 


and secure 


Included  IT 5 


Appropriate measures are implemented to counter 


the threat from malicious electronic attack (e.g. 


firewalls, anti-virus etc.) 


Included IT 6 


The physical IT equipment is maintained in a 


controlled environment   


Included IT 7 
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Maintaining and developing systems hardware and software  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Development and implementation of new systems, 


applications and software, and changes to existing 


systems, applications and software, are authorised, 


tested, approved and implemented 


Included  IT 8 


SYS 3 


IO 3 


Data migration or modification is authorised, tested 


and, once performed, reconciled back to the source 


data 


Not included as the 


frequency is too low 


(once in every 4-5 


years) to be able to 


test 


  


 


Recovering from processing interruptions  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Data and systems are backed up regularly, retained 


offsite and regularly tested for recoverability 


Included  IT 9  


IT hardware and software issues are monitored and 


resolved in a timely manner 


Included  IT 10 


Business and information systems recovery plans are 


documented, approved, tested and maintained 


Included  IT 11 
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5. Information provided by the independent service 
auditor  


 
This internal controls report is intended to provide clients of MFM (“Clients”), defined as the 


funds to which MFM provide Transfer Agency or Fund Accounting services (“Funds”), and 


their independent auditors with information sufficient to obtain an understanding of those 


aspects of MFM’s controls that may be relevant to a Fund’s internal controls as they relate to 


an audit of its financial statements. This report, when combined with an understanding of the 


Funds’ own internal controls, and those internal controls in operation, is intended to assist in 


the assessment of the overall internal controls surrounding the services provided by MFM. 


The control objectives described in this section are the only ones evaluated and other services 


provided by MFM are out of the scope of this report. The examination of controls covers only 


those items specified by MFM below.  


 
The examination was conducted in accordance with International Standard on Assurance 


Engagements 3402 Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organization (‘ISAE 3402’) 


issued by the International Federation of Accountants, and the ICAEW (the Institute) Technical 


Release AAF 01/06 Assurance reports on internal controls of service organisations made 


available to third parties (‘AAF 01/06’). It is each interested party’s responsibility to evaluate 


this information in relation to each Fund’s own internal controls to obtain an understanding of 


the overall internal control environment and assess control risk. Clients’ and MFM’s internal 


controls must be evaluated together. If the Funds do not have effective internal controls in 


place, MFM’s controls may not compensate for such weaknesses.  


 


As set out on pages 4 to 7, Ernst & Young LLP express an Opinion on the design effectiveness 


of controls as at 30 September 2019. The examination of the control environment included 


inquiry of appropriate management, supervisory and staff personnel; inspection of documents 


and records; and observation of the activities and operations of MFM, in addition to the 


following procedures: 
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Test 
 


Description 
Inspection of documents Inspected documents and reports indicating performance of the 


control structure policy or procedure. 


Re-performance Re-performed application of the control structure policy or procedure. 


Observation Observed application of specific controls. 


Corroborative inquiry Made inquiries of appropriate personnel and corroborated responses 
with management. 
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6. Complementary User Entity Controls 
MFM’s processing of transactions and the controls over the processing were designed with 


the assumption that certain controls would be placed in operation at user organisations. This 


section describes some of the controls that should be in operation at user organisations to 


complement the controls at MFM. The list of complementary user control considerations 


presented below does not represent a comprehensive set of all the controls that may be 


employed by user organisations, and other controls may be required. Similarly, not all 


complementary user entity control considerations apply equally to all user organisations, and 


they may vary based on the services provided by MFM, as well as the points of reliance by 


user organisations.   


 


Complementary User Entity Controls Relevant Control 
Objective 


Account Set up and Maintenance: Requests sent by clients to MFM to 


set up and / or amend agent information are complete and accurate 


and sent from authorised individuals.    


FA 1 and TA 1 


Review of Reports: Reports provided are reviewed by an appropriate 
person and any queries raised with MFM in a timely manner.  Where 


MFM requires acceptance or confirmation of the information provided, 


this is provided timely and from appropriate individuals.    


FA 13 and TA 13 


Written confirmation / authorisations: Box positions / foreign exchange 


calculations sent from MFM are reviewed in a timely manner and 


accurate and complete confirmations are provided to MFM. 


FA 3 and TA 13 


Written approval: Payments are reviewed in a timely manner and 


accurate and complete approvals provided by authorised individuals. 


FA 2 and TA 8 


AMC Rebate Set up and Maintenance: Requests to set up and / or 


amend AMC Rebates are complete and accurate and sent from 
authorised individuals.    


FA 2 and TA 14 


Processing by User Organisation or Shareholder: Transactions 


processed directly to the recordkeeping system or via the internet, by 


clients, are appropriately authorised, complete and accurate. 


FA 5 and TA 10 


Authorised Instructions: Written notification of individuals or 


intermediaries who are authorised to send instructions to MFM on 


behalf of the user organisation and changes to those authorised 


parties is communicated to MFM in a timely manner. 


FA 9 and TA 5 


Logical Access: To the extent that a client has online access to MFM’s 
systems, they should have controls to ensure new user / modification 


IT 2 
SYS 1 
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requests sent to MFM are approved appropriately and access is set-
up or amended as requested. 


IO 1 


Logical Access: To the extent that a client has online access to MFM’s 


systems, they should ensure appropriate controls are in place to 


ensure that leavers are communicated to MFM and their access is 


removed in a timely manner. 


IT 2 


SYS 1 


IO 1 


Logical Access: To the extent that a client has online access to MFM 


s systems, they should perform regular reviews of their users to 


confirm that the access is appropriate and request changes to access 


where appropriate.   


IT 2 


SYS 1 


IO 1 


Change management: Where system changes require client testing 
and approval, the client should ensure that an appropriate level of user 


acceptance testing is performed prior to changes being implemented 


and these are performed by appropriate personnel. 


IT 8 


Physical Access: Clients should have sufficient controls over physical 


access to their buildings where terminals are used to access MFM 


systems. 


IT 1 


Incident management: The client escalates any necessary system 


issues to MFM in a timely manner and where necessary, confirms that 


the fix has been resolved.   


IT 6 


Backups: Clients should have appropriate back up controls for any 


relevant data that is not hosted on MFM systems.   


IT 9 


Business Continuity: Clients should have sufficient controls for 


business and system recovery plans for their own services.    


IT 11 


Client conversions: Clients have suitable controls to review and 


approve reconciliation and integrity checks for data converted to 


systems.   


IT 8 


SYS 3 


IO 3 


Client conversions: Clients have suitable controls to review and 


approve fund / platform standing data set-ups and modifications, 


where required. 


IT 8 


SYS 3 


IO 3 
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7. Control Objectives and Related Controls 
The description of control objectives and related controls is the responsibility of MFM. Ernst & 


Young (EY) LLP’s responsibility is to express an opinion that the description of controls 


presents fairly, in all material respects, the relevant aspects of MFM controls that had been 


put in place as of 30 September 2019, and if the controls, as described, are suitably designed 


to provide reasonable assurance that the specified control objectives would be achieved if the 


described controls were complied with satisfactorily. The following pages describe the control 


objectives and related controls that were specified by MFM. 


 


7.1. Fund Accounting  
 


Control Objective FA1 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that funds are set up and administered in accordance 


with scheme prospectus and applicable regulations. 


 


The Project team and other relevant stakeholders regularly update and monitor the project 


plan during the project delivery and maintain a project plan documentation and capture actions 


performed during fund setup. The Project Team are responsible for co-ordinating matters and 


agreeing timescales with technical expertise provided by the relevant departments. The 


Relationship Management (RM) Team completes a 'New Fund Setup Form' capturing agreed 


terms and this is updated by the Technical Team into InvestOne prior to the launch of the 


fund(s).  


New cash accounts and asset markets are setup in line with the Fund prospectus, current / 


model portfolio and the requirements of the Investment Manager.  Relevant application forms 


are completed in line with individual Bank / Custodian requirements which are checked by the 


Head of Trade Settlements and dual signed and approved in line with approved management 


Company mandates. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 1.1 During fund setup, a project plan is documented and used to capture actions 


performed during fund setup and is monitored and updated regularly by the 


Project Team and other relevant stakeholders during the project delivery.  
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FA 1.2 A 'New Fund Setup Form' capturing agreed terms is completed by the 


Relationship Management (RM) Team and is subject to review by a Senior 


member of the RM Team. 


FA 1.3 Once a new fund(s) has been provisionally setup on InvestOne using the 'New 


Fund Setup Form', an independent quality review is performed by a Senior 


member of the InvestOne Technical Team. 


FA 1.4 New cash accounts and asset markets are setup in line with the Fund 


prospectus, current / model portfolio and the requirements of the Investment 


Manager.  Relevant application forms are completed in line with individual 


Bank / Custodian requirements which are checked by the Head of Trade 


Settlements and dual signed and approved in line with approved management 


Company mandates. 


 


__ 


Control Objective FA2 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investment and related cash transactions are 


completely and accurately recorded in a timely manner. 


 


The Trade Settlements team maintain daily record of all trade confirmations received from the 


Investment Managers on a spreadsheet. All validated trades are entered with the actual broker 


in the InvestOne system. A summary of the trade activity for each Funds is maintained which 


details the trades reported by Investment Managers versus the status of trade confirmations 


(e.g. contract notes) received and passed to the Pricing Team who ensures that the number 


of trades captured is correct via the ‘Trade Crossover Check’. The Trade Settlements Team 


notifies the pricing team of any estimated trades which have been confirmed and these 


estimated trades are reversed from InvestOne by the Pricing Team. Any new and amended 


trades (trades being changed from estimated to actual) are recorded on OLE sheet prior to 


the finalization of the NAV.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 2.1 All trade confirmations (e.g. contract notes) received are printed by the Trade 


Settlements Team and checked against the trade reports received from 


Investment Managers on a daily basis. A team checklist is completed to 


evidence this and is subject to review and approval by a Senior member of 


the Trade Settlements Team.  
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Any discrepancies between the trade confirmations and trade reports are 


promptly queried with the Investment Manager. 


FA 2.2 The Pricing Team compares the number of trades with the Trade Settlements 


Team Trade Crossover summary spreadsheet to ensure that the number of 


trades captured is correct. 


FA 2.3 The Pricing Team receive notice of any estimated trades which have now 


been confirmed from the Trade Settlements Team. The estimated trades are 


reversed from InvestOne by the Pricing Team.  All reversals follow a four-eye 


check by a Senior Pricing Team member. 


FA 2.4 New and amended trades (trades being changed from estimated to actual) 


are recorded on an OLE sheet.  Prior to NAVs being finalised, trades are 


checked with the data in Investone for accuracy and completeness by a 


Senior Member of the Pricing Team. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA3 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that corporate actions are processed and recorded 


accurately and on a timely basis. 


 
The Corporate Actions team are responsible for coordinating the activities required to execute 


corporate events, including fund mergers and closures, within InvestOne. These events are 


executed according to agreed timelines.   


 


InvestOne is updated for corporate actions based on information from external sources, 


including information provided from MFM’s Corporate Action data vendor (FIS Pricing 


Services) and Custodian. If the information between the Custodian and the Corporate Actions 


data vendor do not match, an additional external source is used to further validate the 


Corporate Action. Once the Corporate Action has cleared validation it is applied to next 


valuation point for the Fund. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 3.1 A Corporate Action summary report is received daily from the Corporate 


Actions data vendor and reconciled daily to Corporate Actions received from 


the Custodian to ensure all new / updated Corporate Actions have been 


captured for the current valuation point and a check tab within the Corporate 


Actions spreadsheet is signed and dated on a daily basis once the daily tasks 


have been completed. Discrepancies are investigated and resolved promptly.    


FA 3.2 NAV is processed by a member of the Pricing Team and is checked by an 


independent Senior Pricing Team member. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA4 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investment income and related tax are accurately 


calculated and recorded on a timely basis. 


 


The Pricing team receives dividend information on a daily basis from income data vendor and 


which shows all dividends to be included within the NAV calculation for that day. A comparison 


is then performed against the information received from our income data vendor to information 


received from Bloomberg to identify any discrepancies between the XD date / dividend rate / 


dividend currency. Any discrepancies highlighted requires further checking of  the data to a 


third source (e.g. internet or Company website) to establish which information provider is 


correct and any updated rates are amended within InvestOne for the next available valuation 


point.   


 


Agreements are in place with Custodian to ensure the timely delivery of tax vouchers and tax 


guides to ensure the correct tax is being applied to the income. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 4.1 On a daily basis, reconciliation between dividend income from our income 


data vendor and Bloomberg is performed and subject to review by Senior 


Associate. Discrepancies are promptly identified and tracked through 


resolution. 


FA 4.2 An XD schedule is maintained for all Collective Investment Schemes to 


ensure the accrual of Collective Investment Scheme dividends at the correct 
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valuation point.  The XD information is recorded upon the purchase of a new 


Collective Investment Scheme and is signed off by a Senior Pricing member. 


FA 4.3 An XD date check is ran within the daily valuations checks file (equities only) 


that uses the XD data provided by our market data vendor.  This check 


extracts all stocks that are XD for the current valuation point, which are then 


checked back to the 'Dividend Checker' file to ensure all equity stocks have 


been captured. 


FA 4.4 A WHT guide is provided by the Custodian, on an annual basis. A member of 


the team then compares and amends the rates where necessary to that 


currently set up in InvestOne for accuracy to ensure correct tax rates are 


applied to the dividends at source.  


FA 4.5 Tax vouchers for Collective Investment Schemes are received periodically 


from the Custodians and are checked against the accruals within the Fund 


Accounting system.  Any amendments are processed by the Pricing 


Administrator, via a database system, within 5 days of receipt of the tax 


vouchers. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA5 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investments are valued using current prices 


obtained from independent external pricing sources or determined according to approved 


pricing policies and procedures for fair values 


 


A Pricing Policy and procedures are in place to ensure that a true and fair reflection of the 


value of portfolios, and assets therein, is presented, in line with applicable regulations.  The 


Policy and procedures detail the pricing methodology that will be used when pricing various 


assets, the price sources that can be used and the role of our primary vendor for valuations. 


Additionally, a Fair Value Pricing Policy is in place to provide a process for pricing securities 


which either cannot be priced or where the price of the security is deemed inaccurate or not 


reflective of its true value. 


 


The Pricing Committee will review and approve any proposed changes to the Pricing and Fair 


Value Pricing Policies. 


  


The Pricing vendor who is authorised by the Pricing Committee, provide the entire asset 


universe’s prices to the Pricing team for valuations. The prices received from the vendor are 
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also validated against an independent source, and any prices that fall outside of pre-defined 


tolerances, as defined within the Pricing Policy, will be displayed by the price checks database 


and verified by an Administrator.  A further review is then performed by a Senior Administrator 


for any changes or prices exceeding certain tolerances.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 5.1 The entire asset universe prices received from our pricing vendor are 


reviewed against at least one or more independent sources.  The prices 


received from our pricing vendor are validated, using a database, against a 


further additional independent pricing source in conjunction with various pre-


defined tolerances. Discrepancies outside of tolerance are investigated and 


promptly resolved.   


FA 5.2 Fair value pricing decisions are reviewed and approved by the Pricing 


Committee in line with the Committee's terms of reference and the Fair Value 


Pricing policy.   


__ 


 


Control Objective FA6 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that cash and investment positions are completely 


and accurately recorded and reconciled to third-party data. 
 


A Pricing Policy is in place that details the timelines involved in reconciling cash and 


investment positions, along with a high-level overview of the processes in place.  The Pricing 


Policy contains the following extracts; 


 


Cash Reconciliations: The cash accounts belonging to the schemes are reconciled against 


daily reports produced by the pricing system. Each entry on the bank statements must have a 


corresponding entry within the report. All cash processed through the accounts will have an 


impact on the capital and income figures used to price the schemes. The cash balances are 


sent to the Depositary on a daily basis and any discrepancies are returned to us for 


investigation. 


 


Stock reconciliations: Portfolio statements are retrieved by the Marlborough Group from the 


relevant custodian’s portal every 2 weeks. Listed within the statements is the nominal and 


market location of every asset held within the Marlborough Group schemes. This information 
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is reconciled to records held by the Marlborough Group, ensuring that the most accurate 


information is available for price calculations. The Marlborough Group also provide the 


Depositary / Trustee with a monthly valuation (part of the monthly reconciliation pack) which 


is checked by the Depositary / Trustee and any discrepancies are returned to the Marlborough 


Group for investigation. 


 


The Trade settlements team monitors the Custodian portal throughout the day to identify any 


unmatched or failing trades which includes cash and investment positions which could result 


in reconciliation breaks. In addition, reconciliation items are reported by the Depositary on a 


monthly basis for the same purpose. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 6.1 Custodian portals are monitored throughout the day by a Senior member of 


the Trade Settlements Team in order to ensure unmatched and failing trades 


are captured. All such trades are immediately investigated to ensure the 


correct details have been captured in the NAV calculation. 


FA 6.2 The cash positions of the funds are reconciled against the cash positions held 


by the relevant Custodian on a daily basis and are subject to review by a 


Senior member of the Pricing team on a weekly basis.  Any cash 


discrepancies are investigated and rectified as soon as possible.    


FA 6.3 The investment positions of the funds are reconciled against those of the 


Custodians on a fortnightly basis, to ensure the accuracy of the portfolios and 


to ensure that any discrepancies are investigated and resolved in a timely 


fashion.  Investment position reconciliations are reviewed by a Pricing 


Administrator.  


FA 6.4 Cash & stock exception reports are received from the Depository on a monthly 


basis.  Any issues raised by the Depository are investigated against the 


reconciliation performed by the team and resolved.  


__ 
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Control Objective FA7 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that expenses are accurately calculated and recorded 


in accordance with the requirements of the prospectus and on a timely basis. 


 
Expenses chargeable to the funds are quoted within each of the schemes’ prospectuses. Any 


ad-hoc expenses that have been agreed with Sponsors / Investment Managers will be quoted 


on the ‘New Fund Setup Form’. 


 


A Pricing Policy is in place that details the expenses applicable to the funds and the accrual 


methodology behind them. The Pricing Policy is reviewed annually by the Pricing Committee, 


who meet once a month to review any pricing-related issues and MI. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 7.1 During the set-up of a new Fund on the Fund Accounting system, InvestOne, 


the daily expense amounts (e.g. (Management Service Charge (MSC)) as 


percentage of NAV / annual audit fee accrued on a daily basis) are input from 


the schemes’ prospectuses and / or ‘New Fund Setup Form’. These are 


subject to review by a Senior Associate. 


FA.7.2 An 'Expense Checker' spreadsheet is run on a daily basis to ensure each 


day's accrual is within a pre-defined tolerance to the previous day's accrual. 


Once run this is reviewed and signed off by Senior member of the Pricing 


Team.  


__ 


 
Control Objective FA8 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that distribution rates are accurately calculated and 


authorised, and distribution amounts are recorded in a timely manner 


 
The Fund Accounting Team are responsible for validating the accuracy of the income available 


to shareholders within InvestOne. The estimated rates are distributed to the external parties / 


data vendors via email. Further, the actual income figure from InvestOne is reconciled to the 


net revenue in the trial balance and is updated for any required adjustments in the Income 


Balance. Shares reconciliation is performed between the total shares in issue from unit 


position and the shareholder register from the TA system and distribution summary is 


produced before the actual rates are then distributed to external parties / data vendors. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 8.1 Estimated rates are taken from the NAV split on accounting date. The rates 


are manually entered into a distribution rate template and the template is then 


subjected to four-eye check. 


FA 8.2 The actual income figure in the NAV split is reconciled to the net revenue in 


the Trial Balance and the Trial Balance is updated for any required 


adjustments in the Income Balance. Income available is checked and audited 


by the scheme’s auditor as part of the annual audit of the Financial 


Statements.   


FA 8.3 The total shares in issue taken from the dealing file (unit position) and the 


shareholder register imported from the TA system (which is maintained by the 


TA Team), are reconciled by the team member in the units in issue (UIS) 


spreadsheet tab in the accounts file. This is then reviewed by a senior team 


member and any discrepancies identified are investigated and promptly 


resolved.   


FA 8.4 The actual distribution rate calculation (Income / Shares in issue) is prepared 


and calculated using a pre-defined template. The template is prepared by a 


member of the Fund Accounting Team and subsequently checked and 


authorised by a Senior Member of the team. 


FA 8.5 Prior to the pay date, the distribution summary (produced by the TA Team) is 


verified to the total income available for distribution before facilitating the 


transfer of income to the relevant distribution account. 


FA 8.6 The actual rates are entered into the distribution rate template and the 


template is subjected to a four-eye check. The actual rates are then distributed 


to external parties / data vendors. 


__ 


 


Control Objective FA9 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that issues, cancellations and conversions of shares 


/ units are recorded completely and accurately, and positions are regularly reconciled. 


 
The Pricing team are responsible for accurately recording the issues, cancellations and 


conversions of shares / unit by performing a reconciliation of the share units in the dealing file 


to the pricing file closing units. Once the reconciliation is performed the shares unit are 


uploaded into the InvestOne system. 
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Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 9.1 At each valuation point, the units per the dealing file are compared to the 


Pricing file, closing units in issue, to ensure completeness before it is 


uploaded into the Fund Accounting system. By performing a reconciliation, 


any discrepancies are highlighted and immediately raised with the Dealing 


Team.  


 


__ 


Control Objective FA10 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that fund pricing is accurate and timely. 
 


The Pricing team are responsible for accurately recording fund pricing by performing valuation 


checks. The Pricing Committee meet once a month to discuss any pricing-related issues and 


MI.  This includes reviewing the adherence to the SLA’s in place for timely price delivery. 


                                        


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 10.1 During every valuation period an 'afternoon' check sheet encompassing the 


checks undertaken after the valuation point has passed is printed and signed 


by either of the Joint Heads of the Pricing Team before any NAVs can be 


released. The NAVs cannot be distributed / published until this sheet has been 


fully populated, ensuring every task has been completed and signed off by 


either of the Joint Heads of Pricing. 


FA 10.2 The Pricing Team aim to release the funds prices as soon as possible and a 


log of the release times is kept. A monthly review is undertaken by the Pricing 


Committee, as part of the MI / KPI review, of the release times and is 


documented in the Pricing Committee minutes to ensure that SLA’s are met. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA11 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that pricing and distribution rate errors are rectified 


in a timely manner. 


 
A Pricing Policy is in place that details what is deemed to be a breach and also the timeframes 


involved in reporting these errors. A monthly breach review is conducted by the Pricing 
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Committee which details the cause of each breach over the last calendar month, along with 


the impact and the resolution. 


 


The Risk Department and Depositary review each individual breach to ensure a satisfactory 


resolution has been reached. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 11.1 Upon the discovery of an error, the team deemed responsible for the error will 


report it to the Risk Department via a breach notification form. All the reported 


breaches are reviewed by the Pricing committee on a monthly basis to access 


the impact and the resolution. 
__ 
 


Control Objective FA12 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that net asset value is accurately calculated and 


published in a timely manner. 


 


The Pricing team are responsible for releasing the price distribution files to the investment 


manager / sponsors. Distribution file is populated within each relevant pricing file with the most 


up to date data and based on these, prices are distributed via email to the Investment 


Managers / Sponsors. The Pricing file is then uploaded into the TA system (Quantum) which 


is used for client deals and Managers packs are then created for each fund via InvestOne. 


The Pricing Committee meet once a month to discuss any pricing-related issues and MI.  This 


includes reviewing the adherence to the SLA’s in place for timely price delivery. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 12.1 Once all the pricing controls (FA 10) have been completed, price distribution 


files are created automatically by running a macro, contained within each 


relevant pricing file, ensuring the most up to date data is distributed. 


 


Prices are distributed via email, using an automated list of Investment 


Managers / Sponsors, which is accessible by all the Pricing Team and is 


maintained and updated, when required, to ensure that all relevant clients / 


vendors receive the correct Fund NAVs.   
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FA 12.2 Managers’ packs are created for each fund (or as a bulk run) via an automated 


system.  Once the packs have been run, a verification check is run, by a 


Senior Administrator that checks the various components of the Manager 


Pack for validity.  If any issues are raised by the verification check, they are 


investigated, and the Manager Packs are re-run. 


__ 
Control Objective FA13 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that annual and interim reports and accounts are 


prepared having regard to disclosure requirements and submitted in accordance with 


timescales determined by applicable law and regulations. 


 
The Fund Accounting Team are responsible for preparing the interim and annual (audited) 


reports and publish in accordance with the SORP, FRS102 and the timescales set out in the 


Prospectus, within 2 months of the reporting date for Unit Trusts and within 4 months of the 


reporting date for OIECs.             


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 13.1 Compliance team emails regulatory updates on a weekly basis to the Head of 


Fund Accounting. Any relevant changes are then logged in the Regulatory 


changes folder.   


FA 13.2 For MFM funds, a PDF version of the approved Report and Financial 


Statements is prepared by a member of the Fund Accounting Team and 


subsequently checked by a Senior member of the Fund Accounting Team. 


Where appropriate, the Reports and Financial Statements are outsourced to 


an external desktop publishing business. A final PDF is reviewed by a Senior 


member of the Fund Accounting Team, which is then emailed to the Marketing 


team, Investor Support team and the FCA on or before the publication date. 


__ 
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Control Objective FA14 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that outsourced activities are properly managed and 


monitored and conflicts of interest identified to clients. 


 


MFM maintains relationships with only reputable outsource service providers (who are 


appointed through a member of the Marlborough Group or in certain limited cases by the funds 


themselves). MFM manages these relationships, including where the funds have the 


contractual arrangement with the service provider.   


 


The credit worthiness, service levels and pricing vendor brokers, where relevant, are reviewed 


on an on-going basis. Any service-related issues are dealt with immediately by the respective 


business areas, and escalation routes are in place to deal with any material issues.  


 


MFM has detailed service level agreements (SLAs) in place with each service provider. 


Performance in accordance with the SLAs is monitored as part of annual due diligence on our 


pricing vendor. MFM also obtains and reviews ISAE 3402 or equivalent reports from all service 


providers.  


 


The services, as applicable, provided by service providers to MFM are outlined in more 


detail in the following table:   


 


Service type Description of services  
Custodian  A range of services including support for corporate actions.  


Pricing provider Feeds for prices and corporate actions, including income/ dividend 


information, are used from one provider. 


 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 14.1 ISAE 3402 or equivalent control reports are reviewed for each key service  


provider by the Business Operational Risk team on at least an annual basis  


(more often if the reports are produced by the service provider more regularly).  


Any issues identified through the reports are followed up with the service 


provider and remedial actions agreed where necessary. 
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FA 14.2 An annual due diligence report is produced on due diligence conducted during 


an annual due diligence visit to our Corporate Actions / Pricing vendor (FIS 


Pricing Services). This report is reviewed by Senior Management. 
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7.2. Transfer Agency   
 


Control Objective TA1 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that accounts are set up and administered in 


accordance with Terms and Conditions, SIDs and Prospectuses and applicable regulations. 


 


On-boarding new investors and on-going monitoring ensures that MFM has appropriate 


systems and controls to not do business with sanctioned individuals, entities and countries, 


and to prevent money laundering / terrorist financing.  


 


MFM achieves this through a risk-based approach to satisfying ‘know your customer’ (KYC) 


and assessing individuals and transactions, ensuring compliance with the required UK 


legislation, regulations and guidance. 


 


Accounts for new investors are set up upon the receipt of a valid signed application form 


received by post. All application forms are reviewed and set up by a processor within 5 days 


of receipt, unless they are received with a deal in which case, they are set up on the same 


business day. Processors must follow the relevant account opening procedure and complete 


a checklist. A log of all received post is kept which highlights items due to be processed and 


sent out to the other concerned teams. The checklist and documents are then passed to a 


checker who completes the checker section of the checklist.  


 


All application forms contain a declaration which the investor must sign stating that they have 


read and understood all of the relevant documents which is maintained in Quantum. Any 


account openings received with a deal are processed on the same working day. All new 


investor applications are subject to AML checks. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 1.1 Investor account set-up and / or account maintenance documentation is 


reviewed by a checker as a four-eye check to ensure that all required 


documentation has been obtained and adhere to relevant rules and a further 


three-way check is completed to review the client instruction against the 


system output (Quantum) of the client.   
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Documentation not received in good order is referred to or investigated by 


another team member to ensure work is correctly rejected. 


TA 1.2 An independent individual reviews the system (Quantum) audit area and 


ensures nothing is changed on the register without a clear client instruction. 


The audit area is checked for any unauthorised or incorrect changes at the 


end of each working day. 


TA 1.3 Instructions to set up an investor account are only accepted at the written 


direction of the investor and all applications are reviewed by a Senior member 


of the team. Discrepancies are identified and tracked through resolution.  


TA 1.4 All new investor applications are subject to AML / KYC / sanctions / PEP 


checks in line with Group anti-financial crime Policy and AML procedures. 


AML clearance is carried out daily on new investors by a Compliance Analyst, 


using a third-party electronic verification system.  


 


Additional manual verification controls are carried out, for anyone failing 


electronic verification and higher risk customers / transactions. All investor 


records have an AML flag on Quantum to note whether an investor has 


passed AML checks. The flag is subject to independent approval by another 


Compliance Analyst. Higher risk investors also have a system flag for risk-


based ad-hoc monitoring. 


__ 
  


Control Objective TA2 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that adherence to ISA subscription limits is checked 


and recording of investor information required by legislation is accurate.   


 


The ISA limits for each year are received by email via the ISA bulletin service. A member of 


the TA Management Team then adds the limits into Quantum. Quantum performs a check 


when deals are placed to ensure the ISA limit is not oversubscribed. The new limits are 


manually added to the relevant check lists contained within a spreadsheet. Relevant ISA 


procedures include a link to check the current year ISA subscription limit. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 2.1 Transaction requests processed on Quantum are subject to an independent 


quality review, including checking subscription limits, by a senior member of 
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the Dealing & Registration team. This review is evidenced on the ISA 


checklist.  Discrepancies are identified and tracked through to resolution. 


TA 2.2 All updates to the register include checking the original investor instruction / 


application to the Quantum system and to the investor confirmation or 


rejection letter for accuracy and completeness. All checklists are worked 


through by the processor and signed off by a reviewer to ensure each element 


has been processed accurately and checked accordingly. 


TA 2.3 The ISA limits are set in Quantum. The system does not allow an ISA investor 


to overinvest. The limits are entered each year by a member of the TA 


management team. ISA deals cannot be placed until ISA limits have been set 


in the year. 
__ 


 
Control Objective TA3 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that new account applications are complete and 


authorised prior to initiating any account activity.   


 


All account applications undergo an initial check for accuracy and completeness. Any 


application forms which do not contain all the required information are rejected using a 


processor and checker check list. All correct application forms are processed using the 


relevant procedure and checked using a processor and checker check list. Application forms 


for new accounts are passed to the Registration Team to process using the relevant 


procedure.  
 


Once these have been checked, all relevant documents are scanned and saved in the DMS.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 3.1 As part of the post-logging process, each application undergoes a four-eye 


review, which is checked for completeness and accuracy using a checklist. 


Incomplete or inaccurate applications are rejected using the 'Rejection 


Checklist'. All checklists are checked by an experienced person who is not the 


same person as the processor. 


TA 3.2 All applications that pass the check for completeness and accuracy are 


processed using the 'New Holder / Account Checklist' procedure and are 
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subject to a four-eye check. All checklists are checked by an experienced 


person who is not the same person as the processor. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA4 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investor take-ons are monitored, documented and 


appropriately notified to investors. 


 
A Project Manager will oversee any new business take-ons. They will compile a run book of 


tasks and ensure that they are all completed within the relevant deadline. Reconciliations will 


be made between the data extracts from the ceding party and Quantum. This will be signed 


off once complete. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 4.1 A Project Manager is assigned to all new business take-on and a run book 


used to ensure all tasks are completed by the required deadline. Tasks are 


assigned to individuals or a team and monitored by the Project Manager for 


accuracy, timeliness and completion. This is tracked and monitored in the run 


book by the Project Manager and reviewed by / escalated to the Senior 


Operations Delivery Manager. 


TA 4.2 A reconciliation of investor accounts will take place between the data provided 


by the ceding party and the in-house system, Quantum.  Discrepancies are 


investigated and resolved in a timely manner. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA5 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that documents received are checked, sorted and 


distributed for processing in a timely manner. 


 


Internal SLA's are in place for the distribution of documents and instructions received via the 


post on a daily basis. There is also an internal Document Management System (DMS) which 


is used to hold scanned images of all client correspondence.  When post is received it is 


sorted, scanned and distributed to relevant business areas to allow processing of client 


instructions.  
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The above procedures ensure we treat all documentation in line with GDPR requirements. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 5.1 On a daily basis, document and page count is completed, comparing the 


number of pages and documents received via post, and the number scanned 


into the DMS to ensure completeness. 


TA 5.2 There is an exception queue which shows any documents that have not 


successfully routed into the system. The Senior Administrators will review 


these folders at the end of each day and if there are any documents that have 


been missed, they are rescanned. 


TA 5.3 A post distribution log spreadsheet is completed to log the time the post has 


been distributed to the Dealing and Settlements Team, and if the post is 


received late from Royal Mail. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA6 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investor transactions and adjustments are 


authorised, processed accurately, completely and in a timely manner. 


 
For all deals the 'Agreeing Dealing Terms' procedure details the process and must be followed 


each time new dealing terms are agreed. 


 


All manual (mail, fax, email and phone) deals have a deal sheet attached which must be 


completed by a processor and checked by a checker. All deals received via post have a further 


deal check list to ensure completeness and validity of the deal. 


 


Once a phone deal has been written on to a deal sheet by a processor it is passed to a checker 


who listens to the call and ensures the sheet has been completed correctly. Identification and 


verification security checks are performed for telephone calls as per the ‘telephone call 


authenticating clients and agents list’. 


 


Deals which are received electronically (via Calastone and EMX - electronic dealing platforms) 


are added on to Excel files which use conditional formatting, formulas and validation to check 


the deals. Processors review the deals for errors and highlight any changes made. Checkers 


then perform a second review. Any deals to be rejected must be validated by a Senior team 
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member before being rejected and a rejection processor and checker check list must be 


completed. Deals entered into Quantum undergo a final validation within the system before 


being placed.  


 


A daily check list is used to ensure all dealing activities are completed in a timely manner. 


Multiple reconciliations are performed throughout the day to check accuracy. A procedure is 


in place to ensure dealing terms are agreed and applied correctly. 


  


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 6.1 All transactions (with the exception of bulk deals - see TA 6.2) are completed 


using a checklist and deal sheet and authorised by a reviewer / Senior 


Administrator to ensure each element has been processed accurately. For 


telephone deals the phone call is emailed to a checker / reviewer to listen to 


ensure the deal sheet has been completed correctly. 


TA 6.2 Deal transactions received via electronic messaging systems undergo checks 


to ensure accuracy and completeness. Validation on spreadsheets is used to 


ensure deal correctness. Upon entry into Quantum, transaction details are 


automatically checked / validated and either processed or rejected. 


TA 6.3 A chronological checklist is used to ensure timely processing of transactions. 


Files are password protected and area locked down to authorised 


Administrators.  A checker checks the deals for accuracy and authorises the 


transaction before it is moved to the in-house system.  


TA 6.4 The checker then reconciles the instructions received to the information 


inputted. The check list contains a number of validation flags. Parts of the 


check list can only be performed by Senior or above individuals. Formulas 


check that the system and files reconcile and that there are no negative box 


figures. There is a time stamp and username on each task. 


TA 6.5 Any dealing terms agreed are given to the Dealing Team in a standard format 


using a pre-approved template as per the agreeing dealing terms procedure.  


The person(s) agreeing the dealing terms must sign the form. The processor 


from the Dealing Team who adds the terms to the electronic booking 


templates and special terms spreadsheet must also sign the form. A checker 


of a Senior level who is not the same person as the processor then checks 


the terms have been updated correctly and signs the form.  


__ 
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Control Objective TA7 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that cash receipts are processed accurately and 


banked promptly.  


 


When purchasing units in our funds, investors are required to send the money to us, either via 


cheque or directly into one of the firm’s client bank accounts, in accordance with the terms of 


their contract. The Unit Settlements Team are obligated to ensure the prompt and accurate 


processing of investor cash coming into the business and have various processes in place to 


ensure that these obligations are adhered to. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 7.1 On a daily basis, external reconciliations between the cash book and bank 


statements are performed and subject to an independent quality review by a 


senior member of the Settlements team. Discrepancies are identified and 


tracked through to resolution. 


TA 7.2 On a daily basis, a comparison between cheques receipted into Quantum and 


the log of cheques received and associated paying in slips is performed and 


subject to an independent quality review by a senior member of the 


Settlements team.  Discrepancies are identified and tracked through 


resolution. 


TA 7.3 The Settlements Administrator monitors the checklist daily to confirm 


completion and timeliness of daily banking reconciliations, review of 


unallocated cash and banked cheques. 


TA 7.4 The End of Day reconciliation is undertaken by a Settlements Administrator 


and is reviewed and authorised by two Senior members of the team. The 


second of these checks can only be carried out by a member of staff listed in 


the firm's CASS Resolution Pack, which is maintained by the firm’s CASS 


accountable person.  


TA 7.5 One reconciliation per business, for each supported currency, is undertaken. 


The deadline for completion is determined by the cut-off times imposed by 


bank for cash transfers. Any cash transfers required can only be authorised by 


staff with the requisite approval limits – the banking platform will not allow 


authorisation by staff whose approval limit was not sufficient. 


__ 
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Control Objective TA8 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that payments (including cheques) issued are 


accurately generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch. 


 


Fund distributions including redemptions, require payments to be made to all investors in line 


with Fund Accounting periods. When funds pay income to investors, the payments are made 


either in the form of a BACS payment direct to the investors bank account or via a cheque 


being issued to the investor.  


 


Where investors have provided bank details, these are held on the in-house system 


(Quantum) and used when each fund distributes income. Duties are segregated so that one 


team inputs the bank details, and another team makes the payments. Where bank details 


have not been provided by investors, a cheque is issued.  


 


For each fund distribution, the in-house system runs a report which provides details of all 


investors and the payee details related to them. This report is used to issue payment to each 


investor.  


 


The records held for each investor, including any bank details provided, is monitored and 


maintained by the Registration Team. The processing of payments related to fund distributions 


is actioned by the Distributions Team. This means that the updating of bank details and the 


processing of bank details is performed by separate teams.  


 


The bank accounts used to issue payments to investors are reconciled daily to ensure a log 


of any unclaimed payments can be maintained.  


 


Any changes made to payee details on the in-house system are tracked systemically in the 


Audit Log. As part of the checking process the checker clears the Audit Log at the same time 


as checking the processors work. The Audit Log is also checked by a Senior Member of staff 


at the end of each day to ensure no erroneous details have been added or amended. 


 


The system validates sort codes and does not allow processors to add an invalid sort code to 


the bank details. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 8.1 Distribution payee details are stored in the in-house system (Quantum) and 


access to make amendments to the payee area is restricted to the Registration 


Team. Only Managers can request access or profile amendments to the in-


house system (Quantum). Profile reviews are instigated by the Systems 


Development Team and are reviewed every six months by a Manager. 


TA 8.2 Upon receipt of a signed investor instruction, the Registration Team update the 


in-house system with the investor’s payee details. Any additions or changes 


are processed using a checklist and go through a four-eye checking process. 


TA 8.3 For individual BACS payments, a four-eye check is performed to check that 


the payment is made from the correct account, paid to the correct investor and 


is for the correct amount. A three-way check is performed between the investor 


instruction, the Distribution Log and the BACS payments system. 


TA 8.4 A four-eye check is performed to ensure the payee name, the amount on the 


cheque and the account that is being debited is correct before the cheque is 


sent to the client. 


Cheques are scanned and saved centrally for record keeping purposes. 


TA 8.5 A daily reconciliation is done to compare the distribution logs against the 


corresponding account to identify and match which cheque payments have 


been cashed and in the case of BACS, payments which have been returned. 


TA 8.6 A monthly reconciliation is done to compare the cheque numbers of those 


issued, with those which have not yet been used to ensure the cheque 


numbers remain sequential. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA9 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that fund distributions to investors are accurately 


calculated and authorised and distributed in a timely manner. 


 


Rates for each fund distribution are calculated by the Fund Accounting Team.  


 


The rates are imported into the in-house system by the Distributions Team and the system 


calculates the distribution payments due to each investor.  


This process is then re-run manually closer to pay date to capture any changes to the unit 


register i.e. investor name changes / marriages / deaths. 
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Tax vouchers are then produced and distributed to investor so that they are received on or 


prior to pay-date. 


 


An annual diary is in place containing dates for activities for all fund distributions and is 


reviewed daily.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 9.1 Fund summaries are compared to the Units in Issue figure from Fund 


Accounting to ensure payments are being calculated on the correct number 


of units. The summaries are also re-run closer to pay date to ensure accuracy 


and completeness and identify any register changes. If any changes are 


identified, action is taken appropriate to the type of change (e.g. a re-investor 


has changed to receive income) identified to ensure distribution payments are 


accurate and on time. 


TA 9.2 Distribution reports are produced from the in-house system and compared to 


the distributable income figures provided by the Fund Accounting Team prior 


to payments being made. 


TA 9.3 Distributions for the calendar year are populated into a spreadsheet with the 


deadlines for payment and despatch of tax vouchers to be completed. This 


schedule is authorised and locked down by a separate individual to the 


preparer.    


__ 
 
Control Objective TA10 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that Transfer agent records accurately reflect units or 


shareholdings (including updates to register and investor details). 


 


All non-electronic transactions are completed using a deal sheet which is processed and 


checked. Electronic transactions undergo validation in Excel, two sight checks and a final 


validation check within Quantum before being placed. All updates to the register are processed 


and checked on the same working day to ensure the register is correct. There is a log of all 


registration changes to monitor this. All changes to the register are processed using the 


relevant procedures and processer / checker check lists. Any changes to the register appear 


on the audit log within Quantum. The audit area is cleared at the end of each day. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 10.1 All transactions (with the exception of bulk deals) are completed using a 


checklist and / or deal sheet. These are worked through by the processor and 


authorised by a checker to ensure each element has been processed 


accurately. 


TA 10.2 Bulk deal transactions received via electronic messaging systems, undergo 


a sight check for general accuracy and completeness. Upon entry into the in-


house dealing system, transactions are automatically validated and either 


processed or rejected. 


TA 10.3 As part of the post-logging process, each register update is checked for 


completeness and accuracy using key points on a checklist. Any rejections 


(electronic or otherwise) require a checklist to be completed by a processor 


and a checker. 


TA 10.4 Any changes to the system appear in the systems audit area. Segregation of 


duties via system profiles ensures that the checking and clearing of this area 


is completed by an individual independent of the process. The audit area is 


checked for any unauthorised changes at the end of each day. 


TA 10.5 Any updates to the register are processed and checked on the same working 


day. Conditional formatting is utilised by entering the received date into the 


spreadsheet so that the processing deadline date is highlighted. This 


information is then used to determine which items are due to be processed 


on any given day and an email is sent to the Registration Team each morning 


containing a list of the highlighted items due to be processed that day. The 


list is then checked at the end of the day to ensure all items have been 


completed. 


__ 
 


  


Control Objective TA11 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that share / unit activity is recorded completely, 


accurately and positions are regularly reconciled. 


 


Each day’s dealing activity is within an Excel dealing file as well as in Quantum. Each day a 


report from Quantum is run and reconciled against the dealing file. At the end of each dealing 


day, the units in issue produced by the Dealing Team are reconciled with the units in issue 
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expected by the Pricing Team. Confirmation of this is received from Pricing to Dealing via 


email. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 11.1 Unit creation and liquidation positions are manually reconciled, using a report 


called 'The Day Book' produced by the in-house system, and an Excel 


'Dealing File' on a daily basis. Reconciliations are subject to an independent 


quality review by a Senior Administrator.  


TA 11.2 .On a daily basis, reconciliation of pricing team and dealing team calculation 


of units in issue are performed and subject to quality review by a senior 


administrator. 


__ 
 
Control Objective TA12 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that transaction errors are rectified promptly and 


investors treated fairly.   


 
All transaction errors and breaches are logged within the SharePoint Breach Register upon 


discovery of the error / breach. The relevant Managers are copied in to all breaches and must 


authorise the corrective and protective action points provided as appropriate.  


 


Corrective and protective action points must be provided within 5 working days of the error 


being identified. The Risk Team review all breaches and review action points to check 


investors are being treated fairly.  


 


There is functionality within Quantum to stop deals over 24 hours old being cancelled. For any 


errors where deals over 24 hours old need cancelling, the processor must follow the 


appropriate procedure and use a checklist which highlights to assess any CASS implications.  


This is done through consultation with the Unit Settlements Department. Any deals 


cancellations over 24 hours old must be approved by a Director. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 12.1 Transaction errors / breaches are logged on the breach portal along with 


corrective and protective actions which are subject to Manager review within 


5 days.  


TA 12.2 The 'Deal Cancellations' procedure is followed to cancel deals which are over 


24 hours old and a checklist completed by both the Dealing and Registration 


Team and the Settlements Team. The checklist also subject to review by a 


Director.  


__ 


 


Control Objective TA13 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investor reporting is complete and accurate and 


processed within required timescales 


 
Statements are sent to investor twice-yearly. The statements are system generated via the 


Quantum reporting system whereby search parameters are input by the Business Support 


Team and the statements are created via the system. The Business Support Team has 


procedures in place to allow for the printing, franking and distribution of the statements. The 


reporting periods are included in the Investor Support calendar and there is a deadline of 25 


working days following the reporting period end date for the statement to have been received 


by the investor.  


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 13.1 Recurring calendar reminders are set up in the Investor Support group inbox 


to notify team members when any twice-yearly statements are due and which 


Investment Management group / Sponsors the statements should be sent out 


for. Any new Sponsors will be added and reviewed independently by a senior 


member of the team. 


TA 13.2 The twice-yearly checklist is completed to ensure that all twice-yearly 


statements are complete, accurate and processed within the appropriate 


timescales. 


__  
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Control Objective TA14 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that payments (including cheques) issued are 


accurately generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch. 


 


Upon receipt from an investor of an instruction to redeem units, the Settlements Team are 


obligated to issue redemption monies and ex gratia payments to the investor’s nominated 


bank account (either electronically or via cheque) on the contractual settlement date. Manual 


payments are input into a banking platform by a Settlements Administrator and are 


independently authorised prior to release. 


 
 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 14.1 Payment lists created via Quantum contain only deals due for settlement on 


a stipulated settlement date. This ensures that all deals loaded in Quantum 


are captured and actioned on the correct date (no later than the final day of 


the settlement cycle as specified in the fund's prospectus), thereby enabling 


MFM to avoid instances of late settlement. One exception to this is if the 


investor appears on the daily AML lists issued by Compliance. This exception 


would apply to payments issued both electronically and via cheque. 


TA 14.2 Setting up of coveralls (which ensures that they receive settlement proceeds 


on contractual settlement date, without the need to provide an additional form 


of renunciation) within Quantum is a manual process that incorporates a four-


eye check. This is undertaken by Senior members of the Settlements Team 


(Senior Administrator or above). The checks involve validation that the 


payment details provided by the client have been correctly entered into the 


Quantum Coverall Maintenance Programme. 


TA 14.3 Payments are authorised by a Senior member of the Settlements Team with 


the requisite authorisation limit. The banking system does not permit the 


authorisation of payments by someone whose limit is not sufficient. These 


limits are determined via a mandate submitted to the bank. Payments with a 


value up to £250k are sent as Faster Payments via a file-based solution 


offered by the bank (unless the beneficiary has requested payment via 


CHAPS).  
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Such payments do not require manual entry into the bank system, as 


Quantum generates a file which can be uploaded, resulting in payment value 


and details being populated automatically. No manual intervention in this 


process is permitted for coverall payments once the coverall itself has been 


created.  


TA 14.4 For renunciations, the approver confirms that the client's instruction has been 


correctly replicated in Quantum prior to the payment file being authorised. 


Any payments above £250k, or where the client has specifically requested it, 


are sent via CHAPS. These payments are manually keyed in by the 


Settlements Administrator, with the authoriser validating that the correct 


payment amount and details have been entered prior to authorisation.  This 


control is not applicable to payments issued by cheque. The bank maintains 


specific payment cut-off times for each supported currency. 


TA 14.5 Where MFM issue payments via cheque, these are dual signed by two Senior 


members of staff with the requisite level of signing authority, once the value, 


date and payee details have been validated against Quantum. Cheque 


payments are made where the firm does not hold bank details for the client 


in question, or where it has been specifically requested. Authorised 


signatories are captured on a mandate submitted to the bank in writing. 


TA 14.6 Once all payments have been authorised / cheques signed, the approver 


runs the Quantum Final Completion Run Report for the applicable Company 


and payment types. This ensures that all redemptions due to settle on that 


day are flagged within Quantum as having been processed. The authoriser 


checks the Coverall / Renunciation for Payment programmes to ensure that 


all deals due for settlement that day have been marked as "Paid". 
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7.3. Information Technology 
 


Control Objective IT1 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that physical access to computer networks, 


equipment, storage media and program documentation is restricted to authorised individuals 


 


Physical access to the server room for individuals is requested by email from line Managers 


directly to the Head of Group HR & Facilities. Permission is gained from the Head of IT to 


approve, and DPE (third-party security and access provider) grant the access to the user’s 


key fob as appropriate.  
 


All Directors, Associates and selected appropriate staff have been given access to all areas 


in case of emergency and an access log is maintained by HR and leavers key fobs are 


returned or deactivated (via DPE) if it has not been returned.   


 


Additional personnel who may require access (e.g. contractors – alarm / access / fire / 


electricians) are required to request access from an appropriate authority (Head of IT / Head 


of Group HR & Facilities), which is logged appropriately and authorised, at which point the 


contractor will be provided with a fob for access for works if required. 


 


A log is maintained for all server room access and all emails to DPE are retained.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 1.1 Access to the server room is restricted via card-controlled access system 


(electronic cards / tags and proximity readers). Access to the server room is 


provisioned post appropriate authorisation from the IT Manager and Head of 


Group HR & Facilities. 


__  


 
Control Objective IT2 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that logical access to computer systems, programs, 


master data, transaction data and parameters, including access by Administrators to 


applications, databases, systems and networks is restricted to authorised individuals via 


information security tools and techniques 
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IT - Access to the MFM network is through Microsoft Active Directory using a single sign-in 


process on company sites. To further enhance the security of the systems, two form 


authentications has been adopted for remote access via RDS (Remote Desktop Services). 


MFM have an industry standard strong password policy to ensure a high level of security is 


achieved. Access to the MFM network is provided through the HR Joiner / Mover / Leaver  


process, whereby system access is assigned at the hiring stage by the line manager (access 


levels are role based and subject to twice-yearly review by line managers). Any subsequent 


system access is authorised by the user’s line manager. All processes go through the MFM 


helpdesk system and are actioned by the MFM IT team.  


 


Systems Development - A User Management policy is in place to ensure user change 


requests are properly managed for the in-house software (Quantum). Procedures are in place 


to define the process of adding, amending and removing user accounts (including starters / 


leavers / movers) for Quantum. All access requests must originate from Heads of Department 


or the HR team and confirmation will be sent to the Heads of Department once changes have 


been implemented. 


 


InvestOne - Procedures are currently in place to ensure that the creation, updating and 


removal of system access (including starters / movers / leavers) can only be completed by the 


InvestOne Technical Team and only when signed off by a Director / Associate Director. 
 
Before any system administration can occur, an “InvestOne Access Definition Request” form 


is required to be completed by a manager and co-signed by a Director / Associate Director.  


 
This form details the employee and their role, and therefore the access permissions required, 


the date that changes are required to be actioned by, and the action required i.e. grant / 


change / revoke (starter / mover / leaver). 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 2.1 Password settings are configured at domain level to enforce baseline as per 


best practice for user authentication. Users are authenticated through active 


directory and administrative access is limited to authorised individuals from 


the IT team, business Managers and authorised third-party support 


businesses. 


IT 2.2 Access to IT admin / system accounts and groups are approved by the IT 


Manager and provisioned by IT / third-party support with administrative 
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access on the system to add / remove / amend users on systems and the 


network. 


IT 2.3 Access to active directory account for in scope application users is initiated 


by HR, approved by business line Managers, and provisioned by IT / 


authorised third-party support businesses. 


IT 2.4 Upon termination, AD access for in scope application users are revoked by 


the IT team in a timely manner. 


IT 2.5 Upon transfer, changes to user access on system and network is authorised 


by appropriate line Manager(s) and provisioned by appropriate individuals 


from IT / authorised third-party support businesses. 


IT 2.6 Access to IT Admin / system accounts is limited to appropriate individuals 


from the IT team and authorised third-party support businesses. User access 


to these accounts is reviewed by the IT Manager on a periodic (quarterly) 


basis and actions are tracked as part of the review process. 


IT 2.7 Handheld devices including laptops and mobile phones are secured through 


enterprise level encryption tools or management tools (Bitlocker and / or Cisco 


Meraki) to secure against loss of data in the event of theft. 


SYS 1.1 Access to create, revoke and amend user accounts in Quantum is restricted 


to members of the Systems Development Business Team. 


SYS 1.2 Members of the Systems Development Business Team are restricted to 


amend their own application access. 


SYS 1.3 New user access to in scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


SYS 1.4 User access to in scope applications are revoked in a timely manner upon 


termination. 


SYS 1.5 Changes to user’s access to in scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 


SYS 1.6 Administrative access on the Quantum database is restricted to the Systems 


Development Business Team and the Joint Managing Director - Operations. 


Users with standing access are assigned "Read-only" access. Request for 


access elevation for deployment of changes to the application is approved by 


the Business Analysis element of the Systems Development team prior to 


provisioning. 


SYS 1.7 Access to Quantum is managed via password configured at application level 


as per the user management policy with a defined baseline for password 


standards. 
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SYS 1.8 In scope application access (end-user and System ID's) are reviewed on a 


half-yearly basis by Department Heads against the user roles defined. Results 


of the access review are documented and actions (retain / revoke) are logged 


and tracked. 


IO 1.1 Access to create, revoke and amend user accounts on InvestOne is restricted 


to members of IO tech team. 


IO 1.2 New user access to in-scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


IO 1.3 User access to in-scope applications are revoked in timely manner upon 


termination. 


IO 1.4 Changes to user’s access to in-scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 


IO 1.5 In-scope application access (end-user and System accounts) is reviewed on 


a half-yearly basis by department heads against the user roles defined. 


Results of access review is documented and actions (retain/ revoke) are 


logged and tracked. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT3 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that segregation of incompatible duties is defined, 


implemented and enforced by logical security controls in accordance with job roles 


 


IT - System access is restricted to authorised users.  Elevated permissions are provided to 


individuals, dependent on the role they undertake. Furthermore, elevated user access is 


reviewed periodically to ensure it is line with the role. 


 


Systems Development - A User Management Policy is in place to ensure we properly 


manage user change requests within Quantum. Procedures are in place to define the process 


of adding, amending and removing user accounts (including starters / movers / leavers for 


Quantum. In order to maintain appropriate segregation of duties, access requests must 


originate from Heads of Department or the HR team and confirmation will be sent to the Heads 


of Department once changes have been made. Heads of Department are responsible for 


reviewing all access levels given to members within their teams on a half yearly basis. 


InvestOne - Procedures are currently in place to ensure that the creation, updating and 


removal of system access (including starters / movers / leavers) can only be completed by the 


InvestOne Technical Team and only when signed off by a Director / Associate Director. 
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Before any system administration can occur, an “InvestOne Access Definition Request” form 


is required to be completed by a manager and co-signed by a Director / Associate Director.  


 
This form details the employee and their role, and therefore the access permissions required, 


the date that changes are required to be actioned by, and the action required i.e. grant / 


change / revoke (starter / mover / leaver). 


 


Subsequently, regular periodic reviews of system users and roles is carried out to ensure 


permissions reflect the role specification accurately. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 3.1 Access to IT admin / system accounts and groups are approved by the IT 


Manager and provisioned by IT / authorised third-party support businesses 


with administrative access on the system to add / remove / amend users on 


systems and network. 


IT 3.2 Access to IT Admin / system accounts is limited to appropriate individuals 


from the IT team and authorised third-party support businesses. User access 


to these accounts are reviewed by the IT Manager on a periodic (quarterly) 


basis and actions are tracked as part of the review process. 


SYS 2.1 New user access to in scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


SYS 2.2 User access to in scope applications are revoked in timely manner upon 


termination. 


SYS 2.3 Changes to user’s access to in scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 


SYS 2.4 In scope application access (end-user and System ID's) are reviewed on a 


half-yearly basis by Department Heads against the user roles defined. Results 


of access reviews are documented and actions (retain / revoke) are logged 


and tracked. 


IO 2.1 New user access to in-scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


IO 2.2 User access to in-scope applications are revoked in timely manner upon 


termination. 


IO 2.3 Changes to user’s access to in-scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 
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IO 2.4 In-scope application access (end-user and System accounts) is reviewed on 


a half-yearly basis by department heads against the user roles defined. 


Results of access review is documented and actions (retain/ revoke) are 


logged and tracked. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT4 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that IT processing is authorised and scheduled 


appropriately, and exceptions are identified and resolved in a timely manner 


 


MFM have adopted an IT Planned Preventative Programme to ensure that routine system 


tasks and processes are monitored based upon a defined timeframe.  


 


The IT PPM plan has dedicated IT tasks which are completed within the agreed timescales. 


Tasks are performed for the following: HPE Simplivity, Network, Meraki Mobile Device 


Management, Firewall Management, UPS Test, Cyber Security and Malware, IT System 


Patching, File Servers, Software Updates, Hosted Domain and Business Continuity. A log of 


tasks performed is retained. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 4.1 IT Support requests are required to be sent via email to a monitored helpdesk 


mailbox to track calls and track resolutions. Where appropriate, calls that are 


made in person / telephone need to be logged by the IT Team for tracking 


purposes. Complex IT requirements are escalated to an authorised third-party 


support business for resolution as per the agreed SLA. 


IT 4.2 Scheduled IT processes impacting business (i.e. access to systems) are 


communicated to Business Teams in advance prior to the maintenance taking 


place (usually during non-business hours). Email / hardcopy (manual) 


confirmations are obtained prior to performing any scheduled changes to IT 


processes. 


 
Control Objective IT5 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that data transmissions between the service 


organisation and its counterparties are complete, accurate, timely and secure 
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MFM use secure VPN links to communicate with third-party vendors to ensure the safe 


transmission of its information. MFM also use a secure file transfer facility for collaboration 


with third parties. Furthermore, all MFM branches are connected using secure VPN links. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 5.1 Business sites are secured using site to site VPN links that are configured 


using secure encryption that is configured at firewall level. 


IT 5.2  Third-party VPN links are configured to connect to business infrastructure, 


hosted through cloud services in respect of Fund administration software as 


well as for Business Continuity and backup purpose. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT6 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that appropriate measures are implemented to 


counter the threat from malicious electronic attack (e.g. firewalls, anti-virus etc.) 


 


To prevent cyber intrusion, MFM employ perimeter firewalls which are complimented by a 


cloud-based security solution. MFM utilise the Barracuda Web filter Security Gateway solution 


for its web filtering including Spyware/Malware removal and virus protection. This is used in 


conjunction with an enterprise antivirus / malware strategy deployed across the MFM IT estate. 


Regular penetration tests are undertaken to check for any vulnerability of the MFM IT systems, 


and any weaknesses are then mitigated. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 6.1 Inbound and outbound traffic is routed via firewalls configured to restrict and 


allow traffic via specific authorised routes and ports. 


IT 6.2 Enterprise level anti-virus and anti-malware solutions are in place across 


servers, desktops and laptops connected to the business network. Suspicious 


files / attachments are automatically scanned on a daily basis and quarantined 


/ cleaned as appropriate. Non-compliant IT systems are identified through 


periodic scans and investigated to resolution. 
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Business emails are hosted via a cloud service vendor with cloud based anti-


virus, anti-spam and anti-malware software. 


IT 6.3 System patches for desktops and servers are performed on a weekly basis 


managed by an authorised third-party support business. On a weekly basis, 


non-compliant desktops / servers are identified and investigated to resolution. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT7 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that the physical IT equipment is maintained in a 


controlled environment   


 


The server room has appropriate environmental controls in place such as a smoke detector 


and an air-conditioning system. Regular servicing and review of the equipment is undertaken 


by third-party vendors via an established contract. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 7.1 The server room (used for managing server and communication equipment) 


has a raised floor, handheld fire-extinguishers, air conditioning system and 


smoke / fire detection system. 


IT 7.2 Smoke detectors, fire extinguishers and fire detection systems are tested on 


a periodic basis and results of testing is presented to management on a 


periodic basis. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT8 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that the development and implementation of new 


systems, applications and software, and changes to existing systems, applications and 


software are authorised, tested, approved and implemented 


 


IT - Any new IT developments or changes have to be logged on the ticketing tool and approved 


by Senior Management. The ticketing tool is used to track all approvals and the testing carried 


out prior to a change being implemented. 


 


Systems Development - Appropriate procedures are in place to ensure we properly manage 


and track the full project process from the initial notification through to the final completion, 
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laying out the steps taken by both the department involved and the Systems Development 


team. All project requests must be authorised by privileged persons and testing must be 


signed off by the System Development (Business) team before deployment. Each step of the 


process is logged through the development ticketing tool (JIRA).  


 
InvestOne - InvestOne is owned and operated by Fidelity National Information Services Inc. 


(FIS) and licensed for use by MFM. Any system changes are authorised, tested, approved 


and implemented by FIS. 


 
Project testing is performed by a senior member of the InvestOne Technical Team. This is 


combined where appropriate with user acceptance testing. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 8.1 New IT Projects are authorised and approved by the Finance Director and 


changes to existing IT systems are approved by the IT Manager. Changes are 


logged and tested as applicable by appropriate teams. 


SYS 3.1 Business projects are authorised during systems development prioritisation 


meetings with the Systems Development Team, appropriately invited 


members of the business (depending on work being discussed) and the Joint 


Managing Director – Operations (or other appropriate Director). Development 


is undertaken by the Systems Development Team or approved third-party as 


per project requirements which are logged through the development ticketing 


tool (Jira). 


SYS 3.2 Project testing is performed and approved by the Systems Development 


Business Analyst Team. This is combined, where appropriate, with user 


acceptance testing. 


SYS 3.3 Requests to make changes in the live environment are initiated by the 


Systems Development Business Analysis Team and authorised by a Senior 


developer. Changes are deployed by the Systems Development Technical 


Team following access elevation approval from the Systems Development 


Business Analysis Team or the Joint Managing Director – Operations. 


SYS 3.4 A Software repository ‘Bitbucket’ is used for the storage of deployment code. 


Access to Bitbucket is restricted to members of the Systems Development 


Technical team. 
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IO 3.1 Project testing is performed by the IO Tech team. This is combined, where 


appropriate, with user acceptance testing. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT9 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that data and systems are backed up regularly, 


retained offsite and regularly tested for recoverability 


 


Data backups of MFM IT systems are undertaken in line with the backup strategy which is 


aligned with the business requirements. All backups are replicated offsite on a pre-defined 


basis for Business Continuity purposes and to meet any Regulatory and / or Legislative 


requirements. Data restores are undertaken periodically to ensure the integrity of the backup 


datasets. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 9.1 Data backups of core IT systems are undertaken in line with the below agreed 


backup and retention schedule:  


 


Every Hour, retained for 1 Day,                                                                                                                                


Every Day, retained for 1 Week, 


Every Friday, retained for 1 Month, and 


Last Day of the Month, retained for 1 Year. 


 


Volume Shadow Copy is also used on core data drives to provide the ability 


to rapidly restore files without the need to access actual backups. 


IT 9.2 Data backups are retained both locally and off-site and these are additionally 


copied off-site at least hourly via a secure VPN link for Business Continuity 


Purposes. Alerts are configured in the backup tool to notify in any instance of 


backup failure. File restorations are performed on an ad-hoc basis for testing 


purposes. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT10 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that IT hardware and software issues are monitored 


and resolved in a timely manner 
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MFM have an IT helpdesk system in place. All IT issues are logged and end users are provided 


with a ticket number. The issue is logged according to the severity of the incident to the 


business with resolution as per the agreed SLA’s. MI from the helpdesk system is reviewed 


once a month to ensure the SLA’s are being met. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 10.1 IT calls are logged via email / telephone with internal and external support. IT 


monitoring of core systems is automated with IT staff / authorised third-party 


support businesses being notified of any alerts via email. 


IT 10.2 SLA agreements are in place with authorised third-party support businesses. 


A monthly service report with a summary of issues logged / outstanding is 


reviewed by the IT team. Outstanding issues are followed up with the 


authorised third-party support businesses and tracked to resolution. 


__ 


 
Control Objective IT11 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that business and information systems recovery plans 


are documented, approved, tested and maintained 


 


MFM have a formal Business Continuity Plan (BCP) which is documented with BC tests being 


undertaken at least twice-yearly to ensure the validity of the processes and plan. Post testing, 


any issues with the BCP are documented and an action plan is developed to manage any 


issues and mitigate any risk. 
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Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 11.1 A formal BCP is maintained and reviewed on an annual basis. The 


BCP is tested on at least a twice-yearly basis and the results are 


documented and reviewed by the members of Business Continuity 


Working Group (BCWG) and Senior management. Any follow-up 


actions are identified and closed to resolution. 
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8. Other Information Provided by MFM   
The information in this section, describing activities and controls, is presented by MFM to 


provide additional information to its users and is not part of the Company’s description of 


controls that may be relevant to the user’s internal control. Such information has not been 


subjected to the procedures applied in the examination of the description of the Company’s 


operations on behalf of its users, and accordingly, the Service Auditor expresses no opinion 


on it.  
 


8.1. Disaster and Business Continuity Planning 
  
MFM are committed to the principles of Business Continuity Management (BCM) and have 


developed a comprehensive strategy and have established procedures in place to ensure that 


the business can continue delivery of its products and services at acceptable predefined levels 


in the event of disruption.   


  


Effective BCM develops a clear understanding of priority activities, ensures an effective and 


co-ordinated response to an incident and improves resilience to key threats. 


 


Aims and objectives  
The BCM Strategy has been implemented with the following aims and objectives:   


 


• Provide an effective framework for BCM and deliver a consistent approach to BCP’s and 


Business Impact Analysis (BIA’s),    


• Maintain a robust BCM document framework including BCPs, BIA and procedural 


documents, 


• Reinforce BCP’s as a management responsibility and to ensure that those employees 


involved in the process have an understanding of how it relates to their business area,   


• Ensure that BCP’s can be implemented in the event of a disruption,   


• Continue to embed BCM into the culture of the business and raise awareness of the 


importance and the need to develop and maintain an accurate and relevant BCP, 


• Be supported by the BCWG with responsibility for providing direction and support to all 


BCM activity, and 


• Be supported by a Business Continuity Risk Policy to set out the scope and wider 


framework within which Business Continuity Risk is identified, measured, monitored and 


reported. 
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Business Continuity Management Strategy  
MFM’s BCM Strategy comprises:  


 


• A BCM Strategy document,   


• BIA documents,   


• Business Continuity Plans, and  


• Business Continuity Risk Policy.   


  


BCM is an ongoing process of risk assessment and management with the purpose of ensuring 


the business can continue delivery of its products and services at acceptable predefined levels 


in the event of disruption. Under its Risk Taxonomy, MFM considers inadequate planning / 


incident reporting, inadequate availability of systems and loss of office premises as key causal 


factors for consideration (however, accept this list is not exhaustive). 


 


Methodology  
BCM Programme management enables the Business Continuity capability to be established 


and maintained in a manner appropriate to the size and complexity of MFM, who recognises 


that following a robust BCM programme will enable the business to achieve the objective 


defined in the Business Continuity Risk Policy.   


  


Understanding the Organisation - MFM understands that a critical part of ensuring that 


adequate BCP’s are in place is completion of a BIA. The BIA is used to identify the critical 


nature of each Business Function by assessment of the impact of interruption to that activity. 


This information is required in order to identify appropriate continuity strategies for each 


Function.    


  


Determining BCM Strategy - Once critical activities have been identified (including the 


Recovery Time Objective (RTO)), the impact potential and resource requirements for recovery 


within the agreed timescales must be established. Subsequent to this is the need to determine 


whether the likely impact is within the Risk Appetite of MFM as the basis for its Business 


Continuity Strategy.     


  


Developing and Implementing a BCM Response - MFM are committed to improving the risk 


profile through continual enhancements to its operational procedures and practices and 


building BCP’s. Each business area has its own BCP which is located on a central team drive 


on OneDrive.   
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Exercising, Maintaining and Reviewing - All BCPs are tested to ensure they are fit for purpose 


and up to date. This exercise also helps to identify areas that require further development.   


 


This step provides quality assurance and affords the opportunity for continuous improvement.   


  


Embedding BCM in the Organisations Culture - BCM is embedded in MFM’s culture through 


a variety of methods:   


 


• Annual rotation of BCWG membership to ensure all colleagues have exposure to BCM 


and are appropriately trained at the point of initiation, and   


• Business Continuity has been classified as a high-level risk in the Risk Taxonomy to 


ensure appropriate oversight.  


 


Key Components  
BIA’s are used to help MFM better understand the relative importance and criticality of each 


Function. The BIA is followed and acts as a tool to determine and evaluate the potential effects 


of a business interruption to critical operations.       


  


Required resources have also been determined to keep these processes running effectively 


in the event of a disaster. This analysis is reviewed annually to take account of the changing 


business. 


 


The Business Continuity Risk Policy is used to further support the Business Continuity 


Strategy, MFM has a high-level Business Continuity Risk Policy which outlines the businesses 


commitment to:    


 


• Maintain a strategy for reacting to, and recovering from adverse situations which is in line 


with The Board approved Risk Appetite,  


• Maintain a programme of activity which ensures the business has the ability to react 


appropriately to, and recover from adverse situations,   


• Maintain appropriate response plans underpinned by a clear escalation process,   


• Exercise BCPs on at least a twice-yearly basis,   


• Maintain employee awareness of MFM’s expectations of them during an emergency or 


business continuity situation,   


• Take account of changing business needs and ensure that BCP’s and the strategy are 


revised where necessary, and   
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• Remain aligned with best practice in BCM.   


     


As per the RMF Policy, all Risk Policies must be reviewed on an annual basis unless an 


intermediate review is required on an exceptional basis such as changing legislation and best 


practice, significant strategic or organisational change.  
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1. Independent Service Auditors Assurance Report   
 


 
 


Reporting accountants’ assurance report on internal controls of service 
organisation 
 


To the Directors of Marlborough Fund Managers Limited   
 


Use of report 
 
This report is made solely for the use of the Directors, as a body, of Marlborough Fund 


Managers Limited (“MFM”) and solely for the purpose of reporting on the internal controls of 


MFM in accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated 3 June 2019 and attached 


as appendix nine.  


 


Our work has been undertaken so that we might report to the Directors those matters that we 


have agreed to state to them in this report and for no other purpose. Our report must not be 


recited or referred to in whole or in part in any other document nor made available, copied or 


recited to any other party, in any circumstances, without our express prior written permission. 


 


Subject as follows, we are prepared to extend our assumption of responsibility to those 


customers who first accept in writing (in a form provided to us and confirmed by us to be 


acceptable to us) the relevant terms of the engagement letter agreed previously with MFM as 


if the customer had signed that letter when originally issued, and including the provisions 


limiting liability contained in that letter. This extension will not apply to a customer where we 


inform that customer, whether before or after the customer accepts the relevant terms of the 


engagement letter, that they do not meet our client acceptance criteria.  
 


To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone 


other than the Directors as a body and of MFM for our work, for this report or for the 


conclusions we have formed. 
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Scope 
 


We have been engaged to report on MFM’s description of its service organisation activities 


as at 30 September 2019 (the description), and on the suitability of the design of controls to 


achieve the related control objectives stated in the description. 


 


An assurance engagement to report on the description and design of controls at a service 


organisation involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the disclosures in the 


service organisation's description of its system, and the design of controls. The procedures 


selected depend on the reporting accountant’s judgment, including the assessment that the 


description is not fairly presented, and that controls are not suitably designed. An assurance 


engagement of this type also includes evaluating the overall presentation of the description, 


the suitability of the control objectives stated therein, and the suitability of the criteria specified 


by the service organisation and described at pages 36 to 75. 


 


We did not perform any procedures regarding the operating effectiveness of controls included 


in the description and, accordingly, do not express an opinion thereon. 


 


We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 


for our opinion. 
 


Service organisation’s responsibilities 


 
MFM is responsible for: preparing the description and the accompanying statement set out on 


pages 8 to 9, including the completeness, accuracy, and method of presentation of the 


description and the statement; providing the services covered by the description; specifying 


the criteria including the control objectives and stating them in the description; identifying the 


risks that threaten the achievement of the control objectives; and designing, implementing and 


effectively operating controls to achieve the related control objectives stated in the description. 


 


The control objectives stated in the description include the internal control objectives 


developed for service organisations as set out in the ICAEW Technical Release AAF 01/06. 
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Our independence and quality control 
 
We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of the ICAEW Code 


of Ethics, which includes the requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants 


issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants, which is founded on 


fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care, 


confidentiality and professional behaviour. 


 


The firm applies International Standard on Quality Control 1 and accordingly maintains a 


comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures 


regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal 


and Regulatory requirements. 
 


Reporting accountants’ responsibilities 
 


Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the fairness of the presentation of the description 


and on the suitability of the design of the controls to achieve the related control objectives 


stated in that description. We conducted our engagement in accordance with International 


Standard on Assurance Engagements 3402, and ICAEW Technical Release AAF 01/06. That 


standard and guidance require that we plan and perform our procedures to obtain reasonable 


assurance about whether, in all material respects, the description is fairly presented and the 


controls were suitably designed to achieve the related control objectives stated in the 


description as at 30 September 2019. 


 


Our work involved performing procedures to obtain evidence about the presentation of the 


description of the service organisation activities and the design of those controls. Our 


procedures included assessing the risks that the description is not fairly presented and that 


the controls were not suitably designed to achieve the related control objectives stated in the 


description. An assurance engagement of this type also includes evaluating the overall 


presentation of the description and the suitability of the control objectives stated therein, and 


the suitability of the criteria specified by the service organisation and described at pages 36 


to 75. 
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Inherent limitations 
 
MFM’s description is prepared to meet the common needs of a broad range of customers and 


their auditors and may not, therefore, include every aspect of the service organisation 


activities that each individual customer may consider important in its own particular 


environment. Also, because of their nature, controls at a service organisation may not prevent 


or detect and correct all errors or omissions in processing or reporting transactions or 


identification of the function performed by the service organisation or system. 


 


Our opinion is based on historical information and the projection to future periods of any 


evaluation of the fairness of the presentation of the description, or opinions about the suitability 


of the design of the controls would be inappropriate. 
 


Opinion 
 
In our opinion, in all material respects, based on the criteria including specified control 


objectives described in the Management Statement on pages 8 to 9: 


 


a) the description on pages 36 to 75 fairly presents the service organisation activities that 


were designed and implemented as at 30 September 2019; and 


b) the controls related to the control objectives stated in the description on pages 36 to 75 


were suitably designed to provide reasonable assurance that the specified control 


objectives would be achieved if the described controls operated effectively as at 30 


September 2019. 
 


 


 


Ernst & Young LLP 


London  


10 March 2020 
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2. Management Statement  
As Directors, we are responsible for the identification of control objectives relating to 


customers’ assets and related transactions in the provision of financial services and the 


design, implementation and operation of the control procedures of Marlborough Fund 


Managers Ltd (MFM) to provide reasonable assurance that the control objectives are 


achieved.   


 


In carrying out those responsibilities, we have regard not only to the interests of our customers 


but also to those of the owners of the business and the general effectiveness and efficiency 


of the relevant operations.   


 


We have evaluated the effectiveness of MFM’s control procedures having regard to the 


Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) Technical Release Audit 


and Assurance Faculty (AAF) 01/06 and the International Standard on Assurance 


Engagement (ISAE) 3402 and the criteria for financial services set out therein, with the 


exception of those control objectives excluded as described in Section 4.  


 


The accompanying description has been prepared for customers who have used the system 


and their auditors who have a sufficient understanding to consider the description, along with 


other information including information about controls operated by customers themselves, 


when obtaining an understanding of customers’ information systems relevant to financial 


reporting.  


 


MFM confirms that: 


 


(a) The accompanying description fairly presents the system which was designed and 


implemented as at 30 September 2019. The criteria used in making this statement were 


that the accompanying description: 


 


(i) Presents how the system was designed and implemented, including: 


 The types of services provided, including the classes of transactions processed; 


 The procedures, within both information technology and manual systems, by 


which those transactions were initiated, recorded, processed, corrected as 


necessary, and transferred to the reports prepared for customers; 


 The related accounting records, supporting information and specific accounts 


that were used to initiate, record, process and report transactions; this includes 
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the correction of incorrect information and how information is transferred to the 


reports prepared for customers; 


 How the system dealt with significant events and conditions, other than 


transactions; 


 The process used to prepare reports for customers; 


 Relevant control objectives and controls designed to achieve those objectives; 


 Controls that we assumed, in the design of the system, would be implemented 


by user entities, and which, if necessary, to achieve control objectives stated in 


the accompanying description, are identified in the description along with the 


specific control objectives that cannot be achieved by ourselves alone; and 


 Other aspects of our control environment, risk assessment process, information 


system (including the related business processes) and communication, control 


activities and monitoring controls that were relevant to processing and reporting 


customers' transactions. 


 


(ii) Does not omit or distort information relevant to the scope of the system being 


described, while acknowledging that the description is prepared to meet the common 


needs of a broad range of customers and their auditors and may not, therefore, include 


every aspect of the system that each individual customer may consider important in its 


own particular environment. 


 


(b) The controls related to the control objectives stated in the accompanying description were 


suitably designed as at 30 September 2019. The criteria used in making this statement 


were that: 


 


(i) The risks that threatened achievement of the control objectives stated in the description 


were identified, and 


(ii) The identified controls would, if operated as described, provide reasonable assurance 


that those risks did not prevent the stated control objectives from being achieved. 


 


 
 Joint Managing Director 


On behalf of: Marlborough Fund Managers Limited. 


9th March 2020  
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3. Business Activities and Control Environment  
3.1. Purpose of Report 
This Service Organisation Controls (SOC1) Report is intended to provide MFM clients and the 


independent auditors of those clients with information about the internal controls of MFM. This 


report is a type 1 report and, as such, is a design of controls report which evaluates and 


reports on the design of controls put into operation as at a point in time.  


 


3.2. Scope 
The scope of this SOC1 report applies to the following Functions, only: 


1. Transfer Agency  


2. Fund Accounting 


3. Information Technology, including Systems Development and InvestOne (IO) 


 


The control objectives and related controls of the organisations to which MFM has outsourced 


functions are outside the scope of this report.  


 


The report has been prepared taking into consideration guidance described in the Institute of 


Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), Audit and Assurance Faculty (AAF) 


01/06 technical release published in 2012 and the International Standard on Assurance 


Engagement (ISAE) 3402, entitled “Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organisation” 


issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.   


 


This report covers the design of control as at 30 September 2019 and encompasses MFM, 


located in Bolton, UK. 


 
3.3. Organisational Structure 
The Marlborough Group employs a total of 179 employees across all locations – Bolton, 


London, Lichfield, Peterborough and Dublin. The Marlborough Group Organogram (Figure 1) 


and supporting incorporation details (Figure 2) are referenced below. Whilst we acknowledge 


that the scope of this report extends no further than MFM, for the sake of completeness, we 


have provided a high-level summary detailing the service each entity provides.   
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Figure 1 – The Marlborough Group Organogram 


 


Company Name  Date of 


Registration 


Jurisdiction  


UFC Fund Management PLC 29/05/1997 England & Wales  


Marlborough Group Holdings Limited 22/03/2016 England & Wales 


Marlborough Investment Management Limited  16/09/1985 England & Wales 


Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd 03/10/1986 England & Wales 


Investment Fund Services Limited 16/02/2007 England & Wales 


UFC Fund Management International Holdings Limited  09/11/2017 Ireland  


Marlborough International Management Limited  08/03/1994 Guernsey  


IFSL International Limited  07/12/2017 Ireland  


Marlborough Investment Management International 


Limited  


12/11/1984 Ireland  


 


Figure 2 – incorporation details  
 


UFC Fund Management PLC - UFC Fund Management PLC is The Holding Company for 


the whole Group.  


 


Marlborough Group Holdings Limited - Marlborough Group Holdings Limited is a 


consolidation Group for a number of regulated and unregulated businesses involved in 


financial services and associated technology and professional services. The Company itself 
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provides management services to other members of The Group. The Group trades under the 


brand ‘The Marlborough Group’.  


 
Marlborough Investment Management Limited - Marlborough Investment 


Management Limited (MIM) offers discretionary management services to Independent 


Financial Advisers (IFA) clients, high net worth individuals and to charities, pension funds and 


trusts.  


 
Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd - Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd (MFM) is a UK-


Authorised Fund Manager operating Undertakings for the Collective Investment in 


Transferable Securities (UCITS) and Alternative Investment Funds (AIFS). Marlborough Fund 


Managers Limited has a range of 19 Marlborough branded funds covering UK and 


international equities, fixed interest and fund of funds. MFM also has a small number (five) of 


funds where it is the Authorised Fund Manager.  


 


As at 30 September 2019, Assets under Management (AUM) for MFM was £5.8bn. 
 
Investment Fund Services Limited – Investment Fund Services Limited (IFSL) is a UK-


based Authorised Fund Manager which offers a full range of fund services, including fund 


administration and pricing, transfer agency and compliance & risk oversight. 


 


Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) – For both MFM and IFSL, the ACD's responsibilities 


include managing the company's investments, buying and selling own shares on demand, 


and ensuring accurate pricing of shares at net asset value. An ACD must be authorised by 


the FCA. 


 


As at 30 September 2019, Assets under Management (AUM) for IFSL was £3.9bn. 


 
UFC Fund Management International Holdings Limited - UFC Fund Management 


International Holdings Limited is The Holding Company of the Ireland-based businesses, 


namely IFSL International Limited and Marlborough Investment Management International 


Limited.  


 
Marlborough International Management Limited - Marlborough International 


Management Limited (MINT) is a fund management company based in Guernsey. MINT 
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provides offshore access to a range of single-strategy and risk-graded fund of funds within a 


Protected Cell Company. 
 


IFSL International Limited - IFSL International Limited is an Ireland-based ‘Super ManCo’, 


which is a fund management company with dual authorisation as a UCITS Management 


Company and an Alternative Investment Fund Manager.   


 
Marlborough Investment Management International Limited - Marlborough 


Investment Management International Limited is an Ireland-based investment Company 


which manages the MFM Techinvest Technology and MFM Techinvest Special Situations 


funds.  


 
3.4. Culture, Mission and Strategy  
 
3.4.1. Marlborough Fund Managers Ltd 
The MFM mission is to lead the way in active management as a trusted firm with superior fund 


knowledge, service quality, product understanding and added value for investors. 


 
MFM’s strategy is to increase shareholder value by offering actively managed funds which 


provide real added value for retail and institutional investors. Service quality and product 


knowledge must be superior to our competitors, provided by a personable, knowledgeable 


and approachable team of people. Fees and charges should be transparent and fair. MFM 


should offer funds where active management can add value and meet investor risk appetite 


and expectations. Our strategy is to:  


 


I. Focus on non-complex and well-established investment strategies,  


II. Widen distribution of existing products into new and existing markets, and 


III. Offer new products where investor need is matched with talented managers capable 


of delivering added value.  


 
MFM aims to establish a culture of:  


 


I. Investor focus, placing the investor at the heart of our organisation,  


II. Promoting positive relationships with all clients, investors and partners, 


III. Encouraging individual achievement for ourselves and each other to develop 


outstanding employees and teams,  


IV. Strong collaboration and co-operation between all teams and individuals, 
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V. Valuing excellence, celebrating achievement and striving to achieve outstanding 


service quality, and  


VI. Openness, innovation and respect for each other’s opinions and decisions.  


 


3.5. Support Divisions and Areas  
 


3.5.1. Compliance  
The Compliance Function is responsible for overseeing the business in meeting its Regulatory 


obligations. The main responsibilities include:  


 


• To provide independent assurance to The Board and management that the business is 


operating in a compliant manner, through regular and ad-hoc reporting and other 


Management Information, 


• To deliver an agreed compliance monitoring programme, taking a risk-based approach to 


the Group’s key risks including Data Protection. Some key risks, such as CASS 


compliance, are reviewed yearly and others on an ad-hoc basis. Reports highlight failures 


in controls, recommendations for improvement and remedial action agreed with business 


areas, 


• To provide advice and assistance to The Board, management and staff to help them meet 


their compliance responsibilities, 


• Provide analysis and early warning of Regulatory change which may impact the business, 


• Oversee the implementation of Company policies covering financial crime prevention for 


money laundering / terrorist financing, anti-bribery and corruption, market abuse, and 


fraud,  


• To promote a strong compliant culture and behaviour within the business, through roll-out 


of Regulatory policies, training and general awareness activities, 


• Independently monitoring the embedding of the Risk Management Framework (RMF) and 


report on progress to the Risk Committee and The Board of Directors (“The Board”), and 
• Form an independent view of MFM’s management of risk, based on BAU audit work and 


issue assurance report. 
 


3.5.2. Risk  
The main responsibilities for the Risk Function include:  


 


• To help the business to identify and monitor its risks, 
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• To assist the business in finding ways to minimise, monitor and control the probability and 


/ or impact of threats materialising, 


• To provide reassurance to The Board and management on the suitability and 


effectiveness of its controls through regular and ad-hoc reporting and other MI, 


• To establish and maintain the RMF, 


• To help raise awareness of the benefits of an effective RMF throughout the business and 


educate employees on the company`s RMF, 


• To identify good and bad practice - providing feedback on failures in controls, 


recommendations for improvement and, where appropriate, remedial action, and 


• To oversee the day-to-day functions of Risk Management and provide appropriate 


information to the Risk Committee, Senior Management and The Board. 


 


3.5.3. Legal  
The main responsibilities of the Legal Function include:  


 


• To act as central point of contact for all legal matters affecting the Group, 


• To advise Senior Managers and The Board on legal matters as required, 


• To act as a central point for the production and negotiation of all relevant legal 


documentation with clients, investors and suppliers, 


• To instruct and liaise with preferred external legal suppliers as necessary, and 


• To ensure legal compliance and limit risk exposure. 


 


3.5.4. Human Resources (incl. Facilities Management) 
The main responsibilities of the HR Function include:  


 


• To assist in the processing of employee data, including the production of MI, by utilising 


the Human Resources Information System, 


• To update and maintain the HR Information System to suit business needs, 


• To assist the business to manage, support people and their performance,   


• To bring the people element to the forefront of the business strategy, to assist the 


management team in making the right decisions,   


• Managing external relationships in relation to recruitment, e.g. recruitment agencies, 


advertising platforms, background checking platforms, 


• To assist the business to undertake background checks for all potential employees, record 


the information and co-ordinate timely rechecks, 
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• To ensure all employees receive an induction and on-boarding period to equip them with 


the knowledge, standards and expectations required, 


• To assist the business to design, issue and record training interventions,  


• Co-ordinate and control external training and qualifications, and 


• Certification under Senior Managers and Certification Regime (SMCR). 


 
The main responsibilities of the Facilities Management Function include:  


• Ensure that the building is well maintained, negotiating contracts and contacts who can 


supply / attend as necessary so that the business complies with Health & Safety 


regulations, 


• To assist the business to protect the employees and building against fire via staff training, 


regular drills and training and supporting fire wardens, and  


• To ensure the business has adequately trained emergency first aid staff and complete 


regular rechecks. 


 


3.6. Control Environment  
The control environment is the foundation on which an effective system of internal control is 


built and operated.  


 


3.6.1. Risk Management  
MFM’s controls are only a portion of the overall internal control environment. MFM has a 


formal structure for identifying, reporting, monitoring and managing its risks. This comprises, 


at its highest level, of Risk Appetite statements which are set and approved by The Board and 


are supported by granular Risk Appetite measures across MFM’s principal risk categories. 


This is underpinned by a RMF which details Risk Architecture, Risk Strategy and Risk 


Protocols (RASP). 


 


3.6.2. Risk Management Framework  
MFM has an established RMF which is defined within the Risk Management Framework 


Policy, which details the principles by which MFM defines the Risk Taxonomy, identifies 


processes, ownership, responsibilities and the oversight and guardianship required to support 


effective implementation of Risk Management across MFM.  


 


3.6.3. Risk Management Architecture  
MFM’s Risk Architecture defines its lines of communication for reporting on Risk Management 


issues and events. The RMF details roles and responsibilities including the requirement of 
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The Board to understand MFM’s most significant risks. The Risk Architecture also articulates 


governance routines to ensure appropriate oversight and management of risks.    


 


3.6.4. Risk Management Strategy  
The Board has primary responsibility for identifying the material business risks facing MFM 


and does so through setting Risk Appetites to define the type and amount of risk MFM is 


prepared to accept in pursuit of its strategic objectives.  


 


3.6.5. Risk Appetite  
It is The Board’s view that MFM is, overall, risk averse. Each risk under the Risk Taxonomy, 


however, has been aligned to a broad Risk Appetite Statement; supported by quantitative and 


qualitative measures to further articulate MFM’s appetite to individual risks. These measures 


provide tolerance limits / thresholds and standards, which have been agreed and signed off 


by The Board and define the boundaries within which MFM is prepared to accept certain risks 


in pursuit of its objectives.  


 


Risk Appetite is reviewed annually as per the RMF Policy.  


 


3.6.6. Risk Management Protocols 
MFM defines its Risk Management protocols as any document that describes the range of 


activities undertaken in the name of Risk Management. MFM sets out its Risk Management 


protocols in a series of risk procedures and guidelines to provide direction to The Board, 


Senior Management and staff and include:  


 


• Risk Register – to document the Risk Management process for identified risks and 


facilitate ownership and management of each risk. The Risk Register serves to document 


control activities that are currently undertaken and records any / all additional actions 


proposed to improve the control of a particular risk, and 


• Risk Policies – MFM has a suite of Policies assigned to each risk under its Risk Taxonomy. 


Each Policy defines MFM’s principles, rules and guidelines to achieve its strategy in 


relation to the risk. Each Risk Policy must be reviewed on an annual basis, unless an 


intermediate review is required on an exceptional basis such as a Regulatory development 


or significant strategic or organisational change. As a result of a Policy review, all material 


changes must be escalated to the Risk Committee for approval. 
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MFM’s Board is responsible for the approval and oversight of all components of the RMF. It 


does so through its Risk Committee.  


 


3.6.7. Governance and Key Committees  
Figure 3 below shows the hierarchy of Committees at MFM related to Risk Management and 


internal control. Terms of Reference (ToR) of the various Committees have been established 


to define membership and responsibilities.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 3 – MFM Committees  


 


3.6.8. The Board  
The Board are responsible for directing the business policy and the overall day-to-day 


management of the operations. The Board also reviews business development and 


management decisions and is responsible for control oversight and Risk Management. The 


Board maintains minutes of regularly scheduled meetings.  


 


The main responsibilities of The Board include:  


 


• To effectively direct and provide leadership for the business so that it may operate and 


grow in a sustainable and profitable manner by providing products and services which are 


centred around the needs of existing and potential customers, 


Board


Risk        
Committee


Investment  
Committee


Pricing  
Committee 


Treasury 
Committee 


Governance
Committee
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• To establish robust governance practices so that the Organisation acts within the 


principles and regulations of the FCA and other relevant Regulatory bodies, 


• To plan and communicate the Organisation`s operational and growth strategy to Senior 


employees and leaders within the business, and 


• To set organisation-wide objectives, vision and mission so that each Business Function 


and employee may have clarity on the direction of the business and their own progression. 


 


3.6.9. Risk Committee  
The Risk Committee provides assistance to The Board by overseeing the RMF for MFM 


including, but not limited to; identifying new risks, monitoring existing risks and ensuring 


policies and procedures are in place to suitably manage those risks. The Committee also 


provides assurance to The Board that funds are managed in accordance with their investment 


objectives, policies and risk limits (the risk profile).  


 


The Risk Committee is chaired by the Compliance and Risk Director and it operates under 


the ToR approved by The Board. The following agenda items are supported with Management 


Information on a monthly basis for Risk Committee review:   


 


I. Risk Appetite and Risk Profile,  


II. Risk Management Framework,  


III. Regulatory Requirements,  


IV. Risk reporting from Sub-Committees,  


V. Fund Risk Management (including liquidity and investment), and  


VI. Business Strategy.  


 


Risk Committee membership is comprised of Senior Management only. The Committee 


appointed members attend meetings due to their principal role or due to their specific expertise 


in relation to key risks facing MFM as follows:  
 
Member Purpose/Risk Expertise 
Compliance and Risk 


Director  


Financial Crime Risk, Outsourcing Risk, Regulatory Risk, Risk 


Management Framework  


Joint Managing 


Director    


Concentration Risk, Conduct Risk, Market Risk, Product Risk 


Joint Managing 


Director    


Cyber Risk, Business Continuity Risk, Information and Data Risk, 


Operational Risk 
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Finance  


Director  


Counterparty Risk, Credit Risk, Currency Risk, Financial Reporting 


Risk, Insurance Risk, Legal Risk, Liquidity Risk, People Risk, 


Physical Assets (Inc. Health and Safety) Risk 


 
3.6.10. Governance Committee 
The Governance Committee provides assistance to The Board by recommending a set of 


governance principles and assuring regular review of the principles on the basis of ongoing 


development and best practice in both corporate and product governance.  


 


Subject to the powers and duties of The Board, the Governance Committee has delegated 


authority for the discharge of certain functions, activities and decision-making powers. The 


core responsibilities of the Committee include, but are not restricted to the following:  


 


• To approve acquisitions or new fund launches, ensuring they are consistent with The 


Board’s strategy and Risk Appetite, 


• To approve new relationships with third-party suppliers which constitute “outsourcing 


arrangements” under SYSC 8, 


• To approve changes to funds, ensuring they are appropriate given the current objectives 


and policies, the nature of the investors in the scheme and the manner in which the 


scheme has been sold, 


• To ensure there are suitable processes in place to demonstrate that the distribution 


channels used for the funds is consistent with the target market, 


• The apportionment of significant responsibility among The Board members in such a way 


that enables coherence with the personal aptitudes of each member and allows constant 


and adequate monitoring of the performance in compliance with the requirements 


established by SYSC 2.1, 


• The assessment of the needs of The Board and the revision and monitoring of training 


and continuous professional development policy for Directors and Senior Management, 


• Approving the appointment of new control functions and ensuring they are registered with 


the FCA as appropriate, 


• To ensure that functions are suitably independent to avoid any unnecessary conflicts of 


interest, as appropriate for the nature, scale and complexity of the business, 


• To ensure there are suitable processes in place to identify and record conflicts of interest, 


• To review conflicts of interest and ensure they are being suitably mitigated or managed,  


• To ensure that all employees are aware of the standards of conduct expected from them 


and that they adhere to those standards, and 
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• The development and approval of the Company's policies and procedures in relation to 


governance including, but not limited to; Corporate Governance, Product Governance, 


conflicts of interest and conduct. 


The Committee meets each calendar month. Ad-hoc meetings may be called at the discretion 


of any Member of the Committee or by The Board.  


 


3.6.11. Investment Committee  
The Investment Committee provide oversight on behalf of The Board in relation to investment 


management and trade execution (for internally managed funds). The Committee has 


delegated authority for the discharge of certain functions and activities including: 


 


• To review the performance of funds for which MFM acts as Authorised Fund Manager, 


including a review of performance against the peer group, 


• To approve new brokers for use by the internal Investment and Dealing Teams in 


accordance with the Order Execution Policy, 


• To review the performance of those brokers approved for use by the internal Investment 


and Dealing Teams, 


• To approve the use of entities as Over The Counter (OTC) counterparties and deposit 


takers to be used by funds for which MFM acts as Authorised Fund Manager and ensure 


they remain suitable for use by the funds, 


• To review and approve or decline the use of unregulated collective investment schemes, 


and other “higher risk” products either as directed by The Board or the Risk Committee or, 


otherwise, as this Committee may determine from time to time,  


• To review portfolio turnover and ensure it is appropriate given the investment objectives 


and policies of the funds, 


• Where directed by the Risk Committee, to advise on appropriate investment risk limits for 


the funds, 


• To advise on the use of new instrument types and strategies by the funds when requested 


by the Risk Committee, 


• To review and approve Policies in relation to investment management including, but not 


limited to; order execution, voting, the use of dealing commission and broker approval and 


review, and 


• To undertake, at the request of The Board, such other activities as may be necessary or 


desirable. 
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3.6.12. Pricing Committee  
The Committee meets every month. Ad-hoc meetings may be called at the discretion of any 


Member of the Committee or by The Board. The core responsibilities of the Committee include 


but are not restricted to the following:  


 


• To ensure that there are appropriate Policies in place to ensure the prices of units / shares 


in the funds are calculated fairly, accurately, regularly and in accordance with each 


scheme’s current prospectus document and the UK Regulators sourcebook(s), and 


• To ensure there are suitable Policies in place to monitor and control the application of 


dilution levy / adjustments in respect of unit / share dealing activity and in conjunction with 


the Policy as defined in each scheme’s current prospectus document. 


• Ensuring there are suitable pricing Policies in place, including formal review and sign-off 


of various Policies including, but not limited to, the Pricing Policy, Fair Value Pricing Policy 


and the Dilution Policy, 


• Ensuring there is a documented, consistent and robust methodology in place for valuing 


underlying assets held within the funds in accordance with the current scheme prospectus, 


trust deed or instrument incorporating the schemes,  


• Determining the valuation methodology of any new instruments where an existing 


methodology is not appropriate, 


• Ensuring there is appropriate oversight in place in relation to any delegated Fund 


Accounting functions,  


• Approval, oversight and review of the effectiveness of an independent pricing provider for 


OTC derivatives and structured products, 


• Ensuring appropriate anti-dilution Polices are in place and that these are effectively 


implemented as necessary and managed, 


• Identifying situations where the standard pricing methodology set out in the Pricing Policy 


is not appropriate and determining an alternative process, 


• Agreeing and determining the Policy in respect of Fair Value Pricing (FVP), including at 


individual security levels, market or sector level or at fund level as appropriate, 


• Review and approve any new instances of FVP, 


• Review exceptions that are identified by the monthly FVP reviews carried out by the Fund 


Pricing Team, and 


• Escalation to The Board of any matter(s) which, in the Committees view: 


o Fall outside of the Operational Risk Appetite (as defined in the current Operational 


Risk Policy (and as approved by The Board)), and  
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o May potentially give rise to large operational losses (as defined in the current 


Operational Risk Policy (and as approved by The Board)). 


 


3.6.13. Treasury Committee  
The objective of the Committee is to set operational Treasury Policies within the overall Policy 


framework established by The Board and, where required, approve Treasury transactions and 


counterparties. Responsibilities of the Treasury Committee include:  
 


• Monitoring Counterparty Risk. This applies to all banking counterparties as well as 


counterparties for derivatives, brokerage, outsourced service providers (including 


investment Managers and custodians) and any likely debtors (including Sponsors). Such 


monitoring will include 6 monthly reviews of banks and 12 monthly reviews of other 


counterparties and where appropriate more frequent ad-hoc reviews, 


• To document the results of such monitoring in a clear and auditable manner, 


• To document the Counterparty Risk of banks used to hold client money in accordance 


with CASS rules and guidance, 


• The Treasury Committee shall endeavour to maximise the return on cash for Funds, within 


a reasonable risk tolerance. As part of this duty the Treasury Committee shall review 


interest rates available and achieved against Counterparty Risk, 


• Monitor banking charges for operational banking, and ensure that the Settlements and 


Finance Departments make the most cost-efficient use of banking facilities available to 


them,  


• Monitor Business Continuity for MFM with reference to access to operational banking, 


• To approve the use of counterparties including banking, derivatives, brokerage and any 


likely debtors, 


• To appoint and terminate Banks and Insurance Brokers,  


• To enter into, on behalf of MFM any short term (overnight) borrowing required, 


• To approve the giving of guarantees, indemnities or ‘comfort letters’, 


• To make and move banking deposits in accordance with the duties of the Committee, and 


• Review and approve changes to banking mandates and sign-off limits. 
 


3.7. Applications  
The tables below detail the core systems relevant to control objectives within this report. 


 
Applications Hosted by MFM  
 
This application is within scope for the SOC1 testing. 
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Application  Description  


Quantum  Quantum is our in-house proprietary application for front-to-back Transfer 


Agency activities. The application supports all key Transfer Agency 


Operational Functions including Dealing, Registration, Distributions and 


Settlements (including CASS requirements) 


 


Applications Hosted and Managed by Third Parties  
 
While this application is within scope for the SOC1 testing, MFM is only responsible for 


authentication and application level user account administration.  


Application  Description  


InvestOne  FIS InvestOne Enterprise is owned by FIS (an external third-party). This 


application is used by the Fund Administration Teams to calculate the 


valuations of the various funds that the business administers. FIS Pricing 


Services, who provide price and exchange rate scrubbing, validated dividend 


and corporate actions information, upload the prices, dividends and exchange 


rates of all of the assets held in our ‘asset universe’. Expenses, taxation, 


amortisation, corporate actions, dividend streaming and share class allocation 


rates are also calculated and processed automatically or in some instances via 


manual OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) journals posted in to the system 


- a journal upload method where a spreadsheet containing journals is manually 


completed and then sent into InvestOne via an OLE sheet that can be read by 


the system. 


 


New funds and their holdings are created on the system by utilising the front-


end interfaces and OLE functionality which update within the system 


immediately.  


 


The InvestOne application automatically processes a broad range of corporate 


actions. Vendor feeds containing domestic and international corporate action 


information for dividend announcements and other corporate action 


announcements are received by the InvestOne application to provide the user 


with corporate action event information. 


 


This application is also used in the production of the report and accounts for 


funds via the automatic updating of various cashbooks and asset ledgers 
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throughout the Fund pricing process. This information is used to extract Trial 


Balances from the InvestOne application, which are utilised in the production 


of the funds accounts. 


 


This is a critical system as all of our fund pricing depends on the data within 


the database. 


 


The InvestOne application is supported by system software components 


running on Oracle Solaris, IBM AIX, Red Hat Linux, and Microsoft Windows 


and utilizes both Oracle and Sybase databases. 


 
Other Applications and Tools  
 
The following applications and tools are used in the processes of MFM’s business, as 


applicable, but are not within the scope of the SOC1 testing as they are not deemed critical 


to support the business processes and related controls noted in this report. 


 


 
Application  Description  


Document 
Management 
System 
(DMS) 


Operates in conjunction with image technology by converting investor 


transactions into electronic image documents and automatically distributing 


the documents to the designated business area for processing. DMS stores 


images and maintains transaction history information, which expediates 


transaction research and retrieval.  


SharePoint 
Breach 
Register  


Incident reporting system from which data can be analysed enabling 


management information to be produced and reported.  
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4. Control Objectives Summary 
 


In preparing this report, the control objectives set out in Appendix 1 of the AAF 01/06 guidance 


have been considered. Of these, the control objectives relevant to Transfer Agency, Fund 


Accounting and Information Technology activities within the scope of this report have been 


included and exceptions highlighted.  


 


4.1. Fund Accounting   
 


Accepting clients  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Funds are set up and administered in accordance with 


scheme prospectus and applicable regulations  


Included  FA1 


Complete and authorised client agreements are 


operative prior to initiating accounting activity  


Not included as Fund 


Accounting is 


performed in-house, 


therefore, MFM (as 


Authorised Corporate 


Director (ACD)) are 


the client 


- 


Client take-ons are monitored, documented and 


accurately reported to clients  


Not included as Fund 


Accounting is 


performed in-house, 


therefore, MFM (as 


ACD) are the client 


- 


 


Authorising and processing transactions  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Investment and related cash transactions are 


completely and accurately recorded in a timely 


manner 


Included  FA2 


Corporate actions are processed and recorded 


accurately and on a timely basis 
Included  FA3 
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Maintaining Financial and other records  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Investment income and related tax are accurately 


calculated and recorded on a timely basis 


Included  FA4 


Investments are valued using current prices obtained 


from independent external pricing sources or 


determined according to approved pricing policies 


and procedures for fair values 


Included   FA5 


Cash and investment positions are completely and 


accurately recorded and reconciled to third-party data 


Included  


 


FA6 


Expenses are accurately calculated and recorded in 


accordance with the requirements of the prospectus 


and on a timely basis 


Included FA7 


Distribution rates are accurately calculated and 


authorised and distribution amounts are recorded in a 


timely manner 


Included FA8 


Issues, cancellations and conversions of shares / 


units are recorded completely and accurately, and 


positions are regularly reconciled 


Included FA9 


Fund pricing is accurate and timely Included FA10 


 


Monitoring Compliance  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Pricing and distribution rate errors are rectified in a 


timely manner 


Included FA11 


Outsourced activities are properly managed and 


monitored and conflicts of interest identified to clients 


Included  FA14 


 


Reporting 
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Net asset value is accurately calculated and 


published in a timely manner 


Included  FA12 


Annual and interim reports and accounts are 


prepared having regard to disclosure requirements 


Included  FA13 
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and submitted in accordance with timescales 


determined by applicable law and regulations 


 


 


4.2. Transfer Agency  
 


Accepting investors  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Accounts are set up and administered in accordance 


with Terms and Conditions, SIDs and Prospectuses 


and applicable regulations  


Included  TA1 


Adherence to ISA subscription limits is checked and 


recording of investor information required by 


legislation is accurate   


Included  TA2 


 


New account applications are complete and 


authorised prior to initiating any account activity   


Included  TA3 


Investor take-ons are monitored, documented and 


appropriately notified to investors  


Included  TA4 


 


Authorising and processing transactions  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Documents received are checked, sorted and 


distributed for processing in a timely manner  


Included  TA5 


Investor transactions and adjustments are 


authorised, processed accurately, completely and in 


a timely manner  


Included  TA6 


Cash receipts are processed accurately and banked 


promptly  


Included   TA7 


Payments (including cheques) issued are accurately 


generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch  


Included  TA8 


Fund distributions to investors are accurately 


calculated and authorised and distributed in a timely 


manner  


Included  TA9 
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Maintaining Financial and other records  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Transfer agent records accurately reflect units or 


shareholdings (including updates to register and 


investor details) 


Included  TA10 


Share / unit activity is recorded completely, accurately 


and positions are regularly reconciled  


Included   TA11 


 


Safeguarding Assets  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Lost and stolen certificates are recorded in a timely 


manner   


Not included as we do 


not have CASS 6 


permissions and do 


not issue bearer 


certificates  


- 


 


Monitoring Compliance  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Transaction errors are rectified promptly and 


investors treated fairly   


Included  TA12 


 


Reporting to investors   
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Investor reporting is complete and accurate and 


processed within required timescales 


Included  TA13 


Payments (including cheques) issued are accurately 


generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch 


Included  TA14  
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4.3. Information Technology 
  


Restricting access to systems and data  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Physical access to computer networks, equipment, 


storage media and program documentation is 


restricted to authorised individuals 


Included  IT 1 


Logical access to computer systems, programs, 


master data, transaction data and parameters, 


including access by Administrators to applications, 


databases, systems and networks is restricted to 


authorised individuals via information security tools 


and techniques 


Included  IT 2 


SYS 1 


IO 1 


Segregation of incompatible duties is defined, 


implemented and enforced by logical security controls 


in accordance with job roles 


Included  IT 3 


SYS 2 


IO 2 


 


 


Providing integrity and resilience to the information processing environment, 
commensurate with the value of the information held, information processing 
performed and external threats 
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


IT processing is authorised and scheduled 


appropriately, and exceptions are identified and 


resolved in a timely manner 


Included  IT 4 


Data transmissions between the service organisation 


and its counterparties are complete, accurate, timely 


and secure 


Included  IT 5 


Appropriate measures are implemented to counter 


the threat from malicious electronic attack (e.g. 


firewalls, anti-virus etc.) 


Included IT 6 


The physical IT equipment is maintained in a 


controlled environment   


Included IT 7 
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Maintaining and developing systems hardware and software  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Development and implementation of new systems, 


applications and software, and changes to existing 


systems, applications and software, are authorised, 


tested, approved and implemented 


Included  IT 8 


SYS 3 


IO 3 


Data migration or modification is authorised, tested 


and, once performed, reconciled back to the source 


data 


Not included as the 


frequency is too low 


(once in every 4-5 


years) to be able to 


test 


  


 


Recovering from processing interruptions  
Control Objectives as per AAF 01/06 Included  Reference  


Data and systems are backed up regularly, retained 


offsite and regularly tested for recoverability 


Included  IT 9  


IT hardware and software issues are monitored and 


resolved in a timely manner 


Included  IT 10 


Business and information systems recovery plans are 


documented, approved, tested and maintained 


Included  IT 11 
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5. Information provided by the independent service 
auditor  


 
This internal controls report is intended to provide clients of MFM (“Clients”), defined as the 


funds to which MFM provide Transfer Agency or Fund Accounting services (“Funds”), and 


their independent auditors with information sufficient to obtain an understanding of those 


aspects of MFM’s controls that may be relevant to a Fund’s internal controls as they relate to 


an audit of its financial statements. This report, when combined with an understanding of the 


Funds’ own internal controls, and those internal controls in operation, is intended to assist in 


the assessment of the overall internal controls surrounding the services provided by MFM. 


The control objectives described in this section are the only ones evaluated and other services 


provided by MFM are out of the scope of this report. The examination of controls covers only 


those items specified by MFM below.  


 
The examination was conducted in accordance with International Standard on Assurance 


Engagements 3402 Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organization (‘ISAE 3402’) 


issued by the International Federation of Accountants, and the ICAEW (the Institute) Technical 


Release AAF 01/06 Assurance reports on internal controls of service organisations made 


available to third parties (‘AAF 01/06’). It is each interested party’s responsibility to evaluate 


this information in relation to each Fund’s own internal controls to obtain an understanding of 


the overall internal control environment and assess control risk. Clients’ and MFM’s internal 


controls must be evaluated together. If the Funds do not have effective internal controls in 


place, MFM’s controls may not compensate for such weaknesses.  


 


As set out on pages 4 to 7, Ernst & Young LLP express an Opinion on the design effectiveness 


of controls as at 30 September 2019. The examination of the control environment included 


inquiry of appropriate management, supervisory and staff personnel; inspection of documents 


and records; and observation of the activities and operations of MFM, in addition to the 


following procedures: 
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Test 
 


Description 
Inspection of documents Inspected documents and reports indicating performance of the 


control structure policy or procedure. 


Re-performance Re-performed application of the control structure policy or procedure. 


Observation Observed application of specific controls. 


Corroborative inquiry Made inquiries of appropriate personnel and corroborated responses 
with management. 
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6. Complementary User Entity Controls 
MFM’s processing of transactions and the controls over the processing were designed with 


the assumption that certain controls would be placed in operation at user organisations. This 


section describes some of the controls that should be in operation at user organisations to 


complement the controls at MFM. The list of complementary user control considerations 


presented below does not represent a comprehensive set of all the controls that may be 


employed by user organisations, and other controls may be required. Similarly, not all 


complementary user entity control considerations apply equally to all user organisations, and 


they may vary based on the services provided by MFM, as well as the points of reliance by 


user organisations.   


 


Complementary User Entity Controls Relevant Control 
Objective 


Account Set up and Maintenance: Requests sent by clients to MFM to 


set up and / or amend agent information are complete and accurate 


and sent from authorised individuals.    


FA 1 and TA 1 


Review of Reports: Reports provided are reviewed by an appropriate 
person and any queries raised with MFM in a timely manner.  Where 


MFM requires acceptance or confirmation of the information provided, 


this is provided timely and from appropriate individuals.    


FA 13 and TA 13 


Written confirmation / authorisations: Box positions / foreign exchange 


calculations sent from MFM are reviewed in a timely manner and 


accurate and complete confirmations are provided to MFM. 


FA 3 and TA 13 


Written approval: Payments are reviewed in a timely manner and 


accurate and complete approvals provided by authorised individuals. 


FA 2 and TA 8 


AMC Rebate Set up and Maintenance: Requests to set up and / or 


amend AMC Rebates are complete and accurate and sent from 
authorised individuals.    


FA 2 and TA 14 


Processing by User Organisation or Shareholder: Transactions 


processed directly to the recordkeeping system or via the internet, by 


clients, are appropriately authorised, complete and accurate. 


FA 5 and TA 10 


Authorised Instructions: Written notification of individuals or 


intermediaries who are authorised to send instructions to MFM on 


behalf of the user organisation and changes to those authorised 


parties is communicated to MFM in a timely manner. 


FA 9 and TA 5 


Logical Access: To the extent that a client has online access to MFM’s 
systems, they should have controls to ensure new user / modification 


IT 2 
SYS 1 
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requests sent to MFM are approved appropriately and access is set-
up or amended as requested. 


IO 1 


Logical Access: To the extent that a client has online access to MFM’s 


systems, they should ensure appropriate controls are in place to 


ensure that leavers are communicated to MFM and their access is 


removed in a timely manner. 


IT 2 


SYS 1 


IO 1 


Logical Access: To the extent that a client has online access to MFM 


s systems, they should perform regular reviews of their users to 


confirm that the access is appropriate and request changes to access 


where appropriate.   


IT 2 


SYS 1 


IO 1 


Change management: Where system changes require client testing 
and approval, the client should ensure that an appropriate level of user 


acceptance testing is performed prior to changes being implemented 


and these are performed by appropriate personnel. 


IT 8 


Physical Access: Clients should have sufficient controls over physical 


access to their buildings where terminals are used to access MFM 


systems. 


IT 1 


Incident management: The client escalates any necessary system 


issues to MFM in a timely manner and where necessary, confirms that 


the fix has been resolved.   


IT 6 


Backups: Clients should have appropriate back up controls for any 


relevant data that is not hosted on MFM systems.   


IT 9 


Business Continuity: Clients should have sufficient controls for 


business and system recovery plans for their own services.    


IT 11 


Client conversions: Clients have suitable controls to review and 


approve reconciliation and integrity checks for data converted to 


systems.   


IT 8 


SYS 3 


IO 3 


Client conversions: Clients have suitable controls to review and 


approve fund / platform standing data set-ups and modifications, 


where required. 


IT 8 


SYS 3 


IO 3 
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7. Control Objectives and Related Controls 
The description of control objectives and related controls is the responsibility of MFM. Ernst & 


Young (EY) LLP’s responsibility is to express an opinion that the description of controls 


presents fairly, in all material respects, the relevant aspects of MFM controls that had been 


put in place as of 30 September 2019, and if the controls, as described, are suitably designed 


to provide reasonable assurance that the specified control objectives would be achieved if the 


described controls were complied with satisfactorily. The following pages describe the control 


objectives and related controls that were specified by MFM. 


 


7.1. Fund Accounting  
 


Control Objective FA1 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that funds are set up and administered in accordance 


with scheme prospectus and applicable regulations. 


 


The Project team and other relevant stakeholders regularly update and monitor the project 


plan during the project delivery and maintain a project plan documentation and capture actions 


performed during fund setup. The Project Team are responsible for co-ordinating matters and 


agreeing timescales with technical expertise provided by the relevant departments. The 


Relationship Management (RM) Team completes a 'New Fund Setup Form' capturing agreed 


terms and this is updated by the Technical Team into InvestOne prior to the launch of the 


fund(s).  


New cash accounts and asset markets are setup in line with the Fund prospectus, current / 


model portfolio and the requirements of the Investment Manager.  Relevant application forms 


are completed in line with individual Bank / Custodian requirements which are checked by the 


Head of Trade Settlements and dual signed and approved in line with approved management 


Company mandates. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 1.1 During fund setup, a project plan is documented and used to capture actions 


performed during fund setup and is monitored and updated regularly by the 


Project Team and other relevant stakeholders during the project delivery.  
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FA 1.2 A 'New Fund Setup Form' capturing agreed terms is completed by the 


Relationship Management (RM) Team and is subject to review by a Senior 


member of the RM Team. 


FA 1.3 Once a new fund(s) has been provisionally setup on InvestOne using the 'New 


Fund Setup Form', an independent quality review is performed by a Senior 


member of the InvestOne Technical Team. 


FA 1.4 New cash accounts and asset markets are setup in line with the Fund 


prospectus, current / model portfolio and the requirements of the Investment 


Manager.  Relevant application forms are completed in line with individual 


Bank / Custodian requirements which are checked by the Head of Trade 


Settlements and dual signed and approved in line with approved management 


Company mandates. 


 


__ 


Control Objective FA2 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investment and related cash transactions are 


completely and accurately recorded in a timely manner. 


 


The Trade Settlements team maintain daily record of all trade confirmations received from the 


Investment Managers on a spreadsheet. All validated trades are entered with the actual broker 


in the InvestOne system. A summary of the trade activity for each Funds is maintained which 


details the trades reported by Investment Managers versus the status of trade confirmations 


(e.g. contract notes) received and passed to the Pricing Team who ensures that the number 


of trades captured is correct via the ‘Trade Crossover Check’. The Trade Settlements Team 


notifies the pricing team of any estimated trades which have been confirmed and these 


estimated trades are reversed from InvestOne by the Pricing Team. Any new and amended 


trades (trades being changed from estimated to actual) are recorded on OLE sheet prior to 


the finalization of the NAV.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 2.1 All trade confirmations (e.g. contract notes) received are printed by the Trade 


Settlements Team and checked against the trade reports received from 


Investment Managers on a daily basis. A team checklist is completed to 


evidence this and is subject to review and approval by a Senior member of 


the Trade Settlements Team.  
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Any discrepancies between the trade confirmations and trade reports are 


promptly queried with the Investment Manager. 


FA 2.2 The Pricing Team compares the number of trades with the Trade Settlements 


Team Trade Crossover summary spreadsheet to ensure that the number of 


trades captured is correct. 


FA 2.3 The Pricing Team receive notice of any estimated trades which have now 


been confirmed from the Trade Settlements Team. The estimated trades are 


reversed from InvestOne by the Pricing Team.  All reversals follow a four-eye 


check by a Senior Pricing Team member. 


FA 2.4 New and amended trades (trades being changed from estimated to actual) 


are recorded on an OLE sheet.  Prior to NAVs being finalised, trades are 


checked with the data in Investone for accuracy and completeness by a 


Senior Member of the Pricing Team. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA3 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that corporate actions are processed and recorded 


accurately and on a timely basis. 


 
The Corporate Actions team are responsible for coordinating the activities required to execute 


corporate events, including fund mergers and closures, within InvestOne. These events are 


executed according to agreed timelines.   


 


InvestOne is updated for corporate actions based on information from external sources, 


including information provided from MFM’s Corporate Action data vendor (FIS Pricing 


Services) and Custodian. If the information between the Custodian and the Corporate Actions 


data vendor do not match, an additional external source is used to further validate the 


Corporate Action. Once the Corporate Action has cleared validation it is applied to next 


valuation point for the Fund. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 3.1 A Corporate Action summary report is received daily from the Corporate 


Actions data vendor and reconciled daily to Corporate Actions received from 


the Custodian to ensure all new / updated Corporate Actions have been 


captured for the current valuation point and a check tab within the Corporate 


Actions spreadsheet is signed and dated on a daily basis once the daily tasks 


have been completed. Discrepancies are investigated and resolved promptly.    


FA 3.2 NAV is processed by a member of the Pricing Team and is checked by an 


independent Senior Pricing Team member. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA4 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investment income and related tax are accurately 


calculated and recorded on a timely basis. 


 


The Pricing team receives dividend information on a daily basis from income data vendor and 


which shows all dividends to be included within the NAV calculation for that day. A comparison 


is then performed against the information received from our income data vendor to information 


received from Bloomberg to identify any discrepancies between the XD date / dividend rate / 


dividend currency. Any discrepancies highlighted requires further checking of  the data to a 


third source (e.g. internet or Company website) to establish which information provider is 


correct and any updated rates are amended within InvestOne for the next available valuation 


point.   


 


Agreements are in place with Custodian to ensure the timely delivery of tax vouchers and tax 


guides to ensure the correct tax is being applied to the income. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 4.1 On a daily basis, reconciliation between dividend income from our income 


data vendor and Bloomberg is performed and subject to review by Senior 


Associate. Discrepancies are promptly identified and tracked through 


resolution. 


FA 4.2 An XD schedule is maintained for all Collective Investment Schemes to 


ensure the accrual of Collective Investment Scheme dividends at the correct 
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valuation point.  The XD information is recorded upon the purchase of a new 


Collective Investment Scheme and is signed off by a Senior Pricing member. 


FA 4.3 An XD date check is ran within the daily valuations checks file (equities only) 


that uses the XD data provided by our market data vendor.  This check 


extracts all stocks that are XD for the current valuation point, which are then 


checked back to the 'Dividend Checker' file to ensure all equity stocks have 


been captured. 


FA 4.4 A WHT guide is provided by the Custodian, on an annual basis. A member of 


the team then compares and amends the rates where necessary to that 


currently set up in InvestOne for accuracy to ensure correct tax rates are 


applied to the dividends at source.  


FA 4.5 Tax vouchers for Collective Investment Schemes are received periodically 


from the Custodians and are checked against the accruals within the Fund 


Accounting system.  Any amendments are processed by the Pricing 


Administrator, via a database system, within 5 days of receipt of the tax 


vouchers. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA5 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investments are valued using current prices 


obtained from independent external pricing sources or determined according to approved 


pricing policies and procedures for fair values 


 


A Pricing Policy and procedures are in place to ensure that a true and fair reflection of the 


value of portfolios, and assets therein, is presented, in line with applicable regulations.  The 


Policy and procedures detail the pricing methodology that will be used when pricing various 


assets, the price sources that can be used and the role of our primary vendor for valuations. 


Additionally, a Fair Value Pricing Policy is in place to provide a process for pricing securities 


which either cannot be priced or where the price of the security is deemed inaccurate or not 


reflective of its true value. 


 


The Pricing Committee will review and approve any proposed changes to the Pricing and Fair 


Value Pricing Policies. 


  


The Pricing vendor who is authorised by the Pricing Committee, provide the entire asset 


universe’s prices to the Pricing team for valuations. The prices received from the vendor are 
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also validated against an independent source, and any prices that fall outside of pre-defined 


tolerances, as defined within the Pricing Policy, will be displayed by the price checks database 


and verified by an Administrator.  A further review is then performed by a Senior Administrator 


for any changes or prices exceeding certain tolerances.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 5.1 The entire asset universe prices received from our pricing vendor are 


reviewed against at least one or more independent sources.  The prices 


received from our pricing vendor are validated, using a database, against a 


further additional independent pricing source in conjunction with various pre-


defined tolerances. Discrepancies outside of tolerance are investigated and 


promptly resolved.   


FA 5.2 Fair value pricing decisions are reviewed and approved by the Pricing 


Committee in line with the Committee's terms of reference and the Fair Value 


Pricing policy.   


__ 


 


Control Objective FA6 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that cash and investment positions are completely 


and accurately recorded and reconciled to third-party data. 
 


A Pricing Policy is in place that details the timelines involved in reconciling cash and 


investment positions, along with a high-level overview of the processes in place.  The Pricing 


Policy contains the following extracts; 


 


Cash Reconciliations: The cash accounts belonging to the schemes are reconciled against 


daily reports produced by the pricing system. Each entry on the bank statements must have a 


corresponding entry within the report. All cash processed through the accounts will have an 


impact on the capital and income figures used to price the schemes. The cash balances are 


sent to the Depositary on a daily basis and any discrepancies are returned to us for 


investigation. 


 


Stock reconciliations: Portfolio statements are retrieved by the Marlborough Group from the 


relevant custodian’s portal every 2 weeks. Listed within the statements is the nominal and 


market location of every asset held within the Marlborough Group schemes. This information 
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is reconciled to records held by the Marlborough Group, ensuring that the most accurate 


information is available for price calculations. The Marlborough Group also provide the 


Depositary / Trustee with a monthly valuation (part of the monthly reconciliation pack) which 


is checked by the Depositary / Trustee and any discrepancies are returned to the Marlborough 


Group for investigation. 


 


The Trade settlements team monitors the Custodian portal throughout the day to identify any 


unmatched or failing trades which includes cash and investment positions which could result 


in reconciliation breaks. In addition, reconciliation items are reported by the Depositary on a 


monthly basis for the same purpose. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 6.1 Custodian portals are monitored throughout the day by a Senior member of 


the Trade Settlements Team in order to ensure unmatched and failing trades 


are captured. All such trades are immediately investigated to ensure the 


correct details have been captured in the NAV calculation. 


FA 6.2 The cash positions of the funds are reconciled against the cash positions held 


by the relevant Custodian on a daily basis and are subject to review by a 


Senior member of the Pricing team on a weekly basis.  Any cash 


discrepancies are investigated and rectified as soon as possible.    


FA 6.3 The investment positions of the funds are reconciled against those of the 


Custodians on a fortnightly basis, to ensure the accuracy of the portfolios and 


to ensure that any discrepancies are investigated and resolved in a timely 


fashion.  Investment position reconciliations are reviewed by a Pricing 


Administrator.  


FA 6.4 Cash & stock exception reports are received from the Depository on a monthly 


basis.  Any issues raised by the Depository are investigated against the 


reconciliation performed by the team and resolved.  


__ 
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Control Objective FA7 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that expenses are accurately calculated and recorded 


in accordance with the requirements of the prospectus and on a timely basis. 


 
Expenses chargeable to the funds are quoted within each of the schemes’ prospectuses. Any 


ad-hoc expenses that have been agreed with Sponsors / Investment Managers will be quoted 


on the ‘New Fund Setup Form’. 


 


A Pricing Policy is in place that details the expenses applicable to the funds and the accrual 


methodology behind them. The Pricing Policy is reviewed annually by the Pricing Committee, 


who meet once a month to review any pricing-related issues and MI. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 7.1 During the set-up of a new Fund on the Fund Accounting system, InvestOne, 


the daily expense amounts (e.g. (Management Service Charge (MSC)) as 


percentage of NAV / annual audit fee accrued on a daily basis) are input from 


the schemes’ prospectuses and / or ‘New Fund Setup Form’. These are 


subject to review by a Senior Associate. 


FA.7.2 An 'Expense Checker' spreadsheet is run on a daily basis to ensure each 


day's accrual is within a pre-defined tolerance to the previous day's accrual. 


Once run this is reviewed and signed off by Senior member of the Pricing 


Team.  


__ 


 
Control Objective FA8 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that distribution rates are accurately calculated and 


authorised, and distribution amounts are recorded in a timely manner 


 
The Fund Accounting Team are responsible for validating the accuracy of the income available 


to shareholders within InvestOne. The estimated rates are distributed to the external parties / 


data vendors via email. Further, the actual income figure from InvestOne is reconciled to the 


net revenue in the trial balance and is updated for any required adjustments in the Income 


Balance. Shares reconciliation is performed between the total shares in issue from unit 


position and the shareholder register from the TA system and distribution summary is 


produced before the actual rates are then distributed to external parties / data vendors. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 8.1 Estimated rates are taken from the NAV split on accounting date. The rates 


are manually entered into a distribution rate template and the template is then 


subjected to four-eye check. 


FA 8.2 The actual income figure in the NAV split is reconciled to the net revenue in 


the Trial Balance and the Trial Balance is updated for any required 


adjustments in the Income Balance. Income available is checked and audited 


by the scheme’s auditor as part of the annual audit of the Financial 


Statements.   


FA 8.3 The total shares in issue taken from the dealing file (unit position) and the 


shareholder register imported from the TA system (which is maintained by the 


TA Team), are reconciled by the team member in the units in issue (UIS) 


spreadsheet tab in the accounts file. This is then reviewed by a senior team 


member and any discrepancies identified are investigated and promptly 


resolved.   


FA 8.4 The actual distribution rate calculation (Income / Shares in issue) is prepared 


and calculated using a pre-defined template. The template is prepared by a 


member of the Fund Accounting Team and subsequently checked and 


authorised by a Senior Member of the team. 


FA 8.5 Prior to the pay date, the distribution summary (produced by the TA Team) is 


verified to the total income available for distribution before facilitating the 


transfer of income to the relevant distribution account. 


FA 8.6 The actual rates are entered into the distribution rate template and the 


template is subjected to a four-eye check. The actual rates are then distributed 


to external parties / data vendors. 


__ 


 


Control Objective FA9 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that issues, cancellations and conversions of shares 


/ units are recorded completely and accurately, and positions are regularly reconciled. 


 
The Pricing team are responsible for accurately recording the issues, cancellations and 


conversions of shares / unit by performing a reconciliation of the share units in the dealing file 


to the pricing file closing units. Once the reconciliation is performed the shares unit are 


uploaded into the InvestOne system. 
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Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 9.1 At each valuation point, the units per the dealing file are compared to the 


Pricing file, closing units in issue, to ensure completeness before it is 


uploaded into the Fund Accounting system. By performing a reconciliation, 


any discrepancies are highlighted and immediately raised with the Dealing 


Team.  


 


__ 


Control Objective FA10 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that fund pricing is accurate and timely. 
 


The Pricing team are responsible for accurately recording fund pricing by performing valuation 


checks. The Pricing Committee meet once a month to discuss any pricing-related issues and 


MI.  This includes reviewing the adherence to the SLA’s in place for timely price delivery. 


                                        


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 10.1 During every valuation period an 'afternoon' check sheet encompassing the 


checks undertaken after the valuation point has passed is printed and signed 


by either of the Joint Heads of the Pricing Team before any NAVs can be 


released. The NAVs cannot be distributed / published until this sheet has been 


fully populated, ensuring every task has been completed and signed off by 


either of the Joint Heads of Pricing. 


FA 10.2 The Pricing Team aim to release the funds prices as soon as possible and a 


log of the release times is kept. A monthly review is undertaken by the Pricing 


Committee, as part of the MI / KPI review, of the release times and is 


documented in the Pricing Committee minutes to ensure that SLA’s are met. 


__ 


 
Control Objective FA11 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that pricing and distribution rate errors are rectified 


in a timely manner. 


 
A Pricing Policy is in place that details what is deemed to be a breach and also the timeframes 


involved in reporting these errors. A monthly breach review is conducted by the Pricing 
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Committee which details the cause of each breach over the last calendar month, along with 


the impact and the resolution. 


 


The Risk Department and Depositary review each individual breach to ensure a satisfactory 


resolution has been reached. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 11.1 Upon the discovery of an error, the team deemed responsible for the error will 


report it to the Risk Department via a breach notification form. All the reported 


breaches are reviewed by the Pricing committee on a monthly basis to access 


the impact and the resolution. 
__ 
 


Control Objective FA12 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that net asset value is accurately calculated and 


published in a timely manner. 


 


The Pricing team are responsible for releasing the price distribution files to the investment 


manager / sponsors. Distribution file is populated within each relevant pricing file with the most 


up to date data and based on these, prices are distributed via email to the Investment 


Managers / Sponsors. The Pricing file is then uploaded into the TA system (Quantum) which 


is used for client deals and Managers packs are then created for each fund via InvestOne. 


The Pricing Committee meet once a month to discuss any pricing-related issues and MI.  This 


includes reviewing the adherence to the SLA’s in place for timely price delivery. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 12.1 Once all the pricing controls (FA 10) have been completed, price distribution 


files are created automatically by running a macro, contained within each 


relevant pricing file, ensuring the most up to date data is distributed. 


 


Prices are distributed via email, using an automated list of Investment 


Managers / Sponsors, which is accessible by all the Pricing Team and is 


maintained and updated, when required, to ensure that all relevant clients / 


vendors receive the correct Fund NAVs.   
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FA 12.2 Managers’ packs are created for each fund (or as a bulk run) via an automated 


system.  Once the packs have been run, a verification check is run, by a 


Senior Administrator that checks the various components of the Manager 


Pack for validity.  If any issues are raised by the verification check, they are 


investigated, and the Manager Packs are re-run. 


__ 
Control Objective FA13 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that annual and interim reports and accounts are 


prepared having regard to disclosure requirements and submitted in accordance with 


timescales determined by applicable law and regulations. 


 
The Fund Accounting Team are responsible for preparing the interim and annual (audited) 


reports and publish in accordance with the SORP, FRS102 and the timescales set out in the 


Prospectus, within 2 months of the reporting date for Unit Trusts and within 4 months of the 


reporting date for OIECs.             


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 13.1 Compliance team emails regulatory updates on a weekly basis to the Head of 


Fund Accounting. Any relevant changes are then logged in the Regulatory 


changes folder.   


FA 13.2 For MFM funds, a PDF version of the approved Report and Financial 


Statements is prepared by a member of the Fund Accounting Team and 


subsequently checked by a Senior member of the Fund Accounting Team. 


Where appropriate, the Reports and Financial Statements are outsourced to 


an external desktop publishing business. A final PDF is reviewed by a Senior 


member of the Fund Accounting Team, which is then emailed to the Marketing 


team, Investor Support team and the FCA on or before the publication date. 


__ 
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Control Objective FA14 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that outsourced activities are properly managed and 


monitored and conflicts of interest identified to clients. 


 


MFM maintains relationships with only reputable outsource service providers (who are 


appointed through a member of the Marlborough Group or in certain limited cases by the funds 


themselves). MFM manages these relationships, including where the funds have the 


contractual arrangement with the service provider.   


 


The credit worthiness, service levels and pricing vendor brokers, where relevant, are reviewed 


on an on-going basis. Any service-related issues are dealt with immediately by the respective 


business areas, and escalation routes are in place to deal with any material issues.  


 


MFM has detailed service level agreements (SLAs) in place with each service provider. 


Performance in accordance with the SLAs is monitored as part of annual due diligence on our 


pricing vendor. MFM also obtains and reviews ISAE 3402 or equivalent reports from all service 


providers.  


 


The services, as applicable, provided by service providers to MFM are outlined in more 


detail in the following table:   


 


Service type Description of services  
Custodian  A range of services including support for corporate actions.  


Pricing provider Feeds for prices and corporate actions, including income/ dividend 


information, are used from one provider. 


 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


FA 14.1 ISAE 3402 or equivalent control reports are reviewed for each key service  


provider by the Business Operational Risk team on at least an annual basis  


(more often if the reports are produced by the service provider more regularly).  


Any issues identified through the reports are followed up with the service 


provider and remedial actions agreed where necessary. 
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FA 14.2 An annual due diligence report is produced on due diligence conducted during 


an annual due diligence visit to our Corporate Actions / Pricing vendor (FIS 


Pricing Services). This report is reviewed by Senior Management. 
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7.2. Transfer Agency   
 


Control Objective TA1 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that accounts are set up and administered in 


accordance with Terms and Conditions, SIDs and Prospectuses and applicable regulations. 


 


On-boarding new investors and on-going monitoring ensures that MFM has appropriate 


systems and controls to not do business with sanctioned individuals, entities and countries, 


and to prevent money laundering / terrorist financing.  


 


MFM achieves this through a risk-based approach to satisfying ‘know your customer’ (KYC) 


and assessing individuals and transactions, ensuring compliance with the required UK 


legislation, regulations and guidance. 


 


Accounts for new investors are set up upon the receipt of a valid signed application form 


received by post. All application forms are reviewed and set up by a processor within 5 days 


of receipt, unless they are received with a deal in which case, they are set up on the same 


business day. Processors must follow the relevant account opening procedure and complete 


a checklist. A log of all received post is kept which highlights items due to be processed and 


sent out to the other concerned teams. The checklist and documents are then passed to a 


checker who completes the checker section of the checklist.  


 


All application forms contain a declaration which the investor must sign stating that they have 


read and understood all of the relevant documents which is maintained in Quantum. Any 


account openings received with a deal are processed on the same working day. All new 


investor applications are subject to AML checks. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 1.1 Investor account set-up and / or account maintenance documentation is 


reviewed by a checker as a four-eye check to ensure that all required 


documentation has been obtained and adhere to relevant rules and a further 


three-way check is completed to review the client instruction against the 


system output (Quantum) of the client.   
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Documentation not received in good order is referred to or investigated by 


another team member to ensure work is correctly rejected. 


TA 1.2 An independent individual reviews the system (Quantum) audit area and 


ensures nothing is changed on the register without a clear client instruction. 


The audit area is checked for any unauthorised or incorrect changes at the 


end of each working day. 


TA 1.3 Instructions to set up an investor account are only accepted at the written 


direction of the investor and all applications are reviewed by a Senior member 


of the team. Discrepancies are identified and tracked through resolution.  


TA 1.4 All new investor applications are subject to AML / KYC / sanctions / PEP 


checks in line with Group anti-financial crime Policy and AML procedures. 


AML clearance is carried out daily on new investors by a Compliance Analyst, 


using a third-party electronic verification system.  


 


Additional manual verification controls are carried out, for anyone failing 


electronic verification and higher risk customers / transactions. All investor 


records have an AML flag on Quantum to note whether an investor has 


passed AML checks. The flag is subject to independent approval by another 


Compliance Analyst. Higher risk investors also have a system flag for risk-


based ad-hoc monitoring. 


__ 
  


Control Objective TA2 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that adherence to ISA subscription limits is checked 


and recording of investor information required by legislation is accurate.   


 


The ISA limits for each year are received by email via the ISA bulletin service. A member of 


the TA Management Team then adds the limits into Quantum. Quantum performs a check 


when deals are placed to ensure the ISA limit is not oversubscribed. The new limits are 


manually added to the relevant check lists contained within a spreadsheet. Relevant ISA 


procedures include a link to check the current year ISA subscription limit. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 2.1 Transaction requests processed on Quantum are subject to an independent 


quality review, including checking subscription limits, by a senior member of 
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the Dealing & Registration team. This review is evidenced on the ISA 


checklist.  Discrepancies are identified and tracked through to resolution. 


TA 2.2 All updates to the register include checking the original investor instruction / 


application to the Quantum system and to the investor confirmation or 


rejection letter for accuracy and completeness. All checklists are worked 


through by the processor and signed off by a reviewer to ensure each element 


has been processed accurately and checked accordingly. 


TA 2.3 The ISA limits are set in Quantum. The system does not allow an ISA investor 


to overinvest. The limits are entered each year by a member of the TA 


management team. ISA deals cannot be placed until ISA limits have been set 


in the year. 
__ 


 
Control Objective TA3 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that new account applications are complete and 


authorised prior to initiating any account activity.   


 


All account applications undergo an initial check for accuracy and completeness. Any 


application forms which do not contain all the required information are rejected using a 


processor and checker check list. All correct application forms are processed using the 


relevant procedure and checked using a processor and checker check list. Application forms 


for new accounts are passed to the Registration Team to process using the relevant 


procedure.  
 


Once these have been checked, all relevant documents are scanned and saved in the DMS.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 3.1 As part of the post-logging process, each application undergoes a four-eye 


review, which is checked for completeness and accuracy using a checklist. 


Incomplete or inaccurate applications are rejected using the 'Rejection 


Checklist'. All checklists are checked by an experienced person who is not the 


same person as the processor. 


TA 3.2 All applications that pass the check for completeness and accuracy are 


processed using the 'New Holder / Account Checklist' procedure and are 
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subject to a four-eye check. All checklists are checked by an experienced 


person who is not the same person as the processor. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA4 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investor take-ons are monitored, documented and 


appropriately notified to investors. 


 
A Project Manager will oversee any new business take-ons. They will compile a run book of 


tasks and ensure that they are all completed within the relevant deadline. Reconciliations will 


be made between the data extracts from the ceding party and Quantum. This will be signed 


off once complete. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 4.1 A Project Manager is assigned to all new business take-on and a run book 


used to ensure all tasks are completed by the required deadline. Tasks are 


assigned to individuals or a team and monitored by the Project Manager for 


accuracy, timeliness and completion. This is tracked and monitored in the run 


book by the Project Manager and reviewed by / escalated to the Senior 


Operations Delivery Manager. 


TA 4.2 A reconciliation of investor accounts will take place between the data provided 


by the ceding party and the in-house system, Quantum.  Discrepancies are 


investigated and resolved in a timely manner. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA5 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that documents received are checked, sorted and 


distributed for processing in a timely manner. 


 


Internal SLA's are in place for the distribution of documents and instructions received via the 


post on a daily basis. There is also an internal Document Management System (DMS) which 


is used to hold scanned images of all client correspondence.  When post is received it is 


sorted, scanned and distributed to relevant business areas to allow processing of client 


instructions.  
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The above procedures ensure we treat all documentation in line with GDPR requirements. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 5.1 On a daily basis, document and page count is completed, comparing the 


number of pages and documents received via post, and the number scanned 


into the DMS to ensure completeness. 


TA 5.2 There is an exception queue which shows any documents that have not 


successfully routed into the system. The Senior Administrators will review 


these folders at the end of each day and if there are any documents that have 


been missed, they are rescanned. 


TA 5.3 A post distribution log spreadsheet is completed to log the time the post has 


been distributed to the Dealing and Settlements Team, and if the post is 


received late from Royal Mail. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA6 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investor transactions and adjustments are 


authorised, processed accurately, completely and in a timely manner. 


 
For all deals the 'Agreeing Dealing Terms' procedure details the process and must be followed 


each time new dealing terms are agreed. 


 


All manual (mail, fax, email and phone) deals have a deal sheet attached which must be 


completed by a processor and checked by a checker. All deals received via post have a further 


deal check list to ensure completeness and validity of the deal. 


 


Once a phone deal has been written on to a deal sheet by a processor it is passed to a checker 


who listens to the call and ensures the sheet has been completed correctly. Identification and 


verification security checks are performed for telephone calls as per the ‘telephone call 


authenticating clients and agents list’. 


 


Deals which are received electronically (via Calastone and EMX - electronic dealing platforms) 


are added on to Excel files which use conditional formatting, formulas and validation to check 


the deals. Processors review the deals for errors and highlight any changes made. Checkers 


then perform a second review. Any deals to be rejected must be validated by a Senior team 
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member before being rejected and a rejection processor and checker check list must be 


completed. Deals entered into Quantum undergo a final validation within the system before 


being placed.  


 


A daily check list is used to ensure all dealing activities are completed in a timely manner. 


Multiple reconciliations are performed throughout the day to check accuracy. A procedure is 


in place to ensure dealing terms are agreed and applied correctly. 


  


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 6.1 All transactions (with the exception of bulk deals - see TA 6.2) are completed 


using a checklist and deal sheet and authorised by a reviewer / Senior 


Administrator to ensure each element has been processed accurately. For 


telephone deals the phone call is emailed to a checker / reviewer to listen to 


ensure the deal sheet has been completed correctly. 


TA 6.2 Deal transactions received via electronic messaging systems undergo checks 


to ensure accuracy and completeness. Validation on spreadsheets is used to 


ensure deal correctness. Upon entry into Quantum, transaction details are 


automatically checked / validated and either processed or rejected. 


TA 6.3 A chronological checklist is used to ensure timely processing of transactions. 


Files are password protected and area locked down to authorised 


Administrators.  A checker checks the deals for accuracy and authorises the 


transaction before it is moved to the in-house system.  


TA 6.4 The checker then reconciles the instructions received to the information 


inputted. The check list contains a number of validation flags. Parts of the 


check list can only be performed by Senior or above individuals. Formulas 


check that the system and files reconcile and that there are no negative box 


figures. There is a time stamp and username on each task. 


TA 6.5 Any dealing terms agreed are given to the Dealing Team in a standard format 


using a pre-approved template as per the agreeing dealing terms procedure.  


The person(s) agreeing the dealing terms must sign the form. The processor 


from the Dealing Team who adds the terms to the electronic booking 


templates and special terms spreadsheet must also sign the form. A checker 


of a Senior level who is not the same person as the processor then checks 


the terms have been updated correctly and signs the form.  


__ 
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Control Objective TA7 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that cash receipts are processed accurately and 


banked promptly.  


 


When purchasing units in our funds, investors are required to send the money to us, either via 


cheque or directly into one of the firm’s client bank accounts, in accordance with the terms of 


their contract. The Unit Settlements Team are obligated to ensure the prompt and accurate 


processing of investor cash coming into the business and have various processes in place to 


ensure that these obligations are adhered to. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 7.1 On a daily basis, external reconciliations between the cash book and bank 


statements are performed and subject to an independent quality review by a 


senior member of the Settlements team. Discrepancies are identified and 


tracked through to resolution. 


TA 7.2 On a daily basis, a comparison between cheques receipted into Quantum and 


the log of cheques received and associated paying in slips is performed and 


subject to an independent quality review by a senior member of the 


Settlements team.  Discrepancies are identified and tracked through 


resolution. 


TA 7.3 The Settlements Administrator monitors the checklist daily to confirm 


completion and timeliness of daily banking reconciliations, review of 


unallocated cash and banked cheques. 


TA 7.4 The End of Day reconciliation is undertaken by a Settlements Administrator 


and is reviewed and authorised by two Senior members of the team. The 


second of these checks can only be carried out by a member of staff listed in 


the firm's CASS Resolution Pack, which is maintained by the firm’s CASS 


accountable person.  


TA 7.5 One reconciliation per business, for each supported currency, is undertaken. 


The deadline for completion is determined by the cut-off times imposed by 


bank for cash transfers. Any cash transfers required can only be authorised by 


staff with the requisite approval limits – the banking platform will not allow 


authorisation by staff whose approval limit was not sufficient. 


__ 
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Control Objective TA8 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that payments (including cheques) issued are 


accurately generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch. 


 


Fund distributions including redemptions, require payments to be made to all investors in line 


with Fund Accounting periods. When funds pay income to investors, the payments are made 


either in the form of a BACS payment direct to the investors bank account or via a cheque 


being issued to the investor.  


 


Where investors have provided bank details, these are held on the in-house system 


(Quantum) and used when each fund distributes income. Duties are segregated so that one 


team inputs the bank details, and another team makes the payments. Where bank details 


have not been provided by investors, a cheque is issued.  


 


For each fund distribution, the in-house system runs a report which provides details of all 


investors and the payee details related to them. This report is used to issue payment to each 


investor.  


 


The records held for each investor, including any bank details provided, is monitored and 


maintained by the Registration Team. The processing of payments related to fund distributions 


is actioned by the Distributions Team. This means that the updating of bank details and the 


processing of bank details is performed by separate teams.  


 


The bank accounts used to issue payments to investors are reconciled daily to ensure a log 


of any unclaimed payments can be maintained.  


 


Any changes made to payee details on the in-house system are tracked systemically in the 


Audit Log. As part of the checking process the checker clears the Audit Log at the same time 


as checking the processors work. The Audit Log is also checked by a Senior Member of staff 


at the end of each day to ensure no erroneous details have been added or amended. 


 


The system validates sort codes and does not allow processors to add an invalid sort code to 


the bank details. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 8.1 Distribution payee details are stored in the in-house system (Quantum) and 


access to make amendments to the payee area is restricted to the Registration 


Team. Only Managers can request access or profile amendments to the in-


house system (Quantum). Profile reviews are instigated by the Systems 


Development Team and are reviewed every six months by a Manager. 


TA 8.2 Upon receipt of a signed investor instruction, the Registration Team update the 


in-house system with the investor’s payee details. Any additions or changes 


are processed using a checklist and go through a four-eye checking process. 


TA 8.3 For individual BACS payments, a four-eye check is performed to check that 


the payment is made from the correct account, paid to the correct investor and 


is for the correct amount. A three-way check is performed between the investor 


instruction, the Distribution Log and the BACS payments system. 


TA 8.4 A four-eye check is performed to ensure the payee name, the amount on the 


cheque and the account that is being debited is correct before the cheque is 


sent to the client. 


Cheques are scanned and saved centrally for record keeping purposes. 


TA 8.5 A daily reconciliation is done to compare the distribution logs against the 


corresponding account to identify and match which cheque payments have 


been cashed and in the case of BACS, payments which have been returned. 


TA 8.6 A monthly reconciliation is done to compare the cheque numbers of those 


issued, with those which have not yet been used to ensure the cheque 


numbers remain sequential. 


__ 


 
Control Objective TA9 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that fund distributions to investors are accurately 


calculated and authorised and distributed in a timely manner. 


 


Rates for each fund distribution are calculated by the Fund Accounting Team.  


 


The rates are imported into the in-house system by the Distributions Team and the system 


calculates the distribution payments due to each investor.  


This process is then re-run manually closer to pay date to capture any changes to the unit 


register i.e. investor name changes / marriages / deaths. 
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Tax vouchers are then produced and distributed to investor so that they are received on or 


prior to pay-date. 


 


An annual diary is in place containing dates for activities for all fund distributions and is 


reviewed daily.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 9.1 Fund summaries are compared to the Units in Issue figure from Fund 


Accounting to ensure payments are being calculated on the correct number 


of units. The summaries are also re-run closer to pay date to ensure accuracy 


and completeness and identify any register changes. If any changes are 


identified, action is taken appropriate to the type of change (e.g. a re-investor 


has changed to receive income) identified to ensure distribution payments are 


accurate and on time. 


TA 9.2 Distribution reports are produced from the in-house system and compared to 


the distributable income figures provided by the Fund Accounting Team prior 


to payments being made. 


TA 9.3 Distributions for the calendar year are populated into a spreadsheet with the 


deadlines for payment and despatch of tax vouchers to be completed. This 


schedule is authorised and locked down by a separate individual to the 


preparer.    


__ 
 
Control Objective TA10 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that Transfer agent records accurately reflect units or 


shareholdings (including updates to register and investor details). 


 


All non-electronic transactions are completed using a deal sheet which is processed and 


checked. Electronic transactions undergo validation in Excel, two sight checks and a final 


validation check within Quantum before being placed. All updates to the register are processed 


and checked on the same working day to ensure the register is correct. There is a log of all 


registration changes to monitor this. All changes to the register are processed using the 


relevant procedures and processer / checker check lists. Any changes to the register appear 


on the audit log within Quantum. The audit area is cleared at the end of each day. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 10.1 All transactions (with the exception of bulk deals) are completed using a 


checklist and / or deal sheet. These are worked through by the processor and 


authorised by a checker to ensure each element has been processed 


accurately. 


TA 10.2 Bulk deal transactions received via electronic messaging systems, undergo 


a sight check for general accuracy and completeness. Upon entry into the in-


house dealing system, transactions are automatically validated and either 


processed or rejected. 


TA 10.3 As part of the post-logging process, each register update is checked for 


completeness and accuracy using key points on a checklist. Any rejections 


(electronic or otherwise) require a checklist to be completed by a processor 


and a checker. 


TA 10.4 Any changes to the system appear in the systems audit area. Segregation of 


duties via system profiles ensures that the checking and clearing of this area 


is completed by an individual independent of the process. The audit area is 


checked for any unauthorised changes at the end of each day. 


TA 10.5 Any updates to the register are processed and checked on the same working 


day. Conditional formatting is utilised by entering the received date into the 


spreadsheet so that the processing deadline date is highlighted. This 


information is then used to determine which items are due to be processed 


on any given day and an email is sent to the Registration Team each morning 


containing a list of the highlighted items due to be processed that day. The 


list is then checked at the end of the day to ensure all items have been 


completed. 


__ 
 


  


Control Objective TA11 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that share / unit activity is recorded completely, 


accurately and positions are regularly reconciled. 


 


Each day’s dealing activity is within an Excel dealing file as well as in Quantum. Each day a 


report from Quantum is run and reconciled against the dealing file. At the end of each dealing 


day, the units in issue produced by the Dealing Team are reconciled with the units in issue 
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expected by the Pricing Team. Confirmation of this is received from Pricing to Dealing via 


email. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 11.1 Unit creation and liquidation positions are manually reconciled, using a report 


called 'The Day Book' produced by the in-house system, and an Excel 


'Dealing File' on a daily basis. Reconciliations are subject to an independent 


quality review by a Senior Administrator.  


TA 11.2 .On a daily basis, reconciliation of pricing team and dealing team calculation 


of units in issue are performed and subject to quality review by a senior 


administrator. 


__ 
 
Control Objective TA12 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that transaction errors are rectified promptly and 


investors treated fairly.   


 
All transaction errors and breaches are logged within the SharePoint Breach Register upon 


discovery of the error / breach. The relevant Managers are copied in to all breaches and must 


authorise the corrective and protective action points provided as appropriate.  


 


Corrective and protective action points must be provided within 5 working days of the error 


being identified. The Risk Team review all breaches and review action points to check 


investors are being treated fairly.  


 


There is functionality within Quantum to stop deals over 24 hours old being cancelled. For any 


errors where deals over 24 hours old need cancelling, the processor must follow the 


appropriate procedure and use a checklist which highlights to assess any CASS implications.  


This is done through consultation with the Unit Settlements Department. Any deals 


cancellations over 24 hours old must be approved by a Director. 
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Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 12.1 Transaction errors / breaches are logged on the breach portal along with 


corrective and protective actions which are subject to Manager review within 


5 days.  


TA 12.2 The 'Deal Cancellations' procedure is followed to cancel deals which are over 


24 hours old and a checklist completed by both the Dealing and Registration 


Team and the Settlements Team. The checklist also subject to review by a 


Director.  


__ 


 


Control Objective TA13 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that investor reporting is complete and accurate and 


processed within required timescales 


 
Statements are sent to investor twice-yearly. The statements are system generated via the 


Quantum reporting system whereby search parameters are input by the Business Support 


Team and the statements are created via the system. The Business Support Team has 


procedures in place to allow for the printing, franking and distribution of the statements. The 


reporting periods are included in the Investor Support calendar and there is a deadline of 25 


working days following the reporting period end date for the statement to have been received 


by the investor.  


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 13.1 Recurring calendar reminders are set up in the Investor Support group inbox 


to notify team members when any twice-yearly statements are due and which 


Investment Management group / Sponsors the statements should be sent out 


for. Any new Sponsors will be added and reviewed independently by a senior 


member of the team. 


TA 13.2 The twice-yearly checklist is completed to ensure that all twice-yearly 


statements are complete, accurate and processed within the appropriate 


timescales. 


__  
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Control Objective TA14 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that payments (including cheques) issued are 


accurately generated, matched and authorised prior to despatch. 


 


Upon receipt from an investor of an instruction to redeem units, the Settlements Team are 


obligated to issue redemption monies and ex gratia payments to the investor’s nominated 


bank account (either electronically or via cheque) on the contractual settlement date. Manual 


payments are input into a banking platform by a Settlements Administrator and are 


independently authorised prior to release. 


 
 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


TA 14.1 Payment lists created via Quantum contain only deals due for settlement on 


a stipulated settlement date. This ensures that all deals loaded in Quantum 


are captured and actioned on the correct date (no later than the final day of 


the settlement cycle as specified in the fund's prospectus), thereby enabling 


MFM to avoid instances of late settlement. One exception to this is if the 


investor appears on the daily AML lists issued by Compliance. This exception 


would apply to payments issued both electronically and via cheque. 


TA 14.2 Setting up of coveralls (which ensures that they receive settlement proceeds 


on contractual settlement date, without the need to provide an additional form 


of renunciation) within Quantum is a manual process that incorporates a four-


eye check. This is undertaken by Senior members of the Settlements Team 


(Senior Administrator or above). The checks involve validation that the 


payment details provided by the client have been correctly entered into the 


Quantum Coverall Maintenance Programme. 


TA 14.3 Payments are authorised by a Senior member of the Settlements Team with 


the requisite authorisation limit. The banking system does not permit the 


authorisation of payments by someone whose limit is not sufficient. These 


limits are determined via a mandate submitted to the bank. Payments with a 


value up to £250k are sent as Faster Payments via a file-based solution 


offered by the bank (unless the beneficiary has requested payment via 


CHAPS).  
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Such payments do not require manual entry into the bank system, as 


Quantum generates a file which can be uploaded, resulting in payment value 


and details being populated automatically. No manual intervention in this 


process is permitted for coverall payments once the coverall itself has been 


created.  


TA 14.4 For renunciations, the approver confirms that the client's instruction has been 


correctly replicated in Quantum prior to the payment file being authorised. 


Any payments above £250k, or where the client has specifically requested it, 


are sent via CHAPS. These payments are manually keyed in by the 


Settlements Administrator, with the authoriser validating that the correct 


payment amount and details have been entered prior to authorisation.  This 


control is not applicable to payments issued by cheque. The bank maintains 


specific payment cut-off times for each supported currency. 


TA 14.5 Where MFM issue payments via cheque, these are dual signed by two Senior 


members of staff with the requisite level of signing authority, once the value, 


date and payee details have been validated against Quantum. Cheque 


payments are made where the firm does not hold bank details for the client 


in question, or where it has been specifically requested. Authorised 


signatories are captured on a mandate submitted to the bank in writing. 


TA 14.6 Once all payments have been authorised / cheques signed, the approver 


runs the Quantum Final Completion Run Report for the applicable Company 


and payment types. This ensures that all redemptions due to settle on that 


day are flagged within Quantum as having been processed. The authoriser 


checks the Coverall / Renunciation for Payment programmes to ensure that 


all deals due for settlement that day have been marked as "Paid". 
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7.3. Information Technology 
 


Control Objective IT1 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that physical access to computer networks, 


equipment, storage media and program documentation is restricted to authorised individuals 


 


Physical access to the server room for individuals is requested by email from line Managers 


directly to the Head of Group HR & Facilities. Permission is gained from the Head of IT to 


approve, and DPE (third-party security and access provider) grant the access to the user’s 


key fob as appropriate.  
 


All Directors, Associates and selected appropriate staff have been given access to all areas 


in case of emergency and an access log is maintained by HR and leavers key fobs are 


returned or deactivated (via DPE) if it has not been returned.   


 


Additional personnel who may require access (e.g. contractors – alarm / access / fire / 


electricians) are required to request access from an appropriate authority (Head of IT / Head 


of Group HR & Facilities), which is logged appropriately and authorised, at which point the 


contractor will be provided with a fob for access for works if required. 


 


A log is maintained for all server room access and all emails to DPE are retained.  


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 1.1 Access to the server room is restricted via card-controlled access system 


(electronic cards / tags and proximity readers). Access to the server room is 


provisioned post appropriate authorisation from the IT Manager and Head of 


Group HR & Facilities. 


__  


 
Control Objective IT2 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that logical access to computer systems, programs, 


master data, transaction data and parameters, including access by Administrators to 


applications, databases, systems and networks is restricted to authorised individuals via 


information security tools and techniques 
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IT - Access to the MFM network is through Microsoft Active Directory using a single sign-in 


process on company sites. To further enhance the security of the systems, two form 


authentications has been adopted for remote access via RDS (Remote Desktop Services). 


MFM have an industry standard strong password policy to ensure a high level of security is 


achieved. Access to the MFM network is provided through the HR Joiner / Mover / Leaver  


process, whereby system access is assigned at the hiring stage by the line manager (access 


levels are role based and subject to twice-yearly review by line managers). Any subsequent 


system access is authorised by the user’s line manager. All processes go through the MFM 


helpdesk system and are actioned by the MFM IT team.  


 


Systems Development - A User Management policy is in place to ensure user change 


requests are properly managed for the in-house software (Quantum). Procedures are in place 


to define the process of adding, amending and removing user accounts (including starters / 


leavers / movers) for Quantum. All access requests must originate from Heads of Department 


or the HR team and confirmation will be sent to the Heads of Department once changes have 


been implemented. 


 


InvestOne - Procedures are currently in place to ensure that the creation, updating and 


removal of system access (including starters / movers / leavers) can only be completed by the 


InvestOne Technical Team and only when signed off by a Director / Associate Director. 
 
Before any system administration can occur, an “InvestOne Access Definition Request” form 


is required to be completed by a manager and co-signed by a Director / Associate Director.  


 
This form details the employee and their role, and therefore the access permissions required, 


the date that changes are required to be actioned by, and the action required i.e. grant / 


change / revoke (starter / mover / leaver). 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 2.1 Password settings are configured at domain level to enforce baseline as per 


best practice for user authentication. Users are authenticated through active 


directory and administrative access is limited to authorised individuals from 


the IT team, business Managers and authorised third-party support 


businesses. 


IT 2.2 Access to IT admin / system accounts and groups are approved by the IT 


Manager and provisioned by IT / third-party support with administrative 
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access on the system to add / remove / amend users on systems and the 


network. 


IT 2.3 Access to active directory account for in scope application users is initiated 


by HR, approved by business line Managers, and provisioned by IT / 


authorised third-party support businesses. 


IT 2.4 Upon termination, AD access for in scope application users are revoked by 


the IT team in a timely manner. 


IT 2.5 Upon transfer, changes to user access on system and network is authorised 


by appropriate line Manager(s) and provisioned by appropriate individuals 


from IT / authorised third-party support businesses. 


IT 2.6 Access to IT Admin / system accounts is limited to appropriate individuals 


from the IT team and authorised third-party support businesses. User access 


to these accounts is reviewed by the IT Manager on a periodic (quarterly) 


basis and actions are tracked as part of the review process. 


IT 2.7 Handheld devices including laptops and mobile phones are secured through 


enterprise level encryption tools or management tools (Bitlocker and / or Cisco 


Meraki) to secure against loss of data in the event of theft. 


SYS 1.1 Access to create, revoke and amend user accounts in Quantum is restricted 


to members of the Systems Development Business Team. 


SYS 1.2 Members of the Systems Development Business Team are restricted to 


amend their own application access. 


SYS 1.3 New user access to in scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


SYS 1.4 User access to in scope applications are revoked in a timely manner upon 


termination. 


SYS 1.5 Changes to user’s access to in scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 


SYS 1.6 Administrative access on the Quantum database is restricted to the Systems 


Development Business Team and the Joint Managing Director - Operations. 


Users with standing access are assigned "Read-only" access. Request for 


access elevation for deployment of changes to the application is approved by 


the Business Analysis element of the Systems Development team prior to 


provisioning. 


SYS 1.7 Access to Quantum is managed via password configured at application level 


as per the user management policy with a defined baseline for password 


standards. 
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SYS 1.8 In scope application access (end-user and System ID's) are reviewed on a 


half-yearly basis by Department Heads against the user roles defined. Results 


of the access review are documented and actions (retain / revoke) are logged 


and tracked. 


IO 1.1 Access to create, revoke and amend user accounts on InvestOne is restricted 


to members of IO tech team. 


IO 1.2 New user access to in-scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


IO 1.3 User access to in-scope applications are revoked in timely manner upon 


termination. 


IO 1.4 Changes to user’s access to in-scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 


IO 1.5 In-scope application access (end-user and System accounts) is reviewed on 


a half-yearly basis by department heads against the user roles defined. 


Results of access review is documented and actions (retain/ revoke) are 


logged and tracked. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT3 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that segregation of incompatible duties is defined, 


implemented and enforced by logical security controls in accordance with job roles 


 


IT - System access is restricted to authorised users.  Elevated permissions are provided to 


individuals, dependent on the role they undertake. Furthermore, elevated user access is 


reviewed periodically to ensure it is line with the role. 


 


Systems Development - A User Management Policy is in place to ensure we properly 


manage user change requests within Quantum. Procedures are in place to define the process 


of adding, amending and removing user accounts (including starters / movers / leavers for 


Quantum. In order to maintain appropriate segregation of duties, access requests must 


originate from Heads of Department or the HR team and confirmation will be sent to the Heads 


of Department once changes have been made. Heads of Department are responsible for 


reviewing all access levels given to members within their teams on a half yearly basis. 


InvestOne - Procedures are currently in place to ensure that the creation, updating and 


removal of system access (including starters / movers / leavers) can only be completed by the 


InvestOne Technical Team and only when signed off by a Director / Associate Director. 
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Before any system administration can occur, an “InvestOne Access Definition Request” form 


is required to be completed by a manager and co-signed by a Director / Associate Director.  


 
This form details the employee and their role, and therefore the access permissions required, 


the date that changes are required to be actioned by, and the action required i.e. grant / 


change / revoke (starter / mover / leaver). 


 


Subsequently, regular periodic reviews of system users and roles is carried out to ensure 


permissions reflect the role specification accurately. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 3.1 Access to IT admin / system accounts and groups are approved by the IT 


Manager and provisioned by IT / authorised third-party support businesses 


with administrative access on the system to add / remove / amend users on 


systems and network. 


IT 3.2 Access to IT Admin / system accounts is limited to appropriate individuals 


from the IT team and authorised third-party support businesses. User access 


to these accounts are reviewed by the IT Manager on a periodic (quarterly) 


basis and actions are tracked as part of the review process. 


SYS 2.1 New user access to in scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


SYS 2.2 User access to in scope applications are revoked in timely manner upon 


termination. 


SYS 2.3 Changes to user’s access to in scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 


SYS 2.4 In scope application access (end-user and System ID's) are reviewed on a 


half-yearly basis by Department Heads against the user roles defined. Results 


of access reviews are documented and actions (retain / revoke) are logged 


and tracked. 


IO 2.1 New user access to in-scope applications are initiated and approved by 


appropriate personnel in advance of the access being granted. 


IO 2.2 User access to in-scope applications are revoked in timely manner upon 


termination. 


IO 2.3 Changes to user’s access to in-scope applications are authorised and 


provisioned by appropriate personnel. 
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IO 2.4 In-scope application access (end-user and System accounts) is reviewed on 


a half-yearly basis by department heads against the user roles defined. 


Results of access review is documented and actions (retain/ revoke) are 


logged and tracked. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT4 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that IT processing is authorised and scheduled 


appropriately, and exceptions are identified and resolved in a timely manner 


 


MFM have adopted an IT Planned Preventative Programme to ensure that routine system 


tasks and processes are monitored based upon a defined timeframe.  


 


The IT PPM plan has dedicated IT tasks which are completed within the agreed timescales. 


Tasks are performed for the following: HPE Simplivity, Network, Meraki Mobile Device 


Management, Firewall Management, UPS Test, Cyber Security and Malware, IT System 


Patching, File Servers, Software Updates, Hosted Domain and Business Continuity. A log of 


tasks performed is retained. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 4.1 IT Support requests are required to be sent via email to a monitored helpdesk 


mailbox to track calls and track resolutions. Where appropriate, calls that are 


made in person / telephone need to be logged by the IT Team for tracking 


purposes. Complex IT requirements are escalated to an authorised third-party 


support business for resolution as per the agreed SLA. 


IT 4.2 Scheduled IT processes impacting business (i.e. access to systems) are 


communicated to Business Teams in advance prior to the maintenance taking 


place (usually during non-business hours). Email / hardcopy (manual) 


confirmations are obtained prior to performing any scheduled changes to IT 


processes. 


 
Control Objective IT5 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that data transmissions between the service 


organisation and its counterparties are complete, accurate, timely and secure 
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MFM use secure VPN links to communicate with third-party vendors to ensure the safe 


transmission of its information. MFM also use a secure file transfer facility for collaboration 


with third parties. Furthermore, all MFM branches are connected using secure VPN links. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 5.1 Business sites are secured using site to site VPN links that are configured 


using secure encryption that is configured at firewall level. 


IT 5.2  Third-party VPN links are configured to connect to business infrastructure, 


hosted through cloud services in respect of Fund administration software as 


well as for Business Continuity and backup purpose. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT6 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that appropriate measures are implemented to 


counter the threat from malicious electronic attack (e.g. firewalls, anti-virus etc.) 


 


To prevent cyber intrusion, MFM employ perimeter firewalls which are complimented by a 


cloud-based security solution. MFM utilise the Barracuda Web filter Security Gateway solution 


for its web filtering including Spyware/Malware removal and virus protection. This is used in 


conjunction with an enterprise antivirus / malware strategy deployed across the MFM IT estate. 


Regular penetration tests are undertaken to check for any vulnerability of the MFM IT systems, 


and any weaknesses are then mitigated. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 6.1 Inbound and outbound traffic is routed via firewalls configured to restrict and 


allow traffic via specific authorised routes and ports. 


IT 6.2 Enterprise level anti-virus and anti-malware solutions are in place across 


servers, desktops and laptops connected to the business network. Suspicious 


files / attachments are automatically scanned on a daily basis and quarantined 


/ cleaned as appropriate. Non-compliant IT systems are identified through 


periodic scans and investigated to resolution. 
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Business emails are hosted via a cloud service vendor with cloud based anti-


virus, anti-spam and anti-malware software. 


IT 6.3 System patches for desktops and servers are performed on a weekly basis 


managed by an authorised third-party support business. On a weekly basis, 


non-compliant desktops / servers are identified and investigated to resolution. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT7 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that the physical IT equipment is maintained in a 


controlled environment   


 


The server room has appropriate environmental controls in place such as a smoke detector 


and an air-conditioning system. Regular servicing and review of the equipment is undertaken 


by third-party vendors via an established contract. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 7.1 The server room (used for managing server and communication equipment) 


has a raised floor, handheld fire-extinguishers, air conditioning system and 


smoke / fire detection system. 


IT 7.2 Smoke detectors, fire extinguishers and fire detection systems are tested on 


a periodic basis and results of testing is presented to management on a 


periodic basis. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT8 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that the development and implementation of new 


systems, applications and software, and changes to existing systems, applications and 


software are authorised, tested, approved and implemented 


 


IT - Any new IT developments or changes have to be logged on the ticketing tool and approved 


by Senior Management. The ticketing tool is used to track all approvals and the testing carried 


out prior to a change being implemented. 


 


Systems Development - Appropriate procedures are in place to ensure we properly manage 


and track the full project process from the initial notification through to the final completion, 
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laying out the steps taken by both the department involved and the Systems Development 


team. All project requests must be authorised by privileged persons and testing must be 


signed off by the System Development (Business) team before deployment. Each step of the 


process is logged through the development ticketing tool (JIRA).  


 
InvestOne - InvestOne is owned and operated by Fidelity National Information Services Inc. 


(FIS) and licensed for use by MFM. Any system changes are authorised, tested, approved 


and implemented by FIS. 


 
Project testing is performed by a senior member of the InvestOne Technical Team. This is 


combined where appropriate with user acceptance testing. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 8.1 New IT Projects are authorised and approved by the Finance Director and 


changes to existing IT systems are approved by the IT Manager. Changes are 


logged and tested as applicable by appropriate teams. 


SYS 3.1 Business projects are authorised during systems development prioritisation 


meetings with the Systems Development Team, appropriately invited 


members of the business (depending on work being discussed) and the Joint 


Managing Director – Operations (or other appropriate Director). Development 


is undertaken by the Systems Development Team or approved third-party as 


per project requirements which are logged through the development ticketing 


tool (Jira). 


SYS 3.2 Project testing is performed and approved by the Systems Development 


Business Analyst Team. This is combined, where appropriate, with user 


acceptance testing. 


SYS 3.3 Requests to make changes in the live environment are initiated by the 


Systems Development Business Analysis Team and authorised by a Senior 


developer. Changes are deployed by the Systems Development Technical 


Team following access elevation approval from the Systems Development 


Business Analysis Team or the Joint Managing Director – Operations. 


SYS 3.4 A Software repository ‘Bitbucket’ is used for the storage of deployment code. 


Access to Bitbucket is restricted to members of the Systems Development 


Technical team. 
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IO 3.1 Project testing is performed by the IO Tech team. This is combined, where 


appropriate, with user acceptance testing. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT9 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that data and systems are backed up regularly, 


retained offsite and regularly tested for recoverability 


 


Data backups of MFM IT systems are undertaken in line with the backup strategy which is 


aligned with the business requirements. All backups are replicated offsite on a pre-defined 


basis for Business Continuity purposes and to meet any Regulatory and / or Legislative 


requirements. Data restores are undertaken periodically to ensure the integrity of the backup 


datasets. 


 


Control  


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 9.1 Data backups of core IT systems are undertaken in line with the below agreed 


backup and retention schedule:  


 


Every Hour, retained for 1 Day,                                                                                                                                


Every Day, retained for 1 Week, 


Every Friday, retained for 1 Month, and 


Last Day of the Month, retained for 1 Year. 


 


Volume Shadow Copy is also used on core data drives to provide the ability 


to rapidly restore files without the need to access actual backups. 


IT 9.2 Data backups are retained both locally and off-site and these are additionally 


copied off-site at least hourly via a secure VPN link for Business Continuity 


Purposes. Alerts are configured in the backup tool to notify in any instance of 


backup failure. File restorations are performed on an ad-hoc basis for testing 


purposes. 


__ 


 


Control Objective IT10 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that IT hardware and software issues are monitored 


and resolved in a timely manner 
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MFM have an IT helpdesk system in place. All IT issues are logged and end users are provided 


with a ticket number. The issue is logged according to the severity of the incident to the 


business with resolution as per the agreed SLA’s. MI from the helpdesk system is reviewed 


once a month to ensure the SLA’s are being met. 


 


Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 10.1 IT calls are logged via email / telephone with internal and external support. IT 


monitoring of core systems is automated with IT staff / authorised third-party 


support businesses being notified of any alerts via email. 


IT 10.2 SLA agreements are in place with authorised third-party support businesses. 


A monthly service report with a summary of issues logged / outstanding is 


reviewed by the IT team. Outstanding issues are followed up with the 


authorised third-party support businesses and tracked to resolution. 


__ 


 
Control Objective IT11 
Controls provide reasonable assurance that business and information systems recovery plans 


are documented, approved, tested and maintained 


 


MFM have a formal Business Continuity Plan (BCP) which is documented with BC tests being 


undertaken at least twice-yearly to ensure the validity of the processes and plan. Post testing, 


any issues with the BCP are documented and an action plan is developed to manage any 


issues and mitigate any risk. 
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Control 


Reference 


Description of Controls 


IT 11.1 A formal BCP is maintained and reviewed on an annual basis. The 


BCP is tested on at least a twice-yearly basis and the results are 


documented and reviewed by the members of Business Continuity 


Working Group (BCWG) and Senior management. Any follow-up 


actions are identified and closed to resolution. 
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8. Other Information Provided by MFM   
The information in this section, describing activities and controls, is presented by MFM to 


provide additional information to its users and is not part of the Company’s description of 


controls that may be relevant to the user’s internal control. Such information has not been 


subjected to the procedures applied in the examination of the description of the Company’s 


operations on behalf of its users, and accordingly, the Service Auditor expresses no opinion 


on it.  
 


8.1. Disaster and Business Continuity Planning 
  
MFM are committed to the principles of Business Continuity Management (BCM) and have 


developed a comprehensive strategy and have established procedures in place to ensure that 


the business can continue delivery of its products and services at acceptable predefined levels 


in the event of disruption.   


  


Effective BCM develops a clear understanding of priority activities, ensures an effective and 


co-ordinated response to an incident and improves resilience to key threats. 


 


Aims and objectives  
The BCM Strategy has been implemented with the following aims and objectives:   


 


• Provide an effective framework for BCM and deliver a consistent approach to BCP’s and 


Business Impact Analysis (BIA’s),    


• Maintain a robust BCM document framework including BCPs, BIA and procedural 


documents, 


• Reinforce BCP’s as a management responsibility and to ensure that those employees 


involved in the process have an understanding of how it relates to their business area,   


• Ensure that BCP’s can be implemented in the event of a disruption,   


• Continue to embed BCM into the culture of the business and raise awareness of the 


importance and the need to develop and maintain an accurate and relevant BCP, 


• Be supported by the BCWG with responsibility for providing direction and support to all 


BCM activity, and 


• Be supported by a Business Continuity Risk Policy to set out the scope and wider 


framework within which Business Continuity Risk is identified, measured, monitored and 


reported. 
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Business Continuity Management Strategy  
MFM’s BCM Strategy comprises:  


 


• A BCM Strategy document,   


• BIA documents,   


• Business Continuity Plans, and  


• Business Continuity Risk Policy.   


  


BCM is an ongoing process of risk assessment and management with the purpose of ensuring 


the business can continue delivery of its products and services at acceptable predefined levels 


in the event of disruption. Under its Risk Taxonomy, MFM considers inadequate planning / 


incident reporting, inadequate availability of systems and loss of office premises as key causal 


factors for consideration (however, accept this list is not exhaustive). 


 


Methodology  
BCM Programme management enables the Business Continuity capability to be established 


and maintained in a manner appropriate to the size and complexity of MFM, who recognises 


that following a robust BCM programme will enable the business to achieve the objective 


defined in the Business Continuity Risk Policy.   


  


Understanding the Organisation - MFM understands that a critical part of ensuring that 


adequate BCP’s are in place is completion of a BIA. The BIA is used to identify the critical 


nature of each Business Function by assessment of the impact of interruption to that activity. 


This information is required in order to identify appropriate continuity strategies for each 


Function.    


  


Determining BCM Strategy - Once critical activities have been identified (including the 


Recovery Time Objective (RTO)), the impact potential and resource requirements for recovery 


within the agreed timescales must be established. Subsequent to this is the need to determine 


whether the likely impact is within the Risk Appetite of MFM as the basis for its Business 


Continuity Strategy.     


  


Developing and Implementing a BCM Response - MFM are committed to improving the risk 


profile through continual enhancements to its operational procedures and practices and 


building BCP’s. Each business area has its own BCP which is located on a central team drive 


on OneDrive.   
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Exercising, Maintaining and Reviewing - All BCPs are tested to ensure they are fit for purpose 


and up to date. This exercise also helps to identify areas that require further development.   


 


This step provides quality assurance and affords the opportunity for continuous improvement.   


  


Embedding BCM in the Organisations Culture - BCM is embedded in MFM’s culture through 


a variety of methods:   


 


• Annual rotation of BCWG membership to ensure all colleagues have exposure to BCM 


and are appropriately trained at the point of initiation, and   


• Business Continuity has been classified as a high-level risk in the Risk Taxonomy to 


ensure appropriate oversight.  


 


Key Components  
BIA’s are used to help MFM better understand the relative importance and criticality of each 


Function. The BIA is followed and acts as a tool to determine and evaluate the potential effects 


of a business interruption to critical operations.       


  


Required resources have also been determined to keep these processes running effectively 


in the event of a disaster. This analysis is reviewed annually to take account of the changing 


business. 


 


The Business Continuity Risk Policy is used to further support the Business Continuity 


Strategy, MFM has a high-level Business Continuity Risk Policy which outlines the businesses 


commitment to:    


 


• Maintain a strategy for reacting to, and recovering from adverse situations which is in line 


with The Board approved Risk Appetite,  


• Maintain a programme of activity which ensures the business has the ability to react 


appropriately to, and recover from adverse situations,   


• Maintain appropriate response plans underpinned by a clear escalation process,   


• Exercise BCPs on at least a twice-yearly basis,   


• Maintain employee awareness of MFM’s expectations of them during an emergency or 


business continuity situation,   


• Take account of changing business needs and ensure that BCP’s and the strategy are 


revised where necessary, and   
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• Remain aligned with best practice in BCM.   


     


As per the RMF Policy, all Risk Policies must be reviewed on an annual basis unless an 


intermediate review is required on an exceptional basis such as changing legislation and best 


practice, significant strategic or organisational change.  
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